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FoREWORD 

ln 1938 Buell Quain spent f our months, from August to N ovember, 
among the Trumaí Indians of the upper Xingú River area of central 
Brazil. In December of 1938 he was recalled to Rio de Janeiro, and 
failing to obtain governmental permission for his return to the upper 
Xingú, at least under conditions allowing minimal possibilities for field 
research, he was unable to continue his studies among the Trumaí. He 
went instead to do ethnographic and linguistic work among the Gê
speaking Kraho in the state of Maranhão. There, in April 1939, he 
died. 

Quain's research among the Trumaí was, therefore, interrupted and 
incomplete. He left it in the form of hand-written field notes and a 
diary. These were carefully and painstakingly arranged and typed by 
his mother, Dr. Fannie Dunn Quain. Several years after her son 's 
death, Dr. Quain entrusted t hese notes to me with the understanding 
that if they proved to be of anthropological value, theywould be prepared 
for publication or otherwise made available to scholars interested in 
the field. At one .time I had hoped that another anthropologist might 
continue Quain's researches among the Trumaí, and that his notes 
might thus be incorporated into a more complete investigation of this 
little-known society. But, in 1946, I was informed by Eduardo Galvão, 
who had visited t he upper Xingú River area, that the number of Trumaí 
had critically diminished and that Trumaí life was so seriously disorgan
ized that it was doubt ful whether they could exist as a tribal entity. 
It was apparent that little, if any, ethnographic data on t he Trumaí 
beyond that contained in the scattered references of earlier anthro
pologists who had visited t he region and t he data in Buell Quain's notes 
would ever be available to us . 

Robert F. Murphy t herefore undertook to analyze, order, and prepare 
for publication the data gathered by Buell Quain. His task was first 
conceived as essentially that of an editor and a grant from the Buell 
Quain Fund was made to hiín for this purpose. It soon became clear that 
ordering and editing were not enough. While _the notes were rich in 
detail and insights, there were many gaps which Quain certainly was 
aware of, and there were interpretations and generalizations about 
Trumaí culture which he undoubtedly would have inserted in his final 
report. Robert Murphy found that to understand Buell Quain's field 
work, he would have to immerse himself in the only available document-
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ation - he would have to read and re-read the notes, learn the names 
of the numerous informants and other individuals mentioned there and 
in t he diaries, identify them as to age, sex, status, family membership, 
etc., familiarize himself with place names and Trumaí terms just as a 
field investigator would have to do. ln addition, Murphy was able to 
utilize publications on the tribes of the upper Xingú region and of the 
tropical forest. He was able to consult with Dr. Eduardo Galvão who 
had worked in the upper Xingú area. And, after the first draft of this 
manuscript was completed, he was able to make many corrections on 
the basis of his own experiences among the tropical f orest Mundurucú. 

Throughout this account, Murphy has adhered to Quain's formulations 
as closely as possible, but to make them more comprehensible, he has 
carried analysis further and often added his own interpretations. And 
his knowledge of Quain's material authorized him to do so. Thus he 
gives us, nota complete monograpl'l on t he Trumaí, but as systematic 
and intelligible a picture of Trumaí culture and society as his limited 
data permitted. This monograph is presented for what it is - the field 
observations of a highly competent research antl1ropologist analyzed 
and interpreted by a capable and sympathetic fellow-anthropologist. 

Something should be said about the general conditions of field research 
and about Buell Quain as an anthropologist. All anthropologists who 
knew Quain personally, and those who have read his Fijian V·illage,1 are 
impressed by his skill as a field research worker and by his feeling for 
peoples and cultures not his own. Among the Trumaí, as earlier in a 
Fijian community, he participated as fully as any outsider could ir1 the 
culture under study. He was scientifically rigorous, verifying his obser
vations and hypotheses again and again, and when possible giving verba
tim statements. 

But, above all, Buell Qua.in liked people, and everywhere he saw 
them as whole human beings. This was apparent in 1938 in his great 
concern for the Trumaí canoemen who waited for him at an Indian post 
near the Xingú headwaters and who were forced to cross "enerny" 
territory on their return trip to their village. This was apparent in his 
field notes and diary and in his search to understand the complex 
motivations of his friends (and enemies). This was apparent in the 
reactions of the people t hemselves: in 1946 the f ew Trumaí whom 
Eduardo Galvão encountered on the Xingú asked for "Capitão Quain'' 
and spok:e of him in glowing terms. And when Galvão camped with the 
remaining Trumaí in 1952, young people who were but very small 
children in 1938 k:new stories of "Capitão Quain" told them by their 
parents. 

Buell Quain had an artist' s responsiveness both to people and surround
ings. I shall never forget his description of a phenomenon I later ex-

1 Quain 1942. 
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perienced. He told me of the effect of the tropical dawn on tropical forest 
peoples. Traveling in t he dark, he noted, Indian canoemen tend to break 
the monotony by singing and talking, but just before the sun appears, 
they suddenly fali silent, as if in expectation of a sacred moment. Again 
and again, in camps and while traveling with Brazilian Indians, I was 
reminded of Quain's perception. 

Although Robert Murphy rightly points out the decline of population 
and t he trend toward disintegration of Trumaí culture even in 1938, the 
Trumaí were .a functioning primitive society when Quain visited them. 
The upper Xingú River area was still very difficult to reach at that time. 
l n 1938 access was by way of Cuyabá, t he capital of Matto Grosso. 
Quain traveled from Cuyabá to t he Indian post Simões Lopes by truck, 
then over savanna grasslands for sixdays on oxen, then down t heKuliseu 
River by canoe for seven days to a mission station maintained by Mr. 
and Mrs. Thomas Young. After a delay here of almost three weeks, he 
spent another t hree weeks reaching t he Trumaí, traveling slowly and 
visiting several tribal groups en route. The Kamayurá, at whose village 
he stayed shortly, provided him with canoemen for the last lap of his 
journey. I t took Quain 38 days to return up r iver and cross the savanna 
country to Simões Lopes on leaving t he Trumaí in late 1938. 

Quain's letters to his mother and to his colleagues describe his trip t o 
the Trumaí vividly . To quote a passage telling of his experiences on t he 
upper l{.uliseu River on his way to t he mission station : 

The r iver journey was pleasant, until we began to have trouble. Even then I 
enjoyed it thoroughly . I had too much baggage for two canoes as I had planned. 
W e had t o use three. Besides myself I have two Brazilian men and a boy to h elp 
with the canoes. I had to paddle one myself and I enjoyed it thoroughly - despite 
the fact that white men aren't supposed to do that kind of thing. I gave th e 
largest canoe with the most valuable cargo to the Brazilian whom I thought was 
the b est canoeist. He had the boy to h elp with the paddling and poling through 
the rapids. N evertheless it was his canoe which :filled with water on the second 
day. W e had to stop on a rock ledge and spread the things out to dry. Lots of 
rice and beans, papers and books, etc. I t was evening. Not until the next morning 
did we realize that the sun barely touched the rocky ledge that we had chosen for 
ch·ying the cargo. There was a wind - the worst of the dampness was removed 
before nightfall. Everything went well unt il we struck some swift rapids on the 
:fifth day, when the same large canoe wrapped itself around a rock and the cargo 
went sailing down the river about eight miles an h our. I managed to rescue 
everyth;ing but a bag of farinha, a frying pan, a :fishline and a couple of cakes of 
the hard unre:fined sugar, which forma an important part of the diet throughout 
l\'Iatto Grosso. 2 

And about the Indians he wrote from the missionary station: 
My work for the next month is going to be a jumble of languages. It may take 

a month to reach the Trumaí because the Indiana like to rest ali the time. This 
means that I will have ample time to contact several in each of three different 
linguistic families (Carib, Arawak, Tupí). The Trumaí are entirely unrelated. This 

2 Quain letter, July 13, 1938. 
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means that I simply must come back here soon, within the next five years ~ so . 
I can take advantage of the long delay. I expect to know a lot of useful, but aca
demically unimportant things about the Kuliseu before I get through. This is the 
place - if I ever heard of one - where a half-dozen ethnologists should be work
ing. Friendly Indians as yet untouched; twenty or more villages within a radius 
of a month's travel - all of which are culturally different, one from the other. ln 
fact nothing nicer can be imagined.3 

Although several expeditions had penetrated the upper X~gú area 
before Quain's time, the greater part of the region was unexplored. Karl 
von den Steinen is perhaps the best known of the early investigators. 
Reports of his trips in 1884 and 1887 are given in Durch Oentral-Bra- . 
silien: Erste Schíngu Expedition4 and in Unter den Naturvolkern Zentral
Brasiliens,5 respectively. Together they provide us with the first ethno
graphic data on the tribes of the upper Xing1i area. Von den Steinen 
was warned by the other tribes in the area not to visit the Trumaí, 
who were said to be dangerous warriors and antagonistic to all out
siders. But contact was made eventually, first with isolated individuais 
and later with two villages. Von den Steinen describes the small, thin 
people who received him and his colleagues with solicitous hospitality. 
Some women still wore the traditional pubic covering, the ulurí. The 
German ethnographer also noted the peculiar speech of the Trumaí, 
their excitability, their uneasy relationships and wars with neighboring 
tribes, and certain features of material culture. 

Von den Steinen's expeditions were followed by numerous others, but 
only those of HermannMeyer in 1896 and 1899,6 Max Schmidt in 1901,7 

and Vincent Petrullo in 19318 ha:d ethnological importance. Yet system
atic knowledge of the upper Xingú tribes remained relatively scanty, 
limited to information mainly on material cultur~ and word lists. In 
fact, until Quain's visit to the Trumaí, most of the ethnographic re
searches in the area were essentially in the 11ature of general surveys. 
Although Quain's data are incomplete, his was the first attempt to 
study with modern anthropological methods the life of an upper Xingú 
River tribe, and this at a time when the people of the area were still 
relatively undisturbed by Olltside influences. 

Today, however, the long isolation of the upper Xingú River areais 
· being broken. ln 1945, an expedition of the Central Brazil Foundation, 

which aim.ed at opening a road through Brazil to the Amazon, penetrated 
the region, and constructed a landing strip. The Brazilian Indian Service 
now maintains a permanent post in the heart of this region, and several 
anthropologists (and numerous other scientists, journalists, and tourists) 
have traveled into the area by Brazilian Airforce planes. 

3 Quain letter, July 28, 1938. 
5 Von den Steinen 1897. 
7 Schmidt 1902- 4. 

4 Von den Steinen 1886. 
6 Meyer 1896-7 and 1900. 
8 Petrullo 1932. 
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Recent ethnographic researches have for the most part concentrated 
upon theKamayurá(Galvão 1949, 1950, andl952; Oberg 1953), the Waurá 
(de Lima 1949, 1950), and the Kuikuru (Robert Carneiro and Gertrude 
E. Dole, unpublished). Only incidentally have these observers com
mented upon the Trumaí. Therefore, in 1953 when I had the opportunity 
to spend a litt le t ime in t he upper Xingú area, I made a point of re
maining a few days with the remants of t he Trumaí. They were camped 
temporarily at Karaj aja, the old village site, on a lake about half a mile 
away from the Kuluene River; their permanent 11ouses were then at 
Anariatan, near the village site during Quain's visit. It was the dry 
season and the Trumaí were fishing. There were only 24 persons in the 
group - six adult males, ten adult females, four boys and four girls. 
Three of the women were unmarried widows, and there was one un
married girl just past puberty. The chieftain whose current name was 
Ilitoari (no doubt the Aloari of Quain's notes), was married to two 
sisters, and there were f our monogamous families. Two of the men were 
old and unmarried. Thus, the Trumaí were again united as a village 
(they had disbanded for a while). In 1953, however, there were not even 
enough men for the Trumaí to participate in the intertribal spear
throwing contests, a sport in which they had once been famous through
out the area. 

The process of steady social and cultural disintegration and depo
pulation, which was already apparent among the Trumaí in 1938, has 
been a continuing one; and it is only a question of a v~ery short time 
before these people cease to existas a separate tribal group. Thus, the 
information and insights that Robert Murphy has brought together from 
Buell Quain's field work may be ali that we shall ever have on Trumaí 
life and society. 

Oolurnhia U nive'l·sity 
February 1955 

CHARLES W AGLEY 
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lNTRODUCTION 

Many people do not read the prefaces to monographs. This one must 
be read in order to understand what follows. 

The writer never met his co-author, Buell Quain, for Quain died 
sixteen years ago. Some six months before his death he h ad terminated 
a period of f our months field research among the Trumaí Indians of the 
Xingú River in northern Matto Grosso, Brazil. Among his effects were 
his field notes, which represented the results of one of t he most difficult 
investigations ever undertaken by an ethnologist. 

ln 1949, shortly after I commenced my graduate studies in anthropo
logy, Professor Charles Wagley of Columbia University asked me to 
edit t he Trumaí notes. After further consideration of the material, 
Professor W agley and I concluded that the notes had been ordered as far 
as was possible by Quain's mother, Dr. Fannie Dunn Quain, and that 
they could best be presented in the f orm of a monograph, which I was 
to write. 

First, let me describe Buell Quain's Trumaí notes. ln essence they 
consist of a remarkably detailed field diary in which Quain had recorded 
the daily activities and events of the Trumaí village. If a woman walked 
from one house to another bearing food, it was duly stated. The play 
of t he children, the facial expressions apparent during ceremonies, 
the slightest nuances of interpersonal behavior were all put into the 
notebook. Present also are charts showing the daily economic activities 
of every villager and a report, in all its minutiae, of what occurred in a 
household of an afternoon. Quain also set down in his daily log many 
comments made to him by his Trumaí informants and scraps of conver
sation which he overheard. 

The notes are a triumph of participant observation. Quain understood 
very little Trumaí, although his diary shows t hat he was learning it 
rapidly by the time of his departure. He evidently maintained some 
commu:r:ücation with certain bilingual Trumaí by using Tupí, of which 
he appears to have had a fragmentary k.nowledge. Lacking t he means 
to do detailed informant work, Quain leaned heavily on hic:; observations 
of t he behavior and activity of all the Trumaí, and he also learned much 
from his own personal interaction with them. He was deeply sensitive 
to t he mutual relationships between himself and the subjects of his 
study, as he was completely alone in his sojourn; he did not even have 
a Brazilian backwoodsman for help and companionship. He entrusted 
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2 THE TRUMAÍ INDIANS OF CENTRAL BRAZIL 

himself to the hospitality of the Indians and in return received their 
con:fidence. 

A feeling of aloneness permeates the Quain notes. He was in t he 
midst of people with whom he had limited communication, due not 
only to the obstacle of language, but to the cultural gulf separating 
him from them. The threat of enemy attack was at that time constant 
in the upper Xingú area; life was precarious and civilization far off. 
Perhaps this existence sharpened his observations and incr.eased the 
depth of his insights, for these are fine notes. Buell Quain's Trumaí 
field trip is part of a tradition of ethnographic field research of which t he 
anthropological profession may well be proud. His story, told more 
fully by Dr. Charles W agley in the Foreword, adds one more legend to 
the saga of primitivist studies. 

My own role in the writing of this monograph was to assemble and 
order the facts collected by Quain and to evaluate the data in terms of 
which behavior and attitudes are normative within Trumaí culture, wruch 
lie within the range of permissible variation, and how such traits are 
merged in the whole. Facts do not speak for themselves. The concept 
of culture implies an interrelatedness of the components, which, in turn, 
calls for interpretation on the part of the ethnologist. It might be said 
that the information is Quain's product; its ordering into a coherent 
description of Trumaí culture mine. I t is impossible, however, to so 
neatly separate the Murphy from the Quain in this monograph, for 
Quain's interests and ideas have influenced my interpretation of the 
data. Conversely, the facts have no doubt been affected by the inter
pretation. For t his reason, I have included as many illustrations and 
examples from the notes as was possible. I have also avoided generaliz
ing statements in the actual description of Trumaí culture, and overall 
interpretations have been reserved for the conclusion. The final chapter, 
t hen, is my own view of t he dynamics involved in the breakdown of 
Trumaí culture and society. The reader will by that time be in essential 
command of the data upon which the generalizations are based and 
free to make up his own mind. 

Quain's most adequate information is on the closely interrelated 
subjects of personality, ethos, life cycle, and interpersonal behavior and 
attitudes. Material culture, technology, and religion are less thoroughly 
documented. Thus, the orientation of the monograph is the result of 
Q uain's own interests. I have also visualized my task to be a description 
of the Trumaí Indians in 1938, and reference has been made to other 
sources only to place t hem in the context of history and the cultural 
landscape of the upper Xingú River region. 

Q uain's field work was never completed and the reader will find large 
gaps in this monograph. Undoubtedly, there are errors and much 
that is in disagreement with other data and other field workers. It is 
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doubtful, however, that we will ever have a full study of the Trumaí, 
such as Quain had planned, for they are now on t he verge of extinction. 

Although I must bear t he responsibility for t he shortcomings of this 
monograph, others must share credit for any redeeming features it may 
have. Drs. A. L . Kroeber and Julian H. Steward have read sections of 
the manuscript and contributed many valuable comments. Miss J ane 
Phillips edited the first draft and helped in its organization . The manu
script owes much to my wife, Yolanda Murphy, who typed and edited 
it in all its stages and gave of her own insights as an anthropologist. 
Dr. Charles Wagley initiated and supervised this effort, and it profited 
greatly from his knowledge and experience gained among Brazilian 
primitives. But for him, Buell Quain's Trumaí material would still be 
inaccessible to interested students. Dr. W agley also furnished the 
photographs inclt1ded in t his monograph, which were taken during his 
visit to t he Trumaí in 1953, :fifteen years after Quain had worked among 
them. 

Finally, I wish to acknowledge the financial support given by the 
Buell Quain Fund towards t he preparation of t his study. Publication 
was made possible by t he Columbia University Social Science Research 
Council and the American Ethnological Society. The writer would like 
to express his gratitude to all these people and instit utions. 

Urbana, I llinois 
J anuary 1955. 

ROBERT F. M URPHY 



CHAPTER ONE 

THE U PPER XINGÚ A REA 

Previous Fíeld Surveys 

Buell Quain's research among t he Trumaí Indians of the upper 
Xingú R iver in Brazil was accomplished during t he months of August to 
November of 1938. There have been expedit ions since then, and several 
preceded it . The best known of the early ethnographers is ICarl von 
den Steinen, who was the first white m an to explore the tributaries of 
the Xingú and to contact and report upon the tribes t here. His trips of 
1884 and 1887 were followed by those of Hermann lVIeyer in 1897 and 
1899, Max Schmidt in 1901, and Vincent Petrullo in 1931. Since Quain's 
trip, Oberg in 1948, Galvão in 1947 and 1950, de Lima in 1947 and 1948, 
andRobert Carneiro and Gertrude E . Dole in 1953- 54 h ave worked among 
the "tribes" of the i1pper Xingú. * Most of the earlier research was in the 
f orm of surveys, which did not concentrate on the oulture of any one 
group . Intensive studies can only be done through continuous residence 
among and careful observation of a tribe. Quain did exactly t his for 
several months, filling a gap of much -needed information from the 
upper Xingú . He h as also treated social, polit ical, and religious struc
ture much more thoroughly than the surveys, which have given espec
ial attention to material culture. Since t he other sources have treated 
this aspect of culture more completely t han did Quain, and as Quain 
bimself was more interested in non-material culture, the present work. 
will follow his emphasis. 

Geographical F eatures 

The tributaries of t he Xingú River have particularly attracted eth 
n ologists, because t he inaccessibility of t he region has made it a fortress 
against the inroads of Brazilian civilization. There were probably few 
places in Brazil harder to reach. Entry from the north is virtu ally im
possible as the main stream of the Xingú is blocked by falls, and trans
portation by river boat is therefore precluded. Travel above the fall 

* The term "tribe" is commonly accepted by anthropologists to mean a 
multi-community group unified within a common social structure or by con
tinuous political controls, the people of which share the same language and culture 
and feel themselves to be one. This is not true of the upper Xingú groups, and the 
term is used heroin for purposes of convenience and in its broadest sense only. 

4 
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line by canoe would involve a journey of severa! hundred miles through 
mostly uninhabited country. The southern approach is the only feasible 
one for surface transportation. Even this is difficult as canoes and pack 
animais are needed after leaving Cuyabá. Between t hat city and the 
upper Xingú, the Planalto de Mat to Grosso intervenes. This is an ex
tremely rugged upland, hard to traverse. The isolation of t he area made 
difficulties for ethnologists, but these were more t han compensated for 
by the intactness of the native cultures. The establishment in 194 7 of an 
outpost and airstrip of the Fundação Brasil Central, located below the 
juncture of t he Kuluene and Kuliseu rivers, has done much to overcome 
the physical obstacles. The near future should see a considerable increase 
in ethnographic data from the headwaters of the Xingú. 

In 1938 t he Trumaí village was situated on t he Kuluene River near 
its juncture with the Kuliseu. The Kuluene is the easternmost of the six 
parallel rivers that form the headwaters of the Xingú. The Xingú, itself, 
is one of t he largest of t he rivers tributary to t he Amazon. I t joins the 
Amazon about two hundred miles from t he mouth of that river, after 
flowing from south to north for approximately one thousand miles. The 
six rivers which flow parallel to each other for o ver two hundred miles 
and t hen join to form the Xingú are, from east to west, t he Kuluene, 
Kuliseu, Batoví, J atobá, Ronuro, and Steinen r ivers. They rise in the 
uplands, flowing through plains country and gallery forest. Further 
downstream they widen out and begin their descent into the tropical 
rain forest. The open country between t he streams diminishes and the 
area covered by f orest incre ases. The terrain is flat with but slight eleva
tions between the rivers. Ope11ing on the rivers are marshy subsidiary 
streams and large systems of lagoons which extend for severa! miles. 
Adjacent to the Kuluene and Kuliseu are broad sections of periodically 
inundated savan11ah lands, which are little used by t he Indian po
pulation . 

The heavy rains from October to April have the sarne profound effect 
upon the annual cycle of lif e here as they do in other sections of the 
Brazilian rain forest. Of great importance, also, is t he effect of the rains 
upon the soil. The rains are too heavy to allow the surface soil to retain 
t hem. The water runs off or sinks deeply into t he loose earth , leaching 
the surface of minerais and making it poor for agriculture. Since no 
forro of mineral replenishment is used, a garden plot becomes exhausted 
in about two or three years, or after two plantings. 

Nevertheless, t he rain forest is suitable for primitive agriculture, 
since t he looseness of the soil makes it ideally adapteâ. to the primitive 
tools in use. As t he open grasslands in t his section of South America 
have extre~ely poor soil and cannot be t illed with simple hand tools, 
the Trumaí, lik:e other tropical f orest peoples, are f orced to make their 
gardens in forest clearings in locations that are not flooded annually. 
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The rapid exhaustion of t he soil forces t hem into a life which, although 
not nomadic, involves frequent moves. As the soil in old plots is ex
hausted, new ones h ave to be opened up . The area of exploitable land 
around the village is limited by t he need to transport the produce and 
protect t he villagers from t heir enemies. Thus, after the land available 
to t he village has been used, t he group moves. 

The main subsistence of t he nine village groups now living in t he 
upper Xingú area is derived from this typically Amazonian shifting 
hort iculture coupled with fishing in the extensiva streams, lagoons, 
and estuaries. Apparently, t he population of the region was never great 
enough to cause any pressure on land or other resources. Each village 
maintained exclusive rights of exploitation over certain waterways and 
areas of land within which the village always moved. There evidently 
were not, and still are not, any clearly defined territorial boundaries; but 
village rights are implicitly recognized. 

The N eighhors o/ the Trumaí 

Although there is considerable uniformity in the cultures of t he 
upper Xingú tribes, t heir linguistic affiliations are diverse. The main 
language stocks of aboriginal Brazil are represented. On t he Kuluene 
River are the linguistically independent Trumaí and the Cariban l{ui
kuru, Kalapalo, Tsuva, and Naravute. Near t he waters of the Kuliseu 
River live t he Tupian Kamayurá and Auetí, the Arawakan Mehinaku 
and Yaulapití, and t he Cariban N ahukwa. The Batoví River is inhabited 
by the Arawakan Waurá and Kustenaú.1 All these villages maintain 
a rather distrustful peace among themselves, but live in fear of their 
hostile Gê- and Tupian-speaking neighbors on the perimeters of the upper 
Xingú drainage area. 

The upper Xingú "tribes" consist of one village each. I t seems evident 
from t he linguistic heterogeneity of the region that it is a cul de sac -
one of the aboriginal refuge areas which characterize t he cultural land
scape of the headwaters of t he Amazon and its t ributaries. 

The cultural uniformity of the above peoples has impressed all ob
servers, as has the extensive contact t hat t hey maintain with each 
other. _Descriptions of t his homogeneity are to be found in von den 
Steinen2 and, latterly, in Galvão3 and Oberg.4 Among the principal 
material traits which distinguish the area as opposed to neighboring, 
but outside, groups are: haystack-shaped houses arranged in a circle 
around a central plaza; bark canoes; dependence upon fish for protein; 

1 Oberg (1953, p . 4) states that tbe Yaulapití, Kustenaú, Tsuva, and Naravute 
no longer live in independent villages, but reside among other groups, usually 
of the sarne linguistic family. 

2 Von den Steinen 1886. 3 Galvão 1949. 4 Oberg 1953. 
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zoomorphic benches; the bull roarer ; use of the spear-thrower in inter
tribal games ; whistling arrows; t he mode of hair-cutting and body 
painting and ornamentation; the use of the ulurí, or triangular bark 
pubic cover. The basic subsistence economies of the upper Xingú groups 
are almost identical, and t here are strong simUarities in social organiza
tion. ln t he latter sphere, the extended family, bilaterality with some 
pat rilineal emphasis, patrilocality, and the men's cult appear general. 
The various tribes share many of the sarne ceremonies and co-participate 
in some. Insofar as is known, shamanism is much the sarne among all 
groups, and there is great similarity in religious beliefs and in mythology. 

Trumaí History 

Although t he linguistic affiliations of the other upper Xingú peoples 
indicate t heir origins to be in the north, all available evidence points to 
a migration of the Trumaí from the southeast. Apparently this move 
did not occur very long ago, for the Trumaí themselves still tell of it . 
Accordi11g to Trumaí tradition they carne into their present habitat from 
a land farto the southeast. There, they say, there is still a Trumaí village. 
Informants varied as to whether or not the forebears of the Xingú 
Trumaí knew how to grow manioc. They were said to have had long 
hair like the Gê-speaking Suyá, to hunt tapir, and to tie up their penes. 
Matiwana, t he old man of t he Trumaí, claimed to remember when the 
Trumaí still treated their genitalia in this way. He also claimed that, 
when the Trumaí moved into the area and saw the Kamayurá and other 
tribes, they adopted the customs of hair-cutting and penis freedom. 
The tale, coupled with the fact that the Trumaí women did not use t he 
true ulurí pubic cover when von den Steinen first visited them, 5 suggests 
a fairly recent entry of the Trumaí into the upper Xingú area -perhaps 
no earlier than the nineteenth century - and due possibly to the pres
sures of white colonization. 

Other evidence also argues for the recency of t he present Trumaí 
habitat. The di:ffusion of culture traits in the upper Xingú is extensive, 
and in most cases it is difficult to determine the direction of borrowing. 
The Trumaí lexicon, however, shows heavy influence from tlieir neigh
bors, especially the nearby Kamayurá. This influence manifests itself 
chiefly in names of plants and objects of material culture and in cere
monial songs. The songs of two major Trumaí ceremonies, both of which 
are practiced also by the Kamayurá, show a preponderance of Kama
yurá words and phrases. Carib and Arawakan words are frequent in 
other songs. Also, the word for bull roarer in both Kamayurá and Trumaí 
is uríuri. The Trumaí words for such typically tropical forest domestica-

6 Von den Steinen, 1897, p. 188. 
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ted plants as beans and gourds and for the fiat manioc fiour cake, the 
beijú, are almost identical with the corresponding Kamayurá words. 

The pre-contact history of the Trumaí is largely inf erential and their 
recent history is poorly documented. The white explorers and scientists 
who visit ed t he upper Xingú frequently did not encounter the Trumaí, 
and almost never visited their villages. Historical data indicate t hat in 
von den Steinen's time and possibly as late as the 1931 trip of Petrullo 
the Trumaí lived in two villages. Von den Steinen showed an abandoned 
Trumaí village, in substantially its present location, and another on the 
lower end of t he Tsahuk'u, a network of waterways and lagoons west 
of and parallel to the Kuliseu River.6 Although Meyer's map did not 
show this southern village in 1896, 7 it appears in Schmidt's map for 
1901.8 Petrullo encountered Trumaí, most probably of t he southern 
village, 0 11 the west bank of the Kuliseu, between the locales of the 
N ahukwa and Mehinaku villages.9 1\1:. Moennich, one of a party of 
American missionaries who descended the Kuliseu in 1937, did not, 
however, note a Trumaí village near this site.10 When Quain arrived in 
1938 there was only one Trumaí village, which was located at the north
ern site. This would suggest that the southern village was abandoned in 
1937-38, but it is possible that t hose Trumaí seen by Petrullo and 
Moennich were the sarne ones whom Quain visited. 

The northern and southern villages mentioned in t he literature are 
t he only ones recorded. I t is certain that since 1884 there have only 
been two communit ies, although each has been located in many different 
places. Unfortunately, the exact locations of the abandoned sites and 
their periods of occupation are not well known. Each of t he old village 
locales had a name, and these designations are still known. Among them 
are Morena, Waniwani, Karajaja, Iakare, J awpew, and Wahldat. Some 
of the names, such as I akare, are obviously of Tupian origin. J awpew 
was the name of the northern Trumaí village at the time of von den 
Steinen's expeditions. Karajaja was the last location before t he one in 
which Quain resided. This site was located near the Kamayurá village 
on the Tsahuku and appears on Petrullo's map. The Trumaí said that 
it was a good village, but that they had to move because the Kamayurá 
and Auetí were practicing sorcery against them. The village to which 
they ~oved, and where Quain visited them, was named Anariatan. 

People were often referred to by other Trumaí according to the village 
in which t hey were born. Thus, a W ahldat faxlo was, literally, a son of 
Wahldat. Also, garden sites were most commonly named after an 
abandoned village. The old villages were loolted on with reverence as 
the homes of the ancestors of the Trumaí. They were considered to be 
places of great interest, and Quain was repeatedly urged to ,risit them. 

6 l bid., 1897, p. 93. 7 Meyer 1897, P late I. s Schmidt 1942. 
9 Petrullo 1932, p. 180. 10 Moennich 1942. 
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The fishing grounds and the still productive fruit trees of the old villages 
were considered to be the domain of the Trumaí, and these rights were 
apparently respected by others. When the village moved in search of 
new land, it was usually to one of t he old sites, whose name the new 
village would take. 

The Trumaí were once feared by t he other tribes of the upper Xingú 
and were evidently a relatively numerous and vigorous people. Howeve.r, 
when Quain visited them in 1938, they- numbered only 43,. and only 
ten years later, in 1948, the population had shrunken to a meagre 25.11 

Their small numbers had forced t hem to abandon village life once since 
Quain's visit, b11t they subsequently reunited in a new community.11ª 

W arfare 

The topography of the flat upper Xingú Basin encourages considerable 
contact between tribes. The waterways are extensive and have im
portance beyond subsistence, as they are t he chief avenues of trade 
and warfare. Communication t hrough the river and flood plain system 
is the main reasou for the high degree of cultural homogeneity that has 
been achieved by these tribes of diverse origins and languages. Inter
t ribal relations are not confined to trade and warfare, but enter _the 
spheres of social organization, ceremonialism and mythology. 

Intertribal bonds within the upper Xingú Basin were based on peace
ful relations between th.e tribes. These tribes formed part of a bounded 
social system in which groups outside the area élid not take part. The 
Bakairí Inélians of the Paranatinga River were on a friendly basis with 
t he headwaters groups only because they had once lived on the Batoví 
River. Other tribes were uniformly enemies, regardless of cultural or 
Iinguist ic affinities. Despite this peaceful interaction among the upper 
Xingú villages, there was considerable mutual fear and hostility between 
them which was expressed in witchcraft, petty thievery and intimidation. 
The practice of sorcery upon other villages is especially significant, in 
that sorcery is used in nearly all cult ures only between people who share 
close interpersonal ties. This illustrates better than anything else the 
high degree of int ervillage integration in the upper Xingú River Basin. 
The component groups constitute far more than a culture area - they 
f orm a society. 

Despite the nominal peace within the upper Xingú area, t he Trumaí 
lived in dread of their neighbors, and with good reason.12 Situated 

11 Oberg 1953, p. 4. 
11ª Latest reports state that a m easles epidemie h as wrought great havoc, and 

that the few survirors have all joined other groups. 
12 Although fear of neighboring groups is general in the upper Xingú, de Lima 

(1949, p. 25) n oted it to be especially strong among the numerically weak Trumaí. 
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between the warlike Gê-speaking Suyá .and the peaceful but overbear
ing Kamayurá, they were an easy prey to these tribes and to others 
more peripheral to the region, such as the Caiabí and Kayapó. The 
tribes t he Trumaí f eared most were those to the north. These included 
the Suyá, Yuruna, and an unidentified group. The Y uruna, located by 
Galvão on the Diauarun River, north of the Suyá, were said to have 
made raids on the headwater villages,18 but nothing is known of any 
aggression by the unnamed tribe. There is definite documentation of 
numerous assaults by the Suyá, whose reputation for ferocity is un
equalled in the area. 

The Suyá villages are located severa! days journey to the north on 
the Suyá }\!Iissú River, and forays into the l(uluene-Kuliseu region 
have become relatively rare since the establishment of local airfields. 
Quain was of the opinion that the last Suyá raid on the Trumaí took 
place about twenty years ago when the brother of the Trumaí chief 
was killed. Two 9f Quain's informants had been captured by the Suyá 
.as pre-pubescent boys. Suyá raids into the tributaries resulted in great 
destruction and von den Steinen reported a Trumaí village to ha ve been 
recently burned and looted by them.14 

The upper Xingú peoples were not always passive towards the Suyá. 
A revenge attack was once launched by t he combined forces of the 
Kamayurá, Mehinaku, Waurá, and Trumaí. Their flotilla of twenty 
canoes assaulted and burned a Suyá village, starting another cycle of 
attacks and counter-attacks. This is the only known case of an inter
tribal alliance in war, but there have probably been others. 

When Quain was 'with t he Trumaí the memory of past attacks was 
still strong, and the mere mention of the Suyá was sufficient to cause 
great anxiety. Indica t ive of t heir f eeling toward the Suyá is the Trumaí 
creation myth according to which the Sun made all tribes except the 
Suyá who are descended from snakes. 

Among the Kuliseu tribes, the Kamayurá and N ahukwa were the 
two most f eared. The f ormer, especially, by small acts of aggression 
against the weakened Trumaí, had done great harm. As a result of the 
widespread hostility and distrust, Trumaí life was pervaded with in
security. Tension always increased at night, and the slightest sound 
from the brush was enough to cause panic. Rumors of an impending 
attack·were often brought to the village by visitors from other groups. 
These were generally false stories intended to frighten the Trumaí, but, 
reflecting the prevailing anxiety, they were always accepted as true. 

The Kamayurá were the chief instigators of these tales. One visitar 
from the latter group told the Trumaí that the K.amayurá were coming 
to kill all of them as soon as Quain left. The Kamayurá attempted to 

1s Galvão 1952, p . 469. 
14 Von den Steinen 1897, p. 115. 
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frighten Quain, too. One of their favorite stories was that the Nahukwa 
chief, Aloike, was coming to take Quain. Aloike was a powerful sor
cerer and had a reputation for treachery among all t he tribes, and the 
Nahuk:wa were probably feared more because of him t han because of 
any traditional enmity. 

Wild tales were also told out of sheer perversity. A party of K ama
yurá came to visit and announced t hat Quain's father would arrive in 
an airplane with gifts for the Trumaí. On another occasion they said 
that a plane full of karahiba (white men) had landed at the house of 
Thomas Young, an American missionary who lived further up the Kuli
seu. 

The Trumaí, themselves, aggravated their own fears. One of them 
spoke at length in t he men's circle on how the Kamayurá tortured their 
captives by piercing their arms and legs with arrow points. He also 
said that t hey beheaded t hem, stirred up their brains over a fire, and 
ate them. This was undoubtedly a false story born of fear and con
trary to ali the more reliable information on t he t reatment of captives. 
However, torture and ritual cannibalism of t his sort once flourished in 
the tropical forest. It is, therefore, interesting that t he Trumaí should 
know of such practices. 

Dueto t he constant fear of surprise attack shared by all t he tribes, 
it was considered bad policy to enter foreign territory without giving 
warning. This was done by building a fire. A party from t he village 
t hen went out to investigate, unless it was definitely known who the in
truders were. If a fire was seen by a traveling party, their canoes were 
beached and an answering fire was built. · 

Surprise meetings were to be avoided at all costs. When Quain was 
traveling on the Kuliseu with a Trumaí group, t he sight of a Kamayurá 
canoe caused some concern. The chief was quite happy t o note t hat 
Quain left his rifle in t he bottom of the boat, thereby giving a peaceable 
appearance. 

Accorcling to Dyott, an English explorer who descended the Xingú 
in 1938, arrows planted point first in t he ground were " no trespassing" 
signs.15 He also said t hat whistling arrows were shot in the air to warn 
strangers to stay away. The latter sign was, more accurately, an addi
tional means of letting one's presence be known. Smoke spirals seen 
to the north or east always caused a great disturbance in t he Trumaí 
village, as these were thought to be Suyá fires. Since the upper Xingú 
people approached from the south, fires seen in t his direction caused 
little alarm unless there had been rumors of some aggressive act by 
the Kamayurá or Nahukwa. 

Fear of attack at times approached the point of hysteria. The high 
tension might last a few days, after which it would decline to the normal 

15 Dyott 1930, pp. 283-84. 

-
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levei of general anxiety. It was usually the result of several days of 
rumor, omens, and strange fires in the north. 

Late one night during Quain's stay, after most of the village had 
retired, a near panic occurred when two women shouted that the Suyá 
were attacking. All the initiated men, even the weak and old, rushed to 
the village center with their bows and arrows. The women and children 
from two of the four Trumaí houses hurried with their hammocks to 
the other two houses. The frightened men milled around in the center 
of the village with no apparent organization or direction. The chief, 
who was trembling, did not take command of the situation. 

If this had been a real attack, noted Quain, the raiders would have 
given a loud yell and loosed a volley of arrows. He later made an in
vestigation and found no signs of intruders. One of the women thought 
that someone had thrown dirt at her. Quain believed this to be a habit 
of the Suyá, but one that was usually a friendly overture. 

The women feared other tribes more than did the men, for one of the 
main purposes of raids was to capture women. ln every upper Xingú 
community women from other tribes are always found. The dispersal 
of women takes three f orms: capture in warfare (by groups outside the 
area), open abduction of a woman by intimidation of her fellow-villagers, 
and peaceful intertribal marriage. According to de Lima, the Suyá 
raid the Waurá village on the Batoví River for female captives, as the 
women of the Arawakan tribes are the only potters of the region.16 

The Trumaí lost many young women to the I<:amayurá by intimida
tion, the second of the above means. Most of the women in the Trumaí 
village were at one time held by the Kamayurá with the result that, 
in many Trumaí marriages, the woman is several years older than the 
man. At the time of Quain's visit, Trumaí women were still living 
among the I<:amayurá and other groups. One of them, the sister of 
the Trumaí chief, i·an away from the Kamayurá and returned home 
because her husband had beaten her, an action that angered the Trumaí 
greatly. There she picked up the threads of her old life, but after a few 
weeks a party of Kamayurá took her back to their village. The Trumaí 
offered no resistance, either physical or verbal, although they outnum
bered the visitors, for to have done so would have invited retaliation. 

The fact that the Trumaí had lost many women completely, or re
gained· them only after their most fertile years had passed, was probably 

· a contributing factor to the depopulation of the group. The losses were 
only partially compensated for by the marriage of outside women into 
the Trumaí village. There were three foreign women in the community 
in 1938: a Suyá, a Mehinaku, and a Kamayurá. Their status was lower 
than that of the Trumaí women, and they were at times taunted be
cause of their foreign origin. They did not participate as fully in the 

1 6 De Lima 1950, p. 5. 
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culture as the other women, but their everyday existence was much the 
sarne. 

Men were also taken as captives, although not to the sarne extent 
as were wornen. Tun and Aloari, two Trumaí men, had lived in capti
vity among t he Yuruna. They had feared their captors at first, but once 
they had learned the language, they said, they were no longer afraid. 
Apparently both men had been well treated by the Y uruna, for they were 
kindly disposed towards t hat tribe. The elder of the two men had a Yuruna 
wife, whom he left when he returned to his people. How this was ac
complished is not known, but escape could not have been very difficult. 

Another factor promoting the incorporat ion of both women and men 
into other tribes was the depopulation and extinct ion of t heir own 
groups. When the southern Trumaí village was disbanded rnany of the 
survivors j oined the northern Trumaí, but some moved in with other 
tribes. Similarly, de Lima reported that the Yaulapití, who disbanded 
sometime between 1938 and 1945, were to be found among the Kama
yurá, Trumaí, and Auetí.17 

It is possible that more Yaulapití settled with Arawakan speaking 
groups, but the three above-named tribes were their closest neighbors. 
The remnants of a disbanded group might also join villages in which 
they had close kin or personal relationships. A later report by the Srs. 
Villas Boas, who maintained the recently established airstrip of the 
Fundação Brasil Central, stated that, as in the case of the Trumaí, the 
Yaulapití have reconstituted themselves as a grot1p by t he establish
ment of a one-house village.18 Clearly, except for the ·peace that has 
reigned since the airfield was built, a village of some twenty-five people 
would not be secure from attack. But while the chances of survival are still 
far from good, the initiation of such a project shows the eagerness of the 
participants to preserve their social identity. 

The main purposes of warfare in the region are to capture women, take 
loot, and exact revenge. Captive-taking has a clear economic basis in 
the sporadic warfare between the Suyá and Waurá, as the Suyá cap
ture Waurá women for their knowledge of pottery-making. Am.ong t he 
tribes of the ulurí area proper, however, this is not done. Arawakan 
women are married, but Quain's notes indicate that they do not practice 
pottery-making in their new villages. 

It is possible t hat male and female captives are taken by upper Xingú 
groups from tribes outside the region to bolster their waning numerical 
strength, but infanticide and abortion are also present in the area. 
However , captives do not have to be reared from infancy, and do not 
constitute the sarne strain on the economy that children do. It is also 

17 De Lima 1949, p. 25. 
18 This information was obtained verbally from Dr. Eduardo Galvão. Cf. 

Oberg 1953, p. 4. 
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possible that more women may be needed for polygamous marriages, 
but the data do not indicate plural marriage to be of great significance. 

Pillage, also, inspires raids. The Kamayurá threatened to descend 
on t he Trumaí, after Quain left, to rob them of all t he Western goods
they had obtained. The Suyá took ali the Trumaí pots in a raid which 
occurred immediately before von den Steinen's second trip through the 
region.19 The desire for goods is undoubtedly a motivating factor in 
particular raids, and it may also be a contributing factor in warfare 
generally, but since the material surplus is low throughout the area and 
retaliation almost certain, it is doubtful that this is a basic cause. 

Insults, too, could provoke aggression. The Kamayurá threatened to 
chastise t he Trumaí because the latter were rumored to have made 
defamatory remarks about them. Continuous fear and insecurity can 
also lead a tribe to attack. Quain observed that the Trumaí worked 
themselves up into such a state of terror that they were capable of des
perate deeds. Needless to say, revenge expeditions tended to perpetuate 
hostility. 

Among t he Trumaí, no special prestige was derived from warfare, 
and t he men did not boast of their prowess as warriors. Trumaí men 
showed scars of old wounds to Quain, but only to impress him with the 
brutality of other tribes. To t he Trumaí, warfare was an occasion for 
fear, and not an opportunity to enhance one's status. 

W arfare, however, is important in maintaining social cohesion within 
the communities. Quain noted that intra-social harmony and coopera
tion was low in the Trumaí village. Leadership was weak, and there was 
little friendliness between the men. However, when an attack threatened, 
quarrels were f orgotten and aggressions and anxieties were directed 
toward the outside world. Also, when members of other tribes were in 
t he village, t he whole tone and tempo of life changed, and the Trumaí 
presented a united front. 

This was made manifest during a visit of severa! K amayurá. Despite 
their apprehension, the Trumaí treated their guests as long absent 
brothers. There was much forced and nervous jocularity and talk. The 
men expressed tremendous a:ffection towards each other and t he Kama
ym'á by embraces andlinking of arms. Industry and activity were high. 
The Trumaí men went to catch fish to feed the guests and, upon return
ing, marched into the village singing gaily and led by t heir chief. After 
the Kamayurá left, the village lapsed with relief into its normal way 
of life. The men ceased to show affection for their comrades, and old 
quarrels broke out anew. 

19 Von den Steinen 1897, p. 144. 
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I ntermarriage 

Despite occasional semi-hostile encounters between the upper Xingú 
groups, most contacts within the area are peaceful. Intermarriage is 
common, and, since patrilocality is general, the wives are usually 
brought back to the village of the groom. There .are, however, excep
t ions to this rule. For instance, if the man has strong enough kinship 
ties with the bride's village, he may stay there. This was true in the 
case of a member of the Trumaí village who was half Kamayurá. 
Friction with one's fellow tribesmen can also lead to a move to another 
village, as in the case of a Trumaí man and his wife who went to live with 
the Kamayurá because they believed that someone in their own group 
was practicing witchcraft against them. 

One result of this mixing process, in addition to its obvious function 
as a mechanism of diffusion, is that all of the upper Xingú groups are 
cross-cut by ties of kinship. Nearly every man on the Kuliseu River 
knows ali others so located, and they are often related. Most of the 
extra-tribal kin ties of the Trumaí were with the Kamayurá and Mehi
naku, but they also extended to many other villages of the area. For 
reasons not fully explored by Quain, the chief contacta of the Trumaí 
were with Tupian and Arawakan groups, especially those of the Kuliseu 
River. Little mention is found in Quain's notes of the Cariban tribes 
of the Kuluene River. 

Kinship ties were probably responsible for the preference shown by 
certain Trumaí men for particular tribes. While most men said that 
the Kamayurá were " bad," a few claimed that they were really "good" 
and that the other tribes were the ones to be feared. One day a fire was 
sighted which, it was decided, had been lit by the Yuruna. A man 
ha ving kinsmen among them left the village to tell them of his pre
sence t here and so prevent an attack. The alarm in t his instance proved 
false. 

Another basis for pref erence was past residence with a tribe, even as 
a captive. However, if there was gossip of an attack by some tribe, 
even those most kindly disposed toward the potential enemy would 
become nervous and seek out their bows and arrows. 

There was a great deal of friendly visiting between villages. The host 
village was expected to provide f ood for their guests, but if women 
were brought, they joined in the women's work of preparing it. ln t he 
afternoon t he men traded with each other and engaged in wrestling 
contests. At night, singing, shamanism and speech-making were in 
order in the men's circle. Tobacco and large quantities of food were 
passed around at ali times. If the visitors were staying overnight, they 
slept in the house of their closest kinsman. The latter was also expected 
to greet them upon arrival and act as their host during their stay. 
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Visits might be made to obtain a bride, engage in trade, participate 
in some intertribal ceremony, or for a combination of any of these 
reasons. Most visits were ostensibly of a purely social nature, but they 
were also used to frighten and impress. Stealing was frequent, especially 
when the host tribe, like the Trumaí, was weak. The Trumaí rarely 
protested against thefts whlle the visitors were still in t he village, 
although they vehemently expressed their indi~nation later. Such dis
cretion was due more to fear than etiquette. 

The inferior position of the Trumaí was most evident when visitoTs 
were in the village. The Kamayurá, especially, treated the Trumaí with 
arrogance and contempt. At t imes they would enter the Trumaí village 
without having built the customary warning fire. The Trumaí, on the 
other hand, did everything possible to please their visitors and prove 
their generosity and good will toward them. Quain was berated by the 
Trumaí chief for being too niggardly toward the Kamayurá, and he 
found that greater respect was accorded to the I\.amayurá chief than 
to either himself or the Trumaí chief. The Kamayurá felt slighted t hat 
Quain had not visited them instead of t he contemptible Trumaí, and, 
when Quain went to meet t he visiting Kamayurá chief, the latter 
turned away with an air of bored indifference. 

The Kamayurá chief was immediately given a stool to sit on and was 
plied with cigarettes. When he threw one away after a few puffs, he 
was promptly given another. Deferenoe was also paid to ordinary 
l(amayurá, although to a lesser degree. Once when such a membeT oame 
to the Trum.aí village alone, the man who received him rushed to 
Quain's house to borrow a chair in order to reach some -~obacco which 
had been placed on a high shelf. He was in a great hurry, for it would 
not be good to k.eep his guest waiting. 

This behavior stands in sharp contrast to a visit to the I\.amayurá 
village made by Quain and a party of Trumaí. The chief delegat ed t heir 
reception to his brother. No special attention was paid to them, although 
the villagers were active and industrious in an apparent effort to impress. 
The Trumaí were not even asked to sit on the log in t he village center . 

Due to the extensive intertribal relations, command of a language 
besides one's own is common in the area generally. But since Trumaí 
is an independent tongue and the number of Trumaí small, it is probable 
that mUltilingual people were more frequent among them than in 
other tribes. Their "second" language was usually Kamayurá, but few 
outsiders spoke Trumaí, although more understood it. When Kamayurá 
carne to visit, conversat ion was ordinarily in t heir tongue. Of the three 
f oreign women in the Trumaí village, only the Suyá woman could speak: 
even a broken Trumaí. Since the Suyá had no peaceful relations with 
t he t r ibes of the 11eadwaters, the Gê language was not widely known 
there. The other two foreign women merely understood Trumaí. 

2 

• 
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Specialization and Trade 

Among the more distinctive features of upper Xingú culture are 
community craft specialization and a widespread system of trade re
lationships. The Trumaí traded among t hemselves, but the most im
portant exchanges took place on the intertribal level, and it is here that 
t he products of tribal specialization become significant to the economy. 
At the t ime of Quain's investigations, t he Arawakans maintained a 
monopoly on pottery, but the once active Trumaí stone axe manu
facture had fallen into disuse. ln its place, the Trumaí were specializing 
in the preparation of salt, optained by burning a species of water-lily 
and sifting the ashes. The Trumaí depended on the Kamayurá for a 
highly prized type of bow, as the proper wood was not found in their 
territory. According to Oberg, this black, rectangular bow was eagerly 
sought by other tribes, also.20 

While t he Kamayurá monopoly on t hese bows can be explained by 
the local availability of the raw materials, craft specialization cannot 
be looked upon simply as a function of the exclusive possession of certain 
skills. Other arts diffused rapidly among t he tribes, and it is evident 
that the specialties remained such for non-economic reasons. For ex
ample, the three Arawakan tribes, the Mehinaku, l(ustenaú and Waurá, 
ali made pottery, but each traded their wares only with certain tribes. 
The Bacairí obtained their pottery from t he Kustenaú, who were, in 
von den Steinen's t ime, their neighbors on t he Batoví River. On the 
Kuliseu, the N ahukwa traded for ceramics with tpe nearby Mehinalru, 
while the Tupian-speaking tribes and the Trumaí relied on t he Waurá. 
Despite the fact that each Arawalran tribe dealt with its nearest neigh
bors, the exclusiveness of these relationships is nota physical necessity. 
The Trumaí could have obtained Mehinaku pottery. They had many 
kinship ties with the Meh.inaku, and even conducted joint puberty rites. 
The distance between them was not great. Manifestly some standardized 
channeling of t rade relationships existed. 

This is further confirmed by the confinement of pottery manufacture 
to t he Arawak;ans. I t is probable t hat when the various groups first 
settled in the area, t he Arawakans were the only ceramicists. With the 
development of close intertribal relationships, however, t here was every 
opportunity for t he craft to diffuse. I t could have been learned by 
outsiders in trips to Arawakan villages and t hen practiced at home, as 
the clay is easily gotten from the river bottoms. Obvious means for its 
diffusion were marriage or capture of Arawakan women. But tl1e manu
facture of pottery was not observed by Quain in any non-Arawak:an 
village of the area, despite the fact that Ara wakan women were living 
in many sucl1 communities. ln the Trumaí village no pottery was made, 

20 Oberg 1953, p . 30. 
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although a Mehinaku woman and a Suyá woman who had dwelled 
among the W aurá were living t here. 

The origin of specialization apparently lies in t he diversity of t he 
original cult ures of t he upper Xingú tribes. While a great degree of 
cultural homogeneity was subsequently attained t hrougl1 interaction 
and diffusion, certain culturally specialized items became integral to 
the trade relationships that were a functional part of intertribal social 
life. Trade became standardized, and monopolies were thereby perpetu
ated. Thel{amayurá-type bowandthe Waurá potwerenot only essential 
to the Trumaí economy, but trade in these items with these tribes wa.s 
expected and served to reinf orce t he structure of t he supra-village 
society. 

ln addition to trade in specialized products, there was active ex
change of other items of Weste:rn and native manufacture, such as 
feathers, fishhooks, line, cotton yarn, cloth , paper, beads, and trinkets. 
This, however, did not require organized trading trips, as did the ex
change of the specialized products. The Trumaí t raveled for t he specific 
purpose of trading salt or securing pots and bows, although such t rans
actions were also carried out during ordinary visits and at intert ribal 
ceremonials. The non-specialized items were t aken along on all visits 
in anticipation of a lively afternoon of trading, but they vvere incidental 
to such expeditions. 

Despite the economic foundation of upper Xingú trade, all excl1anges 
were considered gifts. No aspect of trade was recognized as divorced 
from personal relations. Food was shared freely in the community and 
did not enter into trade. Quain was t l1e only person in t he Trumaí village 
who t raded to obtain food. 

Quain believed t hat there was a scale of values and a concept of 
equivalence in trade, as certain proffered articles were rejected by sellers 
as inadequate. The individual exchanges indicated some equivalence, 
and t here was a tendency for particular categories of goods to be ex
changed. Men traded arrows for fishhooks and gourds for small pots. 
Trinkets also formed a class. However , when dealing in specialized 
products, payment in another specialty was not required. Western 
goods were especially desired. Knives and axes were in great demand, 
and, onye given to an Indian by a white mah,, they entered into active 
trade circulation. There was-sufficient cross-cutting between the classes 
of articles to suggest t he operation of a more comprehensive scale of 
values, but, unfortunately, Quain had to leave the Trumaí before this 
could be verified. 



CHAPTER TWO 

TRUMAí SuBsrs TENCE AND TECHNOLO GY 

Vital Statistics 

The population of the Trumaí village in 1938 was 43. This figure in
cludes the 3 foreign women in residence and ex eludes those f ew Trumaí 
who were living with other groups. There were 17 men, 16 women, and 
10 pre-pubescent children, of whom 8 were male and only 2 were female. 
Due to the previo·usly mentioned capture and f orced marriage of Trumaí 
women, the average age of females seems to have been considerably 
greater than that of males. Two men were considered by the Trumaí 
as old, while foul' women were placed in that category. This disparity of 
age undoubtedly had an influence on the Trumaí birth rate. 

Infant mortality seems to have been high, and Quain was of the 
opinion that it was further aggravated by abortion and infant icide. The 
fact that there were eight male children and but two girls suggests that 
infanticide must have been practiced only upon females. Quain's notes, 
however, give no indication that this was the f act. Pulmonary diseases 
have devastated all t he groups of the upper Xingú, but the drop in t he 
Trun1aí population from 43 in 1938 to 25 in 1948 is probably not paral
leled in t he other villages during that time. 

V illage and Gardens 

The Trumaí settlement was located a scant half-mile from a lagoon 
that opened directly upon the east shore of the Kuluene justa few rniles 
away. The mouth of the lagoon was narrow, but it broadened out into 
a lake of moderate size with many small bays and was ringed with 
swamps. Proximity to the river made insects a continua! nuisance during 
t he rainy season. The Kamayurá village, located near the sandy beaches 
of a lagoon lined with burití palms, was relatively free· of insects. 

The ·village consisted of four houses and another under construction. 
Between t he houses and the surrounding forest lay an area of weods 
and low underbrush into which refuse was thrown. The ground within 
the ring of houses was kept comparatively free of weeds and litter. The 
village "plaza" was about 200 f eet wide·. In the center were the log 
bench and fireplace of the men's gathering place. Nearby was a conical 
wicker cage in which the village harpy eagle was kept for its feathers, 
which were used in ceremonies. 

20 
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The plaza was the center of Trumaí social life. Here guests were enter
tained, ceremonials and wrestling matches were held, and the men 
gathered daily. Although t he women might sit in front of their houses 
and watch t hese activities, they were not allow-ed to come near the 
log bench, even when the men were not there. The plaza of the Trumaí 
village was also used as the burying ground. 

A short distance north of the circle of houses, on the path to the two 
main garden clearings of the Trumaí, was another smaller clearing used 
during the ole, or manioc, ceremonies. Other paths radiated outward 
from the village to the other gardens and to nearby groves of piquí trees. 
Quai.i1 noticed t hat the paths leading to the K amayurá village were 
much broader and cleaner. The l{amayurá were proud of their paths 
and kept them in good condition. Their plaza was also clearer of weeds 
and t rash t han that of the Trumaí. 

Of the f our completed houses in the village, two were as large as t hose 
of t he Kamayurá, but the other two, which were much smaller, were 
considered by Quain's informants t o be genuinely Trumaí in type. 
Insofar as is known, t he details of the construction and shape of all f our 
were substantially the same. They had an elliptical fioor plan and were 
haystack-shaped. Although the side walls were only four feet high, the 
roof attained a height of fifteen feet . The silhouette of t he house was 
an almost smooth curve from ridge pole to ground. The frame was 
covered with a grass t hatch. There were no windows, anda single entry 
opened on the plaza. 

Each family occupied its own section of the 11ouse and had its º"vn 
fireplace. Personal belongings hung from the walls and ceilings or were 
placed on small shelves. Hammocks were hung between the side wall 
posts and the two center posts, the woman's hammock beneath t hat 
of her husband. Except for two nuclear families that screened off their 
sections with blankets and cloth given them by Quain, there was no 
interna! division of t he house. · 

The two largest garden clearings were situated respectively about one 
mile northeast and one mile northwest of the village. Three small ones 
were located southeast of t he settlement. ln order of size, the gardens 
were named N ariatan, W aniwanitan, Anariatan, Tan Toreake, and 
Tandatake. Nariatan, the largest, contained, by Quain's rough cal
culatiori, approximately seven acres divided into ten plots, representing 
the gardens of seven men. One plot contained two acres, but t he average 
garden varied between one-fourth and one acre in size. One of the menhad 
erected a temporary thatch shelter in his plot, providing protection from 
the sun, but not from the rain. Inside there was only a bask:et of manioc 
fiour, a rack. for cooking fish, anda large shallow pot into which manioc 
was grated. This was the sole garden snelt er Quain saw, and, significantly, 
it belonged to the most in:dustrious horticulturist in the village. 
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The path which led from the village to N ariatan, the northwestern 
garden clearing, passed through the previously mentioned ceremonial 
clearing north of the village. A short distance beyond this point, a 
branch took off to the east and led to W aniwanitan, the northeastern 
and second largest clearing, which contained nine garden plots totaling 
approximately five acres. Each garden was tilled by a different man, 
but two men had plots in both N ariatan and W aniwanitan. The size 
of the average garden was one-half acre. There was no newly cleared 
land, and, in contrast to Nariatan which was still yielding, nearly all 
of the crop (mostly manioc) had either died or been harvested. Quain 
not iced that the soil in Nariatan had a gray tone, whereas that of 
Waniwanitan was reddish in hue. This difference in color was due to 
the ashes deposited by the more recent burning over of the former site. 

N ariatan was a newer garden than W aniwanitan, and the f ormer was 
planted to a variety of crops while the latter was nearly ali in manioc. 
This is indica tive of the common tropical f orest slash and burn system 
whereby second year gardens are used only for manioc growing, and new 
areas in which the soil is still comparatively rich are used for other 
vegetables in addition to manioc. The Trumaí are u11ique, however, in 
that the garden clearing was divided into individually owned plots. 
Smaller individual gardens or large gardens cleared and cultivated col
lectively are the general rule in the rain forests of South America. 

The three other clearings were small, and each contained one garden 
plot. One was one-quarter acre in size, while the other two each com
prised one-half acre. These small gardens were connected with the village 
by separate paths and were closer to it than the tvvo larger clearings. 
Anariatan, N ariatan and Waniwanitan were named after old village 
sites, but Quain knew of no abandoned locations from which the names 
Tan Toreake and Tandatake could have been derived. 

H orticultural Techniques 

It is difficult to assess the relative importance of horticulture, fishing 
and gathering in the subsistence economy of the Trumaí. At different 
times of the year each made the major contributidn to the diet. Most 
garden products became available at about the middle of the rainy 
season, but manioc was dug up when needed thrpughout the year. Fish 
and manioc were staples the year-round, although fishing was poorer 
dm·ing the rains. Each was more important in t he total diet than were 
the products of gathering. However, t he subsistence of the Trumaí at 
certain times of the year, especially in the early part of the rainy season, 
would have been seriously threatened without the wild foods. 

The agricultural cycle started in the early part of t he dry season when 
the clearings needed for the next rainy season's gardens were ma.de. 
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The usual procedure was for each man to clear a garden plot adjacent 
to the others; in this way t he two large clearings of Nariatan and 
W aniwanitan were created . The t hree isolated small clearings might 
have been nucleii for future large clearings. 

All the trees in the plot to be cleared were felled, and the underbrush 
was slashed a way. This has been done with steel axes since the upper 
Xingú Indians carne in contact with the outside world. Quain noted 
that much more work must have been involved in clearing tl1e forest 
when stone axes were used. Even with improved implements, clearing 
land was t he most arduous work done by the Trumaí. Stumps were not 
uprooted, nor were the fallen trees and shrubs removed. The dead vege
tation was allowed to dry, and t he plot was burned over just before 
planting in September. When planting, t he Trumaí followed t he simple 
expedient of avoiding burned tree trunks and stumps. One year old 
garden plots were made rea;dy for replanting simply by pulling out or 
chopping down weeds. 

The heavy work of clearing the land fell t o the men. ln one case re
ported by Quain, two men from t he sarne household cleared a plot 
jointly, but in all ot her instances each garden was clear~d by one man. 

Permanent rights to land resided in the community as a whole, but 
gardens were spoken of as belonging to the man who had cleared the 
land. He also had proprietary rights over the crops, even when he had not 
planted t hem himself. Generally, however, such fine points of property 
were not an issue, as the man who cleared the land usually planted it. 
Land tenure was a function of use only. 

Absolute, permanent ownership of property in land would have had 
no purpose, as the gardens were temporary and were abandoned when 
the soil was exhausted after two consecutive plantings. 

The planting season began after t he first light rains and lasted from 
about the middle of September to about the second week in Oct ober. 
The first heavy daytime rains arrive at the beginning of October and 
become more frequent throughout the mont h. Thus the sowing was 
done after the earth was moistened, but before t he rains arrived in 
full force. 

Quain made note of a variety of f ood plants growing in t he Trumaí 
garden~. These included bitter manioc (ole), corn (xotet), squash, large 
beans (kuman), small beans (kumana'i), sweet potatoes (mani), sugar 
cane (kanaviya), a species of pineapple (wasus ruyau), and banana 
trees (tsi tdatdat) . Among the domesticated non-food plants were tobacco, 
cotton (amundyu), the castor bean (r;atasy), and uruoú(matdot). Quain 
believ.ed that the castor bean was used for the round hollow point of the 
whistling arrow, but Oberg says th at the Kamayurá make t heirs with 
hollow nuts of the tucúm palm.1 Urucú is a plant bearing a pod, the 

1 Oberg 1953, p. 31. 
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interior of whioh yields a red paint used in body painting and the 
decoration of artifacts. 

Bitter manioc was by far the most important crop, while maize and 
sweet potatoes ranl{ed second and third, respectively. Most of the crops 
were planted in t he sarne three-to-four-week period, but t he gardener 
usually planted manioc before t he other vegetables. For this purpose, 
holes were dug at six to t en f oot intervals wherever space between the 
charred logs permitted. A short trench was first dug with a ho~, and t hen, 
from the opposite side, an adjacent trench was dug. The loose earth from 
the second trench was piled into the first, in which the manioo was then 
planted. Eaoh pair of trenches was made wit h about fifty hoe strol{es. 

Shoots for planting were obtained by cutting sections from the stalks 
of old manioo plants. About ten shoots were planted in eacl1 hole by 
thrusting them at an angle into t he loose earth . The gardener tried to 
plant the stems deeply so that the developing t 'ubers would receive 
maximum moisture. Slipshod gardeners, however, often t hrust them 
in lightly and heaped earth around the stems. The shoots were inserted 
at slightly di:fferent angles to minimize the tangle of stems and thus faci
litate the harvesting, but all shoots pointed in a general westerly direo
t ion. Qt1ain was told that if they were planted otherwise, t he wind would 
break: the growing stalks. 

The procedure for planting maize was somewhat simpler. The gar
dener brought a large container of seed corn anda jug of water to the 
area to be planted. He soaked some of t he l{ernels, and then put them 
in a small gourd which he carried with him. Small holes, three to four 
inches deep, were dug with a digging stick (mica) or knife blade in t he 
open spaces between t l1e manioc holes. Into each hole three or four 
kernels were dropped. A small pile of t he loose earth that had just been 
dug up remained next to t he depression in which the corn was planted . 
This served to trap the early rains. The digging stick and lcnife were the 
only implements used in maize planting, whereas only the hoe was used 
to plant manioc. 

Men planted manioc; t he women were said by the men to "not k11ow 
how." Indica t ive of t he importance of manioc, the word for planting 
refers only to manioc planting. Thus, a man who told Quain that he had 
finished his planting went to his garden the next day to put in sweet 
potatoes. Similarly, Quain was told that women do not "plant." He soon 
learned, however, that women could plant other crops, but, with the 
exception of cotton, it was always done under the supervision of the men. 

The most active horticultura! role of t he women was harvesting. The 
wife of the gardener went to his plot to dig up manioc and picl{ vege
tables, which she carried back t o the village in a basketry container 
balanced on her head. If the gardener had no wife, the female relative 
in his household who prepared his food brought in his crop. 
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Each man planted his garden without male assistance. However, 
when planting vegetables other than manioc, he was often aided by his 
wife or wives. During the whole Trumaí planting season Quain observed 
only one instance of cooperative labor in manioc planting. This occurred 
n1 the garden of Ulul{u, a Kamayurá, who had cleared a plot in the 
Trumaí gardens but had not returned in time to plant it. The work was 
init iated by the Trumaí chief, as this was an obligation of the village 
t o an outsider. However, t he men largely ignored his call and, of those 
w ho responded, most were co-residents of the chief . 

• 

Fishing T echniques 

A variety of fish were caught and eaten by the Trumaí. The exact 
species were not recorded by Quain, but those in Oberg's partia! list 
are also found in other tributaries of the Amazon.2 A small fish called 
kate by the Trumaí was caught in great quantities during Quain's 
visit. Fish figured importantly in t he diet throughout the year, but t hey 
were notas easily caught during t he rainy season when the rivers over
flowed into t he adjacent forest . Fish were taken by hook and line, bow 
and arrow, poisoning, traps, nets and weirs. 

Shooting wit h the bow and arrow was the most important single 
method. The fisherman stood in the bow of his bark canoe with bow 
and arrow poised while his helper paddled slowly in t he stern . When 
a fish was sighted t b'.e arrow usually found its mark with surprising 
accuracy. Insofar as is known, only hooks and lines obtained from the 
whites by trade or gift were used. Quain f ound a great demand for 
t hem, and he gave many to the Trumaí and other groups. 

Two kinds of poisou were used to drug fish in the lagoons. The more 
important was made from the shredded bark of the tawasi tree and was 
e:ffective only upon the small kate fish. The other was made from t he 
ripe fruit of the fift'a tree, the bark of which was used in the washing 
of the body after ceremonial scarification.3 

Fish traps were baited and set out in the lagoon . These were bask.et 
containers, long and rounded in shape. An open-ended basket cone, 
t hrough which t he fish swam, was set in t he mouth. Once inside, the 
fi.sh could not fi.nd their way out th;rough t he small end of the cone, 
which was pointed towards the inside of the trap. According t o 011e 
informant, the Mehinaku could make fi.sh traps, but not t he Trumaí. 
Quain, however, found that at least t hree Trumaí men made traps, 

2 lbid. pp. 25- 26. 
3 The exact species of these trees are not known. Oberg (1953, pp. 26- 27) refers 

to the use of timbó in a general sense only. T imb6 commonly refers to the root of 
a small shrub and not to the above-mentioned drugs. Von den Steinen (1897) 
makes no reference to fish drugs. 
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although not everyone owned one. Quain also described Trumaí fish 
nets, but netting must have been a minor technique, as he did not see 
it practiced during his stay. 

Throughout t he upper Xingú area it was con1mon practice to con
struct :fish dams across the mouths of lagoons. There were two such 
fish weirs in the Trumaí lagoon, one near its mouth, the other across 
a small inlet near t he village. Their purpose was to blocl{ the fish from 
escape to the main stream when drugs were placed in the w~ter. They 
were built by driving upright stakes into the fioor of the lagoon, after 
which a wall of rubbish and branches was built against the fence. One 
dam was constructed by the village cooperatively, while the other was 
said to have been built by a single man. 

The Trumaí lagoon was considered the property of t he community, 
and the Trumaí maintained exclusive fishing rights in it. The water in 
the lagoon is clear in comparison to the muddy l{uluene, and the 
fishing excellent. A good proportion of the fishing was done there, 
especially when traps and poisons were used, but t hey also had fishing 
rights in other lagoons within the territory of abandoned Trumaí 
villages. ln addition, t hey fished in the Kuluene and K uliseu and ranged 
as far afi.eld as the Batoví River. 

While most fishing trips were carried out within a day, some lasted 
two or three days. When the fishermen returned, they were greeted with 
a convent ional shout by ali the villagers. The shout was meant to 
welcome the food rather than the fishermen, and similar cries were 
heard when well laden gathering parties returned from a short jaunt into 
the forest. 

About one-half of t he men owned canoes, and according to Quain's 
informants, only six did not know how to build t hem. The bark canoes 
of the upper Xingú a;re not difficult to make, and it can be assumed that 
the community did not need more, inasmuch as fishing parties always 
consisted of two men. Larger groups went out of t he village in a body 
when many fish were needed for a ceremony or to feed guests, but t hey 
usually split into pairs. Cooperative fishing groups of more than two 
men were needed only for drugging and perhaps for netting. On one 
tawasi fishing expedition over half t he males of the village went to t he 
lagoon with bundles of shredded bark. Quain noted that this was one 
of the few examples of group labor transcending the immediate family. 

Two-man fishing expeditions were composed of the owner or borrower 
of the canoe and his helper (tau). The tau generally paddled while the 
owner fished. Only while serving as a helper was he referred to as the 
tau of t hat man. Thus, if a person went as the helper of l\1akurawa, he 
was referred to as "Makurawatau." He shared in the catch, but whether 
he received less than the canoe owner is not indicated by tl1e fi.eld notes. 
There seemed to be no fixed standard for the selection of t he tau, nor 
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were the teams always t he sarne. Old Matiwana and his son Yati fished 
together most of the time, as did Aloari and his true brother Tun. Other 
true brothers often fished together, but, with the exception of the two 
above-mentioned steadfast teams, men chose their fishing companions 
according to their mutual needs or plans for the day. Since such agree
ments occurred most often between members of th.e sarne household, 
co-residents ofte11 cooperated. One man, Jakuma, spent much of bis 
time fishing as the tau, of different canoe owners or borrowers. He had 
no wife, and his garden, which he did not till very diligently, was very 
small. His fishing partners included men from every household, who 
were related to him in various degrees. 

Although the position of tau was a temporarily subordinate one, it 
caused no loss of status. Even the Trumaí chief, since he owned no 
canoe, went fishing as a tau. Occasionally men took their wives along, 
but fishing was a man's specialty, and the woman's function was re
stricted to paddling. 

Gathering 

The two most important food products that the Trumaí gathered 
were turtle eggs and the fruit of the piquí tree, or tsinon. Throughout 
the dry season, turtle eggs were gathered in great quantity on the 
banks and sandbars of the rivers. By September they were no longer 
available and, in the following month, piquí became the main objective 
of the gathering parties. The harvest of this fruit was stored and lasted 
nearly to the end of the rainy season. Piquí was an important staple, 
especially in the period before crops ripened. Most of the tpi,quí trees 
grow wild, but there is a suggestion in Quain's notes that they might 
also have been transplanted when young. All of the piquí trees were in
dividually owned, and proprietary rights of individuals to groups of 
trees were clearly understood by all. In order to make t he fruit ripen 
fast, the owner of t he trees built a slow-burning fire of grass underneath 
t hem at night. The early rainy season was a rather lean pe-riod, so that 
t here was great joy when the piquí was heard falling in the forest . 
Everyone broke into shouts of " kaha kaha kaha-a-a," which was the 
convent!onal cry for greeti11g the first piquí. These shouts were slightly 
different from those welcoming :fish brought into tl1e village. 

The first fruit was usually gathered by the owner of the trees and his 
family. However, when the fruit began to fall in great quantity there was 
a general harvest which was shared without regard for tree ownership. 

Píquí gathering started in the middle of October, when the planting 
season had ended and the men were free to help in the gat hering. 
However, men still fished frequently, and the burden of the gathering 
fell on the women and older boys. W omen from the sarne household 
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often gathered together, and at times all of the women of a house would 
1vork togethe;r in píquí collecting. P arties of boys and men sometimes 
picked up the fruit, anda man often went gathering with his wife to 
protect her from possible enemies, especially if t here had been recent 
threats or omens. He took his bow and arrows, and frequently did not 
help in carrying the fruit back to the village. The piquí was brought to 
t he village in basket containers, and then made into a variety of dishes. 

Guava (waruwaru) grows wild in t he forest, ripening a short time be
fore piquí does, but extending into the season of the latter. Quain be
lieved it to be a valuable vitamin C supplement to the diet, but it was 
a far less important food than piquí. Men participated little in guava 
collecting, although they accompanied their wives for sociability and 
protection. Quain described these connubial gathermg expeditions as 
being largely pleasant jaunts through the wood. Children often went out 
for t he fruit, which they brought back to the village strung on straws. 

The water lily from which salt was made was another important 
item gathered during tl1e period of Quain's residence among t he Trumaí . 
The water lilies were collected in the Trumaí lagoon, and the complete 
salt-mak:ing process was carried on t here. Each Trumaí built a rack 
over the waters of t he lagoon . The lilies were pulled up, spread out on 
the rack to dry, a.nd later burned. The ashes were sifted to obtain t he 
salt. Quain did not mention any women's salt racks, but the women 
prepared their own supply of salt, too. Quain saw salt-making only in 
the early part of September, although it is possible t hat it occurred 
prior to this time as well. However, salt was not made after the middle 
of September, dueto the rains and the exigencies of planting. 

Ants 1vere eaten by t he Trumaí, and, according to an informant, by 
all groups in the area. A little boy demonstrated the correct way t o 
consume them when he joyol1sly brought in a fat one, plucked off its 
abdomen and swallowed it. Quain was told that later in the season the 
women and children would go out and collect them in large quantities. 
Other insects were in hea vy demand for feeding the harpy eagle and 
other pet birds. Crickets were considered especially good for this pur
pose, and the boys made great sport of shooting these insects with tl1eir 
miniature bo'\VS and arrows. 

A few other wild foods were eaten, but these were relatively insigni
ficant. Among them was the fruit of the awa'o palm. Another fruit called 
lamux, resembling the crabapple in taste and superficial appearance, had 
a gelatinous interior. An unnamed plant is described by Quain as re
sembling grass, but having a quality like algae. It was eaten only intimes 
of a manioc shortage. Kamu'u is a parasitic plant that looks and tastes 
lik.e t he date. The atoh is a berry that t astes like the chokecherry. 

Fift'a and tawasi, the fish poisons, were gathered in the locale. The 
gathering and preparation of tawasi boughs was a cooperative venture. 
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Older boys and men went into the forest to cut down t he trees and bring 
the boughs back to the village. The men then took turns in pounding t he 
boughs into coarse fiber with the b1unt end of an axe. Even men who did 
not participate in the gathering of the boughs helped in t l1eir reduction 
into fiber. 

The group nature of the work is understandable in view of the com
munal labor and benefits involved ih fish poisoning. Once t he boughs 
were reduced, the fibers '\Vere cut into sheaves of about two and one
half feet in length. These sheaves were used to poison the water. In
terestingly, both bark and wood were pounded up together, although, 
according to Quain, 011ly the bark is poisonous. 

The burití palm supplied two raw materials, is1inke and isinke hut'. 
I sinke was obtained from the heart of the young spike of the growing 
t ip of t he palm. The top was separated to give access to t he heart, and 
long fibers were pulled out, which were t hen hung in the interior of t he 
house to dry. When dry they resembled a heavy hemp, and were used 
to make cord. I sinke hut' is the leaf of t he burití, which was used in 
basketry. 

Hunting 

Hunting was not important at any time during Quain's stay. Tapir, 
peccary, deer, monkey, jaguar, squirrel and paca, a large rodent, are 
among the animals mentioned by Quain as being found in the vicinity, 
but only the monkey and paca were eaten. Birds were also eaten, and 
their feathers were used for ornamentation. Terrapin were caught by 
hand, either by creeping up on them or by swimming close to t hem 
under water and grabbing them by the shell. All other game was shot 
with the bow and arrow, except for the capybara, called tsimo by t he 
Trumaí. Canoeists speared the swimming animals. The spear was used at 
no otl1er time in hunt ing or fishing, although the Y a11lapití speared fish. 

Quain saw no organized hunting parties. One or two men sometimes 
set out with the express intention of hunt ing, but most animals were 
shot while on fishing or gathering expeditions. The Trumaí did not rely 
on meat, nor did t hey show a craving for it. Hunting seemed to be 
more a pastime and sport than a subsistence activity. When Quain 
hunted with the Trumaí he noticed that they wanted him to kill birds 
more for their feathers t han for their meat. They also wanted him to 
kill severa! entirely worthless birds because, as two of the men expressed 
it , t hey wanted «to see it." 

Foods 

The horticulture, fishing and gathering economy of the Trumaí gave 
t hem a fair variety and adequate quantity of food during most of t he 
year, barring crop failure. The Trumaí, however, had a considerably 
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smaller food stock than did the Kamayurá. Quain found the Trumaí 
d.íet nourishing and tasty, and although the methods of cooking were not 
always appetizing from a European point of view, he notes that "the 
delightful rounds of foods are endless," and t hat there were many re
cipes for their preparation. 

Manioc processing, from harvest to finished product, was the work of 
t he women. The tubers were dug up wl1en reserves of beijú, or manioc 
cake, ran low, for the supply of manioc floúr on hand was always enough 
for several days, but no more. The first step in the process was to scrape 
the skin from the tubers. This was done with a claro shell, the rough 
edges of which had bee11 abraded so as to give a smooth scraping sur
face. The manioc was then reduced to a wet pulp by rubbing it on a 
grater made of wood studded with sharp bones. ln order to extract the 
prussic acid from the bitter manioc, the pulp was placed on an open-work 
sieve, or tuafi, which was set on top of a wide-mouthed Waurá pot, and 
water was washed through it. The mass was then wrung out and re
washed. After several washings, the manioc was squeezed into a lump 
and dried on a rack in the sui1. The flour (karima), thus prepared, 'vas 
used to make the flat manioc cake or was mixed in water to make a 
gruel. For beíjú, the sun-dried lumps of flour were pulverized in a large 
wooden mortar set in the floor and moistened, sometimes with :fish juice. 
It was then placed on a fl.at clay plate (ja'meo) and beaten with a special 
wooden paddle until flat, after which it was baked. Two kinds of beijú 
were made: a thin a'nd a coarse, thick type. Beijú was sometimes eaten 
plain, but other foo·ds were usually heaped on top. 

Manioc was also regularly consumed in the form of a thicl\: gruel 
prepared by boiling the flour in water. A fibrous fruit known as iriwa 
was often boiled with the manioc gruel andimparted a prune-like taste 
to the dish. When drinking it, the fruit was chewed, the shells and fiber 
spat out. The manioc gruel (ats aek) was kept in the house in gourds. 

Fish were roasted or boiled. Roasting was done by holding the fish 
directly over tl1e flame, or by wrapping it in a broad palm leaf and 
placing it on a babricot over the :fire. A common dish was a thick stew 
of boiled :fish which was heaped on beijú. Fish was also added to stews 
which contained vegetables in season. Men did all the roasting in the 
Trumaí village, although it was permissible for a woman to help. 
However, most foods were prepared by boiling, and t he burden of 
cooking thus fell on t he women. 

The piquí· fruit (tsinon) was the most versatile food in the village 
during Quain's period of residence. The most important dish was boiled 
píquí pulp (ke'jau), which was placed in containers and stored in the 
waters of a pool in suf:ficient quantity to last until the end of tl1e rainy 
season. Piquí, like most fruits, ripens and falis uniformly, making it 
necessary to gather t he harvest all at once, and to prepare a11d store 
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it befor·e it rots. The Trumaí worked hard at this, and Quain b.eard the 
sounds of women boiling and stirring the ke'jau far into the night. Some 
of the ke'jau was placed in gourds for immediate use. I t was mixed with 
water, making a rich yellow drink, and was frequently stirred into the 
manioc gruel, or a'ts aek. J(e'jau was considered an excellent food for canoe 
trips, and was can-ied by fishermen and travelers. 

The píquí fruit when roasted whole " t astes like egg yolk, or, vaguely, 
like deviled eggs," Qua.in wrote. l n addition to cooking the pulp of the 
fruit, the kernel of the piquí pit was used. I t was sometimes eaten raw, 
but usually it was cooked. The kernel has a fragrant, coconut-like flavor. 
A pudd.ing was made by boiling down piquí kernels to the consistency 
of paste and, t o Quain, the flavor was much like that of the caramelized 
coconut sauce prepared in Fiji. Another preparation called t'ak, which 
resembled beijú, was made from a flour prepared from piquí kernels. Fish 
and various other foods were piled on top of the t' ak and eaten with it, 
or pieces of the cake were broken off and eaten plain. 

Maize, beans, and squash were grown in the Trumaí gardens, but due 
to the season none of t hese was eaten during Quain's stay. While 
making house inventories he saw small amounts of maize and beans 
stored in gourds sealed with tree gum, undoubtedly to be used as seed. 
Two varieties of maize were eaten. The more common type was called 
xotet; t he other was a red species known as hy kapsik. 

Pineapples and bananas did not figure importantly in the diet. 
Althot1gh the Trumaí grew sugar cane (kanavíya), there is no information 
on its use. Sweet potatoes were roasted by t he rnen, but were probably 
prepared in other ways also. A p aste was m ade from cotton seeds by 
pounding them in a mortar a11d t hen boiling t he mashed seeds. The 
pa;:;te was kept in a gourd and eaten by scooping it up with the fingers. 

Quain's notes contain little on the pteparation of wild foods other than 
píquí fruit. Guava were eaten raw, but t here is no information on how 
the various kinds of palm fruits were prepared. 

The abdomen of a large ant called xokotdomat'ek was considered a 
delicacy, a11d flying ants were popped into the mouth like peanuts. A 
tremendous green grasshopper with long horns ("tawarero) was roasted 
and eaten. A small red t ick (tekwu) was also consumed, but a fuzzy 
caterpillar known as the rna'yryr was looked upon with revulsion. The 
Trumaí 'claimed contemptuously that only the Suyá ate them. 

It would appear that the Trumaí seldom drank plain water. Instead, 
beverages such as the manioc or piquí drinks were used. A gourdful of 
one of t hese drinks was usually available in t he houses, and a supply 
was taken on canoe trips. No intoxicating beverages were made, but 
Quain was t old by a former captive of the Yuruna that the Yuruna 
brew "kills you for a day or two, and they stay up ali night shout ing 
and singing." The informant did not approve of its taste or effects. 
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Eating seemed to be casual, and it would be inaccurate to speak of 
"mealtimes." The time for eating was governed by what one happened 
to be doing on that day. While a person was in the village, he ate 
whenever food was offered, which occured frequently. If fishing was in 
order, t he fishermen ate before and after their trip and also took food 
with t hem. Quain noticed that people usually ate on arising and, during 
t he planting season, again upon returning from the gardens. Meals, t hen, 
were only an intensification of eating, occasioned by the return. of people 
to the village. Ali the people of a household frequently ate at the same 
time, but the whole village seldom ate simultaneously. Meals involved 
little formality, and the Trumaí man often ate in his hammock be
tween naps. 

H ouse Building 

Unfortunately, Quain left few detailed drawings of hou.ses or other 
aspects of material culture, and his descriptions are brief. Most of the 
data on material culture were gathered from his careful inventory of 
all the houses in the village. He was probably reserving the detailed 
documentation for t he proposed return trip which he never made. 

The fust step in the construction of a house was to sink the two heavy 
center posts in a deep hole. The ridge pole was then set in place at t11e 
top of the center posts by raising it with forked sticks. A few men stood 
with the sticks at either end of the ridge pole, and each group in turn 
llited and set the end on the center posts. A "water shed" (not well des
cribed by Quain but undoubtedly a cap of t hatch) was placed over the 
ridge pole. The tops of the center posts were not notched to receive the 
ridge pole; instead, sticks were lashed on opposite sides of t he two 
center posts to form a fork in which the ridge pole was laid. All joining 
of the framework in the house was done with bark fiber. Wall posts, 
about four feet high, were set in the ground so as to f orm an elliptical 
floor plan around the center posts. 

The next step was to lash on the curved longitudinal poles wlúch join 
the wall posts to the ridge pole. Horizontal poles were tied across these 
and across t he wall posts to form a frame for the thatch. Additional 
smaller poles could be added to give a tighter t hatch trame. Thatching 
was sometimes started in one section bef ore the frame had been entirely 
completed. The grass (damok) for thatch was gathered by the house
builders and brought back tied in bundles. 

The roof was thatched first, but a section was often left i~complete 
until the rainy season. Quain was told by Maibu, the chief, that he 
would :finish thatching his house after the rains began because the grass 
was longer then. ln the case of one house, the thatching of the walls 
was started when the roof was nearly completed. While one builder 
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was working on t he roof, t he other thatched the wall facing t he forest, 
and the house was subsequently occupied while work was still proceeding 
on that wall. The wall toward the village was temporarily hung with 
cloth drapes for privacy, although for purposes of protection from ene
mies t he opposite side was thatched first. 

Addit ional thatch was placed on the house at t he beginning of the 
rainy season. At t hat t ime light poles were bound to the frame for great
er support. The chief's house began to sag from the weight of t he 
thatch, and hraces had to be put under t he ridge pole. Two posts, as 
heavy as t he center posts, were orossed just below the ridge pole and 
bound together. A few men got behind each post and pushed so that 
t he poles would assume a more nearly vertical position and gi ve firmer 
support to the ridge poles. When this had been accomplished, the bases 
of the posts were set in holes. 

Quain had the opportunity to observe two houses being constructed: 
his own and a fifth dwelling being built by two Trumaí men. His own 
small house took one week to build. The work started off with a great 
bui·st of effort, and in four hours ali the wall posts, center posts and the 
ridge pole were in place. However, every day t hereafter progress became 
increasingly slower. 

House styles and construction were not rigidly conventionalized. 
The Trumaí helped build a house for the mjssionaries, Mr. and lVIrs. 
Thomas Y oung, and they t hought t hat Quain, being a karahiba (white 
man), would like one such as t he Youngs had designed for themselves. 
When they were half finished with the frame, Quain realized what was 
happening, and asked for a haystack house like theirs. The revision 
was made easily and the result was a hybrid. This, added to the fact 
that two of the houses in t he village were much larger than the other 
two, indicated a certain fiexibility and willingness to imitate. The 
l<.amayurá classified t he different posts and poles that went into house 
building, but the Trumaí had only very broad terms for the correspond
ing parts. 

The heavy worlr. of raising t he ridge pole, stepping in braces, and 
carrying and inserting center posts was done cooperàtively. 'fhese j oint 
labors, although brief and infrequent, made for a festive occasion and 
gave rise t o laughter and gaiety, an unusual t hing among the men. 
With the exception of operations requiring the combined efforts of more 
men, t he house was built by t he males who were t o occupy it . Women 
took no part in the build.ing. Yanahi and Mayuva, who were building 
a new house, shared the work unequally, Yanahi doing the larger part. 
They did not always work at t he sarne t ime, and, when t hey did, they 
worked on separate sectio11s of the house. 

Quain's house was built cooperatively because he was an outsider, 
and it was the obligation of t he whole community to accommodate bün. 

3 
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The situation was comparable to the previously mentioned communal 
planting of the garden of the Kamayurá, Uluku. 

Oanoes 

The standard bark canoe of the upper Xingú was made and used by 
the Trumaí.4 Construction was simple and muoh less ti1ne was required 
to complete it than the typical dugout canoe of the tropical forest. A 
long, rectangular piece of bark was cut from the jatobá tree by inen stand
ing on platforms. The bark was then heated over a fire to soften it. The 
sides were bent up, and the top end of the bark, which narrowed slightly, 
was made into the bow by bending it upwards. The center of the stern 
was bent inwards, allowing the whole stern to be well above the water. 
Leaks were mended with patches of river mud or clay. Propulsion was 
by paddle, although occasionally poles were used. 

There was also one small dugout in the village whicl1 belonged to 
Aloari, Quain's cook and helper. Aloari had been a Yuruna captive, 
and it was undoubtedly during this experience that he had learned to 
mal{e this type craft. He also had a bark canoe and was the only Trumaí 
to own two canoes. 

Basketry 

The Trumaí men manufactured baskets that were variously shaped 
and served several purposes. ln general, the Trumaí were less skilled in 
this art than their upper Xingú neighbors. Among the baskets desoribed 
by Quain was a deep, round tray made of burití fiber and another which 
was used to store manioc flour and, when equipped wit h shoulder and 
f orehead tumplines, to carry loads. The latter was an openwork con
tainer made of bark: strips. A smaller basket of this type was made of 
burití fibers. The manioc sieve, or tuafi, was made of stiff burití fronds 
and was also used to store small articles. It was made by the women. 
The women also made a bark cloth bag known as the tdesnit, a term 
that, in addition, designated t he female pubic covering. 

All of the baskets and similar containers described by Quain were 
m.ade by other groups of the area, but the art of manufact uring certain 
varieties was known to only a few Trumaí. Some baskets were obtained 
in trade. 

T extiles 

All work in cotton was the exclusive province of the women. Ham
mocks of both twined and woven types were made. The loom consisted 
of two upright posts between which a warp of burití fiber was extended. 

11 Cf. von den Steinen 1897, pp. 222- 23. 
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The woo:f was made o:f cotton t hreads. The men's hammocks were 
usually woven, while those made by t he women for t hemselves were 
generally an inferior twined produ.ct. Other manufactures of cotton 
were arm and leg bands. 

Oeram,ics 

The k.nowledge o:f ceramic manufacture cannot be properly considered 
a part of Trumaí culture, despite their daily use of pottery in cooking, 
manioc processing, eating and storage. Ali pottery t1tensils were ob
tained in trade with t he Arawakan Waurá, usually in return for salt. 
The only clay article of Trumaí manufacture was the ja'meo, a crude 
clay griddle on which the beíjú was baked. The Trumai did not rely 
completely on pottery for watertight containers, as gouTds, grown in 
their own gardens, were extensively used. 

W ood M anuf actures 

Ali woodwork was done by the men with, at the time of Quain's 
visit, steel tools. The most distinctive article was the zoomorphically 
carved wooden stool, found among ali upper Xingú peoples. Quain's 
notes contain a sketch of one such stool which is very similar to the 
one depicted by von den Steinen. 6 Other wood products were canoe 
paddles, beijú paddles, manioc graters, and mortars and pestles, used 
by the women to pulverize the hard, dry balls of manioc fiour. 

Weapons 

Bows and arrows were used almost to the exclusion of other weapo11s. 
The Trumaí got their bows in trade from the l{amayurá, but made the 
bowstrings t hemselves from the fiber of a tree known to them as the 
patacy. They made their own feathered arrows out of cane, at the end 
of which was inserted a thin wooden shaft. The points were fixed to t l1e 
shaft with a tree resin (awalitsu) and were wrapped at the juncture with 
cotton thread. Monkey bone points were used for shooting fish and birds. 
One man who was making a bamboo point told Quain that it was used 
for hunting and warfare. Another was seen hammering an arrow point 
out of a; piece of metal. 

Spears were not used often, although the Trumaí made them. Quai.I1 
saw a spear point being made of the shin bone of a tapir. The spear
tm'ower (xopep) was used only in t he annual spear-throwing contest. 
It was made from the wood of a palm. Quain sketched one that had a 
fiat handle with a finger hole and a shaft with a hook on the end, and 
another that lacked t he hook, but had a thong on the end. 

6 Ibid., p. 141. 

3* 
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The Trumaí made no war clubs at the time of Quain's investigation, 
altl1ough von den Steinen stated that the Trumaí and the Suyá were 
the only groups of the region to have clubs.6 The only war club in the 
village was a long, fluted one of wood that the W aurá had captured from 
the Suyá and had subsequently given to one of the Trumaí men. It was 
only used ceremonially. 

Firemaking 

Fires were lrindled byuse of a simple, hand-twirledfire drill. Generation 
of a new fire was not often necessary as t here was almost always an 
active :fire in the village from which a flame could be taken. Gathering 
firewood was woman's work. 

Ornaments and Body Decoration 

Except for ornaments, men and women were completely nude. The 
women wore a cord belt that passed around the body just above t l1e 
buttocks. Some of the women still had what Quain called a ":fig leaf," 
probably a piece of leaf or bark, strung on a cord passing between the 
buttocks. It was known as the tdesnit, the Trumaí term for the ulurí, t he 
common upper Xingú version of which they did not use. 

Except for occasional body painting, the women indulged in little 
ornamentation. They were plucked of all body hair, but in contrast to 
the shorter tonsure of the males, they let their hair grow over their 
shoulders. 

The men wore belts of cotton thread or barl{ fiber, but did not tie 
their penes. Occasionally fl.at shell beads were strung around the waist, 
but more often t hey were used in necklaces. Neclrlaces, whicl1 were worn 
in ceremonies, were made by stringing fl.at rectangula1· shells on 
cotton thread. The shells were stTung only on the front half of the i1eck
lace. Quain noted one type t hat had two black panels on each end of the 
necklace. Shell necklaces were an important commodity in intertribal 
trade, as has already been indicated. Cotton or bark fiber bands were 
tied around the ankles, just below the knees, and around the biceps. 

Featherwork ornamenta were worn ceremonially and included head
dresses, ear pendants, and feather necklaces. Quain noted one pendant 
made from the whole breast of a bird. The breast had f our colored bands: 
black:, yellow, red, and again yellow, from top to bottom. Another 
feather pendant consisted of black, red, and yellow feathers arranged 
in bands and attached to a short piece of wood. A black tree resin held 
the feathers firmly in place. The feathers were obtained from t he t ips 
of parrot wings. 

6 lbid., p. 222. 
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N ecklaces were made by tying feathers to a cotton cord with buriti 
fibers. Headdresses included one consisting of a ring of cotton threads 
wit h colored feathers attached. The front feathers wete long and formed 
a sort of plume. Another headdress, a f eather topknot t ied t o a cotton 
headnet, was captured in warfare with the Caiabí. A third was a crown 
woven of bamboo splints t radedfrom the Wat1rá for arrow feathers. There 
were probably ma11y other kinds, as intertribal trade in headdresses was 
lively. 

Belts and anklets were also traded between tribes. A few Brazilian 
type shirts and hats had found their way into t he Trurnai village. They 
had been obtained from travelers in t he region, and especially from the 
missionaries, Thomas Young and his wife. 

The men wore their hair cut straight around the head on a line even 
with the tops of t he ears. A small patch on the crown was plucked, but 
Quain noted that t he Trumaí were much less careful about keeping 
these parts free of new growth t han were t he neighboring groups. The 
scissors which Quain gaveto one of the men replaced t he old method 
of hair cuttii1g with an instrument made of píranka teeth. A composite 
comb (kuwau) was also used. The back: was made of two parallel pieces 
of cane j oined by cotton t hread and t he teeth of splints from the sma.11 
roots of a palm-like shrub . 

The Trumaí used several vegetable paints t o decorate their bodies. 
This method of adornment was always invoked for ceremonies, and 
often for wrestling, or when there were guests. The paint most commonly 
used was the red urucú (matdot) which was grown in the gardens. The 
urucú was made into a paste by mixing it with oil from the visceral fat 
of a fish. The paste could be rolled into a ball and applied directly, oT 
spread with the fingers or a spatula m ade from the middle rib of the 
buríti leaf. 

Other body paints were tawariri, a black tree gum mixed with soot, 
anda preparation made from piquí fruit and fish oil. There was also a 
dye, atdot, which was not described, and 011e or two other paints wl1ich 
Quain was unable to identify. Jany, a non-decorative paste made from. 
t he liver of a fish, was used to ward off insects. 

Designs included dots, crescents, zig-zags, circles, curves, straight 
lines, and combinations of t hese. Quain observed several standard 
patterns, many of which were symbolic; others were possibly symbolic 
representations also, but he was unable to learn their meanings. 

One ma11 painted crescents on his chest above either nipple which he 
said represented vaginas. A rattlesnake design consisted of a half ellipse 
on the flanks with dots in the center. Quain was told t ha·t a design of 
red spots, with t wo near the nipples ringed in black, was a boa constric
tor. Another snake pattern, made by painting zig-zags down the sides 
and back , was used on one of t he posts erected during t he ole ceremony. 
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Black zig-zags on a grayish background were painted on the body of one 
of the singers. Many designs were undoubtedly conventionalized, but 
seemingly not according to rigid standards. 

All of these designs were observed on men. The women painted t hem
selves much less often, and t heir patterns were f ar simpler. Blackened 
foreheads a11d blaclr streaoks on the t highs were most common. The 
latter looked as if t he women had merely wiped their hands on t heir 
thighs after having painted t heir htlSbands. 

Children also had their bodies painted. Some of the boys blackened 
their faces or had black dots put on their chests. One little girl had 
black angles painted on her oheek by her mother. Children's and women's 
body designs were simple and required little paint. The men reserved 
most of the paint for themselves. 

A husband's painting was often done by his wife, but men frequently 
adorned themselves or another man, particularly a younger close re
lative. There may alSo h ave been specialized lmowledge of certain 
designs. Only one man was said to be able to make the zig-zag sna.ke 
pattern, and he painted it on t he bodies of others. · 

W ork Patterns 

Accompanying t he low degree of specialization and cooperation in 
production was a lack of rhythm in t he work habits of t he Trumaí. 
The day started at about three or four o'clock in t he moi'ning. At t his 
time many persons got out of their hammoclrs to fan thei.r fires and 
huddle around them, for these were the chilliest hours. The men might 
get together at this time and talk while the women prepared food. Not 
much work was done then. At most, a man might add some thatch to 
his house. By sunrise everyone was awake, and t he women went in a 
body to a nearby arm of the lagoon to bathe and draw containers of 
water. The men usually went to bathe a litt le later in pairs or alone. 
After bathing, everyone ate, and the work day really began. 

Those who intended to garden went out early and labored until ten 
or eleven o'clock, t hat is, while it was cool and insects were less trouble
some. As a rule, they ate again upon returning and then stayed in the 
village the rest of t he day, working at various crafts as the spirit moved 
them. Act ually a good deal of time was spent loafing and sleeping. 

Those who planned to fish started out in the morning, but usually 
after the gardeners had departed. Unless a two or three day t rip was 
planned, t hey commonly returned by four o'clock, and always before 
dark. Occasionally a group of men and women went to the lagoon to 
spend a day or t wo making salt . 

One of the striking features of Trumaí economic activity was the 
number of different tasks done by various people on t he sarne day. 
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Agendas were ordinarily based on the immediate needs of t he house
hold or the desire for some variety in their diet . Food, however, was 
shared widely, and this probably robbed most work of any sense of 
urgency. Apparently, each man's plans for the day were determined in 
part by the season, in part by t he household needs, and in part by what 
he felt like doing. 

Some men stayed in t he village all day, sleeping and working inter
mittently at small tasks. The women spent more t ime in the village 
than the men. Their worl{ was done in t he house or, if outside, in t he 
shade of the house. Since male work was done largely in t he morning, 
most of the men had ample t ime in the afternoon for trade, wrestling, 
and other diversions. The trade game was an especially popular indoor 
activity on rainy days. 

Much less work was probably do11e during the rainy season, for pla11t
ing would be finished, t he píquí would be harvested, and the heavy 
rains would confine people to the village. However, t here was much less 
seasonal variation for the women, as t hey had to continue to make 
beijú, weave, coolr, and care for their households - t he ordinary female 
chores, whatever the mont h. 

Trumaí economic life was loosely organized. Few types of labor 
transcended the nuclear family, which was t he basic unit of economic 
cooperation ·and interdependence. The inventory of material culture 
was sparse, and workmanship was not highly developed. What t he 
Trumaí did not make, they could obtain by trade. From the standpoint 
of technology, the Trumaí were more backward than other tribes in the 
upper Xingú area, perhaps a refiection of t heir more recent settlement 
in the region. 



CHAPTER THREE 

TRUMAÍ SocrAL Ü RGANIZATION 

P roperty Ownership 

Trumaí society was relatively simple. There was no social stratifica
tion based on wealt h, nor were t he mechanisms of social control and 
cohesion highly developed. This was in accord with the individualization 
of productive effort and the low level of economic surplus. The political 
unit was a single community, the sole bearer of Trumaí culture. 

All land and productive resources were considered the property of the 
community, and the right to their exploitation resided with any indivi
dual willing to expend the labor. Gardens were individual property, but 
only in t he sense t hat the man who reclaimed the land from the jungle 
was entit led to its product. There was no concept of alienable property 
in land, entailing the right of disposition. The piquí trees were said to 
be owned individually, but the owner exercised exclusive rights only 
over the first fruits. Other wild food plants were community property 
and t heir fruits belonged to t he gatherer. 

The fishing rights t o lagoons and backwaters of the rivers belonged 
to the tribes in whose territory they were located. There was no indivi
dual ownership of fishing sites. 

There was p1'operty in f oods, but as soon as they were cooked they 
were freely distributed. Beijú belonged to t he women, but the manioc 
out of which it was prepared was said to be the property of the man 
who grew it. Such distinctions were largely academic. Actually, the men 
grew th.e vegetable and t he women harvested it, prepared it, and cooked 
it, after which it was distrib11ted and eaten. The sarne sit uation prevailed 
in regard to the products of :fishing, hunting, and gathering. Salt was 
the only exception, as it was prepared and owned by individual men 
and women. The di:fference undoubtedly lies in the fact that salt was 
an important trade item, while t he other commodities were not. 

Very little property can be said to have belonged to the family. 
Baskets and gourd containers were made by t he men for t hemselves 
and for the women, but they were often used by both a man and his 
wife. Nearly all material objects outside of natural resources were owned 
by the person who made them or t he person to whom an object was 
given. House ownership was vague, since houses were built and occupied 
by more than one man, and abandoned when the village moved. The 
house, however, was often considered t he property of t he ma.n who put 

40 
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the greatest time and effort into its building. Quain was reprimanded 
for speaking of the house in which Maibu lived as "Maibu's," for his 
brother-in-law, Mata'wai, had built it. This point of property was con
firmed by others, despite the fact that Maibu was the head of the 11ouse
hold and acted as host when guests entered. 

To the Trumai, t he only important property was in t he personal pos
session of transportable, material artifacts. These r anged from tools 
and weapons to ceremonial objects and trinkets obtained from Quain. 
The seco11d class of property was probably cherished more than the 
first, whioh was viewed as consisting of everyday necessities. The combs, 
feathers, beads, European novelties, papers, and other such items that 
all men and women possessed were carefully kept in baskets and gourds 
near their hammocks. A man and wife would often keep some of their 
perso11al belongings in the sarne containers, but beyond this t here was 
a special category of personal possessions called wac'ta. This highly 
valued personal property was l{ept by each individual in separate 
gourds, where it was safe from the gift claims of kinsmen and l'eason- \ 
ably free from t he danger of theft. 

The privacy of t his property was especially observed by opposite 
sexes, although notas strictly by mates. Quain was told by one man 
that it was "bad" for a man to look at a woman's wacta, although 11e 
rummaged at will t hrough t he personal belongings of the men. The 
taboo on male contact with women's wacta was due in part to inclusion 
within it of articles used during menstruation. 

Accompanying the stress on personal and private ownership of certain 
material objects was a strong sense of acquisitiveness. Quain expressed 
t his as f ollows: " There can be no doubt that property ownership is a 
paramount ch'ive in t his culture. Child.ren are not content to see, as they 
are in Fiji, but things must be theirs. The possessive pronoun has an 
importance here which is striking. Once articles are received, they seem 
to disappear. They u.re probably carefully guarded among personal be
longings." Significantly, t he word for "gift-giving," literally translated, 
also means ''to yield to a demand. ', 

The Trumaí were tremendously interested in Quain's belongings and 
made continua! attempts to acquire them. Ad11lts as well as children 
whined in order to obtain objects from him. This attitude was manifest
ed towàrds useful objects such as knives and axes, but tl1ey also pleaded 
and begged for articles having only curiosity value to them. As Quain 
said, to be curious about an object was to want it. Possession was de
sired for its own sake, for only slight prestige was gained by accum11lat
ing material objects, and utilitarian articles, 'such as knives, axes, and 
pots, were easily borrowed. 

Despite the possessiveness described by Quain, the Trumaí were re
stricted by strong gift-giving ties. A true brother ora sonhad a claim 
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on a man's property, as did also, in the following order, his sister's son 
and his brother's son. Within t he housel1old, food was freely shared, 
a11d correspond.ingly, a co-resident could aslr for a material object. 
These requests, however , were not always granted. A common excuse 
was to say t hat t he object was promised to someone having a stronger 
claim. Despite these evasions, t he patterns of güt-giving created a 
constant circulation of food and objects t hroughout the village. 

1 nheritance 

Transmission of property was accomplished chiefly througl1 trade and 
güt. There is no information on the disposal of the ma.terial possessions 
of the deceased. The only available data on inheritance concern t he 
office of chief and t he possession of certain songs sung at the ole (manioc) 
ceremony. The former was inherited patrilineally and will be discussed 
later. The ceremonial songs were inherited either through the mother's 
brother or the mother's father. Thus, old Matiwana would some day teach 
his ole songs to Amanatsin, his daughter's eldest son. Nitvary, another of 
thethree me11 who knew ole songs, learned them from Jawaku 's father, 
who was his mother's brother. Since cross-cousin marriage was practiced, 
J awaku might marry Nitvary's sister, and their child would inherit the 
songs from Nitvary. ln this way t he ole songs returned to the direct 
patrilineal line every other generat ion. 

In response to careful questioning, Quain was assured t hat these 
songs could be obtained only from the mother's brother and mother's 
father, and not from the father or the father's brother. The combination 
of· this matrilineal t rait and patrilineal elements is characteristic of 
t he bilaterality in upper Xingú culture. 

The Trade Game 

The trade game was a mecl1anism of inter- and intra-community 
distribution. Even more importantly it provided a framework for social 
participation, leisure time relaxat ion, and general enjoyment. As such 
it was one of the few integrating factors in Trumaí society. 

Afternoons, especially rainy afternoons, were dull t imes in t he Trumaí 
village. In Quain's words, "These people are bored but don't realize it ! 
Wrestling provides some diversion , but nothing quickens spirits more 
than a brisk trade game (kawirxo) . All t hat is needed is for one of the 
men to stride through t he village with a bundle of goods to trade and 
suggest a kawirxo. Shouts go up on all sides, everybody crowds into one 
of t he houses, and t he game is on. Enthusiasm is even greater when there 
are visitors in t he village." 
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These were noisy affairs. The seller threw his merchandise on the 
ground and loosed an exultant shout . Ali the participants cried out in 
response. Ocoasionally the goods were offered in tl1e 11ope of acqt1iring a 
desired article from a certain person, but usually they were put up for 
barter with the general public. ln this case, whoever wanted the it em 
went back to his house and brought an article to exchange. He placed 
this on the floor and picked up his purchase. Often the seller refused the 
proffered exchange and waited for a better offer. If the trade was con
summated, another loud shout was given by the audience. These ex
changes went on until the participants lost interest, or until no more 
goods were offered. 

All excha11ges were considered to be gift-giving. This was especially 
true of trade between fellow-Trumaí. When members of other groups 
were involved, trade was at least formally so considered, although the 
behavior and attitudes in gift-giving, p:roper, were quite different. When 
Quain made excl1anges he was always admonisl1ed to tell his wife who 
the donor of the "gift" was. 

Within the Trumaí village gift-giving and not trade was the usual 
form of property distribution, especially between kinsmen. A man might 
trade with a person whom he called mother's brother, or father's 
brother, or some other relationship term, but this was almost always 
a k in bond reckoned by extension , and not a close blood tie. 

Women participated little in the men's trade games. ln part this was 
due to the sexual dichotomy t hat operated in social participation 
generally, in part to the nature of the goods involved. A woman did 
not want to buy a man's fish hooks any more than he wanted her cotton. 
Occasionally a woman might break into the male trade game to buy a 
particular object, but once this was accomplished she would withdraw. 
A few women might sit around the house where the trade game was 
being held, especially íf their husbands were participating. Occasionally 
the women held their own trade games in which cotton and household 
utensils were commonly bartered. Conventional shouts accompanied 
their activities, but they were less boisterous than those of the men. 

The women were especially eager to trade with Quain, to get his 
cloth and colored thread in exchange for food, which noTmally was 
given away. The chief was also a main instigator of trade games with 
Quain. ·At times Quain refused to participate to the great annoyance 
of the would-be second party. 

The trade game reflected the Trumaí attitude towards property, in 
that it provided more enjoyment and excitement than any other form 
of social participation, except intertribal festivities. Each exchange was 
watched with bated breath, and the outcome greeted with happy cries 
and laughter. There was some indication that the most dominant and 
forward personalities were also the most energetic traders. It was 
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significant that Aloari, probably the most aggressive person in the 
village, was often an organizer and always a main participant i11 the 
games. On the other hand, he never cooperated in group work. 

This conventionalized form of exchange, which Quain called the trade 
game, had a strong functional role in Trumaí culture, but there are 
indications that it was of outside origin. One inf ormant said that it was 
a Bakairí custom, and Quain thought that the "game" might have 
been introduced by Bakairí traders bringing goods from the Indian 
post on the Paranatinga River.1 

The H ousehold 

Among both the Waurá and the Kamayurá the extended family 
occupied its own house, and the head of the lineage was considered a 
sub-chief of the village.2 Such unilocal, co-resident and extended 
family groupings, which were typical among tribes of the upper Xingú, 
were absent in the Trumaí village. 

Consanguineally close male relatives usually formed 'co-resident units, 
but these nuc1eíi of kinsmen were very sma11 and did not constitute an 
entire household. Furthermore, they were related to each other through 
male or female lines. Dueto village patrilocality, there was a tendency 
fo:t patrilineally related males to live together, but this did not result in 
the establishment of a patrilineal lineage for severa! reasons. Among 
them the high death rate was ve.ry important. 

lVIaibu's house illustrates t he eclectic nature of the Trumaí household. 
Four nuclear families, totaling fourteen people, lived in it. Hanging 
t heir hammocl{s from one of the two center posts were I\.atauka, his son 
Kamkuti, his brother's son Autsul{i, and another brother's son and his 
wife. At the opposite end of the house were Maib11 and bis wife, the 
wife'ssonbyMaibu'sdeceasedbrother,Maibu'ssisterAyenuke,Makurawa, 
a classificatory sister's son, and Makurawa~s wife a11d their three chil
dren . .Although everyone in the household was related, bonds were closer 
between those people who hung their hammocks from the sarne post. 

Despi te t he f act that t he household, as a unit, had no specific fu11c
tions, it established the framework within which certain interpersonal 
dependenoies were worl{ed out. Bride-captuTe, intertribal warfare, di
vorce, and early death caused a significant proportion of the T1~umaí to 
be temporarily or permanently without mates. This disadvantage was 

1 The trade game was possibly borrowed from the Bakaírí, as its existence 
among this gruup has been reported by Oberg (1953, p. 72). However, craft 
specialization and trade on the upper Xingú predates the Indian pos,t. Cf. von den 
Steinen 1897, pp. 196, 207. 

2 De Lima {1950, p . 9.) reports this arrangement among the Waurá, and Oberg 
{1953, p. 45.) adds that the position of house chief tenda to pass in the male line 
in the Kamayurá village. 
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mitigated by intra-household sharing and the performance of services, 
normally done by mates, by co-resident reln,tives of the opposite sex. 
ln t his way unmarried persons eould be i11tegrated witl1rn the Trumaí 
economy. 

Amo11g the twenty-eight perso11S of marriage age in tl1e Trumaí 
village, there were only eight unions involving seventeen persons. The 
eleven unm arried. included one widower with a young child, one di vorced 
man with a child, three widows with childre11, four unmarried me11, a11d 
two unmarried women. 

One of t he widows was married during Quain's sojour11, but the other 
two \vere considered too old. One of the unmarried women subsequently 
took a mate, but the other, who had a clubfoot, was thought to be too 
old and ugly for marriage, although several men had sexual relations 
with her. Two of the unmarried men were probably also considered too 
old for marriage, a third was seelring a wife, and the fourth showed 
little interest in obtaining one. Neither t he widower nor the divorced 
man were seeking wives at t he t ime. 

Ali these persons had made some sort of adjustment through their 
relatives. The incorporation of two of the unmarried men and of one 
of the widows into Nitvary's household shows how a functional inter
dependence within the household was achieved, despite the laclt of a 
lineage in residence. Living at one end of t he house were two old un
married men, Yahu and Yakuma . At the other end were Nitvary, his 
wife Kait i, bis widowed mother F ayeru, and his young sister ICayaya. 
Gilt-giving and food-shairing went on between all of the peop1e in the 
house, but the two single men deper1ded most 011 Fayer11, whom they 
called "sister," while Nitvary's needs were proyjded for by his wife. The 
members of t.he household were all dependent on each other, as J(aiti 
alone would have bee11 hard pressed to do woman's work fo1' two more 
men. Their presence, however, meant more food for the house. 

ln Aloari's house his unmarried brother Tun provided food for the 
cooking pots of Aloari's wife Yumunuwa, while her brother Oirupa 
exchanged services with his classificatory sister Yawala, the club-footed 
woman. By t his free flow of food and service, which was especially 
marked between the sexes, each individual was economically fully 
functio11al, and everyone in the household was adequately cared for. 

Most ·of the arguments in the village occurred between members of 
different houses. Aloari, his brother, and his brother-in-law sl1owed 
considerable persona1 antipathy toward Maibu and jealousy of his 
status as chief. When a serious conflict broke out in the village over a 
marriage, it took the form of verbal quarrels between members of dii
ferent houses. 

The greater amity between co-residents was due to a number of 
factors. First, closer kinship ties usually prevailed, second, people on 
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friendly terms tended to join in forming a household, and third, it was 
probably considered desirable to suppress ill feeling within the house. 

The unfriendliness between Maibu and the men of Aloari's family 
existed side by side with close gift-giving obligations between their two 
houses. According to Aloari's brother Oirupa, he pans (gives) to all the 
people of his own house and also to all the people of 1\'Iaibu's house. 
Residence was the crucial factor, for when Yanahi and Mayuva moved 
from his house, Oirupa no longer gave to them. Similarly,. t he two 
other houses had close gift-giving t ies. The women united according to 
t his house division when an attack was thought imminent. 

Insofar as can be ascertained f;rom Quain's genealogical data, there 
were no special kin bonds betwee11 the households of Maibu and Aloari, 
on one hand, and Jakwanari and Nitvary, on the other, to explain this 
moiety-like division. But it is of interest that the houses of bot h Maibu 
and Aloari were the large type of domicile, like those of the Kamayurá, 
whereas t he other pair of houses were t he smaller "true" Trumaí type. 
It is possible that the residents of one pair of houses, perhaps the 
smaller, were the descendants of inhabitants of the southern village. 

The Nuclear Family 

Despite the importance of the household and the bilateral consanguin
eal group, the nuclear family, consisting of man, wife, and children, 
was still the basic unit of Trumaí society and economy. The biological 
family could provide nearly all the necessities of life within the pre
viously outlined framework of i11dividualized productio11 and division 
of labor between the sexes. 

The responsibilities of child-rearing fell largely on the i1uolear family. 
The Trumaí showed a fondness for children, and it was not unusual for 
other adults in the house to play with them and watch over them; but 
the chief attention came from the parents, and t he dependence of the 
young upon the father and mother was stronger than upon the rest 
of the household. 

The conjugal group had its own hearth near which its hammocks were 
strung. Very young children slept with t he mother or, if motherless, 
with t he father. Couples were companionable and spent much of their 
leisure time with each other. It was common for a man and wife to sit 
in the shade of t heir house in the afternoon while he made arrows and 
she worked on a hammock. At other times the couple would go on a short 
gather:iJ.1g trip, or just idle around the house. Embraces or mild sex play 
often occurred in pt1blic between younger mates. 

Some unions were closer than others. Aloari and his wife Yumt1nuwa 
spent more time together and showed more affection than did other 
couples. They were both young ; he was virile a11d aggressive, and she 
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was one of the most attractive women in t he village. Their marital 
life, however, was not always smooth. She was unusually possessive, 
and he was said t o have thrashed her severely once for infidelity. Also, 
he felt some resent ment for the infant icides she had committed at the 
birth of two of their children. 

Aloari, his wife, and his brot her Tun were not typical of the Trumaí. 
ln addition to the closeness of Aloari's marriage there was a strong 
attachment between the two brothers. None of the three participated 
fully in the community social life. The small in-group formed by t he 
family probably h ad much to do with the strength of the marriage. 

The usual cat1se of quarrels was adultery. Wives generally obeyed 
their husbands, but since each had his or her own clearly understood 
duties to perform, it was seldom necessary for a husband to exert 
aut hority. The women, however, did influence their husbands to some 
extent. Quain was told by a few men that they would not be able togo to 
the Indian post with him because their wives wanted them to stay at home. 

All but one Trumaí marriage was monogamous. The plural union 
consisted of J ak:wanari and t wo sisters. A number of men wanted second 
wives, and Aloari t old Quain of a plan to go to the Suyá to capture 
women. Judging from t he Trumaí's fear of the Suyá, t his was probably 
sheer bravado. Several attempts were made by some of the men, how
ever, to take one of the two eligible village women as a second wife. These 
efforts were ali balked by the fust wife, who ultimately decided 
whether her husband might have a second wife and, if so, who it 
would be. Yumunuwa flatly refused to allow Aloari to take her own 
sister as a wife. Kuyafi had been Nitvary's second bride for only two 
days, whe11 his first wife drove her from the house in a fit of temper. 
Wives were obviously jealous of their monogamous position, but if a 
second wife was suitable, she might be allo,ved to stay. 

J akwanari's two wives got along well, but the second, Kamiha, 
accepted a decidedly subordinate role. J akwanari's closest relationship 
was with Tsuku, the first wife, who also owned ali the family utensils. 
On one occasion Kamiha had a quarrel with one of the men. She quickly 
retired from t l1e fray when he called her a " second Tsuku." Jakwanari's 
hammock hung across those of his wives, but nothing is lrnown of their 
sexual relations. 

Quain was told that in polygamous marriages it was preferable to 
take two sisters. However, even a sister might not be accepted by the 
first wife, as Aloari's sit uation shows, alt hough a man had sexual rights 
over his wüe's sister as longas she remained unmarried. One man beat 
his wife's sister for refusing him sexual favors, and his action was 
approved by the ot her men. W omen, however, were jealous of their 
husbands, and did not approve of t hese or any other extra-marital 
connections. 
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Divorce and A dultery 

The polygynous unions were extremely brittle. l n two cases observed 
by Quain, they lasted only a few days. ln both instances t he first wife 
was responsible for the breal\:-up. The bonds of the second·marriage of a 
plural mating were loose, for Jakwanari's second wife had sexual re
lations with several T-rumaí men with a.pparent impunity. Such behavior 
would have been dealt wit h severely by a husband had his first wife 
been in,rolved. Divorces also occurred in monogamous marriáges; they 
entailed little more t han telling the wife to leave. After the birth of 
their son, Oirupa sent his Mehinaku wife back to her village and kept 
the child. The right of the father's village over the children seems to have 
been general in the area, for Autu had a son by a W aurá husband, 
whom the W aurá refused to give t o t he Trumaí. 

There is no recorded instance oi adultery precipitating a divorce, 
although this probably ocourred. However, the usual procedure was for 
t he injured husband to beat his wife and make a lengthy and heated 
speech against the offending suitor. The wife of an adulterous husband 
showed anger toward his paramour and did not speak to her. Hair 
pulling resulted in some cases . The husband's behavior was viewed as 
reprehensible by the wife, but she took no action against him. One 
wife even chuokled a bit over her husband's adventures, although 
jealousy is t he more usual response. 

Due to the threat of punishment, the married women engaged far less 
in extra-marital relations tha;n did their husbands. Both married and 
unmarried men sought out unattached women, but instances of married 
men in such liaisons were less numerous. The younger married men and 
Maibu, the chief, seemed to have been the chief offenders. The latter 
complained to Quain that ali the women in the village were prohibited 
to bim, as they were his wife's cross-cousins. Neither his genealogy nor 
his activit ies bore him out, and he often approached the single women 
and J akwanari's second wife when the other men were out of the village. 
Everyone conceded that , although Maibu's wife had not reached meno
pause, she was "too old." Thus they rationalized his esoapades. 

The instability of t he nuclear family and the vicissitudes to which it 
was exposed were alleviated by household and kin distribution and by 
the interdependence of co-resident rela tives of the opposite sex for 
sexua.lly specialized goods and services. These arrangements made 
possible the economic workability of 'l'rumaí oul~ure. The conjugal 
family was basic to the cult ure, however, and marriage was highly 
desirable to the Trumaí. Despite the shortage of available women and 
the conflicts which stemmed from it, sex relations between unmarried 
persons were f1·ee and easy and subject to little or no public censure, 
except insofar as they encroached on the interests of others. Incest 
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taboos and permissible marriages were a part of kinship-determined 
behavior and will be t reated below. 

Kinship T erminology 

Everyone within the Trumaí village classi:fied everyone else by a 
t erm of relationship. Since the community was small, most of t hese 
designations expressed a demonstrable bond of consanguinity or affinity, 
although even outsiders were placed within the kinship system. This 
was done by establishing a kin tie with one Trumaí, whereupon the 
rest of t he village could automatically place the outsider in t he proper 
context. 

Much of the data on the kinship system is unoertain for a number of 
reasons. The high death rate of the Trumaí, their lack of interest in 
tracing genealogies, and, most important, a taboo on the names of the 
dead made the recounting of family lines düficult. Moreovi-er, there is 
some indication that t he Trumaí system was changing rapidly. Many 
descriptive categories fol' classifying collateral k:insmen were falling 
into disuse and being replaced by classificatory terms. The result is an 
extreme looseness of nomenclature, as can be seen from the accompany
ing list of terms collected by three ethnologists. 3 

Term Quain Oberg' Wagley5 

Ego's gene1·ation 
' 

sibling apizi* 
younger brotber takwai (v) aheát* (m. sp.) ha-heát* (m. sp.) 

opat (r) takwai (w. sp.) ha-pisí (w. sp.) 
older brother apisí (m. or w .sp.) ha-pisí (m. or w. 

sp.) 
sister hatdifle ha-dufle (m. sp .) 
younger sister ta'yj tain (m. sp.) 

takwai (w. sp.) ha-takwaí ( w .sp.) 
older sister apisí (m. or w.sp.) ha.-pisf (w. sp.) 

8 The three lists of Trumaí kinship terms are listed below, since they, in a 
sense, complete and correct one another. Quain's list is admittedly incompleta 
and contains several errors. Wagley's terms likewise are incompleta and based 
on short interviews with informante during his brief stay among the Trumaí. 
Oberg says nothing about his Trumaí informante, and neither Oberg nor Wagley 
collected referential terms. The divergencies, then, may reflect misunderstandings 
on the part of the ethnologists or informante, or they may actually reflect changes 
that are taking place in Trumaí society. · 

4 Oberg 1953, p . 119. 
6 Wagley, p ersonal communication. 
* The prefix " ha" (Wagley and Quain) or "a" (Oberg and Quain) is the 

Trurnaí first person possessiva. 

4 
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Term 

mother's brother's son 

mother's brother's daughter 
father's sister's son 
father's sister's daughter 
mother's sister's son 

mother's sister's daughter 

father's brother's son 

father's brother's daughter 

First Ascending Generation 

father 

mother 

father's brother 

father's sister 

mother's broth er 

mother's sister 

First Descend ing Generation 

son 

daughter 

brother's son 

hrother's daughter 

sister's son 

Quain 

nupme 

" 
" 
" 

hapine (v) 

apapa (v) 

a'ao (r) 
atsive (v) 
ale (r) 

tatek (v) 

akate 

wawe (v) 

koko 

fax.lo 

faxlo 

faxlo 
takwai (m. 

sp.) 
waremo (v., 

m. sp.) 
tacnam (r., 

m. sp.) 
adjut (w. 
sp.) 
faxlo 
ta'yj (m. 

sp.) 
adjut (w. 

sp.) 
faxlo 
takwai (w. 

sp.) 

Oberg 

hamepiné (m. or 
w. sp.) 

" 
" 
" adif (m. sp.) 

apisí (w. sp.) 
adiflé (m. sp.) 
takwai (w. sp.) 
adif (m. sp.) 
apisí (w. sp.) 
adiflé (m. sp.) 
takwai (w. sp.) 

apapá (m. or w. 
sp.) 

atsivá (m. or w. 
sp.) 

ataték (m. or w. 
sp.) 

aketé (m. or w. 
sp.) 

wawé (m. or w . 
sp.) 

l{okó (m. or w.sp.) 

awalék (m. sp.) 
awakék (w. sp.) 
yawaitké (m. or 

w. sp.) 
waremó (m. sp.) 
kamlék (w. sp.) 

tauí (m. sp.) 
ayús (w. sp. ) 

detá {m. sp.) 
takwaipát (w.sp.) 

Wagley 

ha-mipiné (rn. or 
w. sp.) 

" 
" 
'' 

ba-dufle (m. sp.) 

ha-dufle (m. sp .) 

ha-papa (m. or 
w. sp.) 

ha-t sive (m. orw. 
sp.) 

ha-taték (m. orw. 
sp.) 

ha-papa 
ha-katé (m. or w. 

sp.) 
wawé (m. or w. 

sp.) 
koko (m. or w.sp.) 

ha-pat (m. sp.) 

ha-faxlo 

deta (:m. sp.) 
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Term Quain Oberg Wagley 

deta (v., m. 
sp.) 

sister's daughter faxlo adák (m. sp.) ha-dak (m. sp.) 
ta'yj (m. or ta'ai (w. sp.) 

w . sp.) 
tatdicnam 

(w. sp.) 

Second Ascending 
Generation 

father's father adjei (v) ayeí (m. or w .sp.) ha-doho (m. sp.) 
adjen (r) ha-yeí (w. sp.) 

mother's fatber adjei (v) ayeí (m. or w.sp.) ha-doho (m. sp.) 
adjen (r ) ha-yeí (w. sp.) 

father's m.other atsets (v) atsetá (m .. or w. ha-doho 
sp.) 

alen (r) 
mother's mother atsets (v) atsetá (m. or w. ha-doho 

sp.) 
alen (r) 

1 

Second Descending 
Generation 

son's son hadoxo adohó ha-doho 
son's daughter " " " daughter's son " " " daughter's daughter " " 

,, 

Affinals 

husband ece teltaú ha-eshé 
wife batdetsi adetsí ha-detsi 
brother's wife adifletsi (m. sp.) 
sister's husband ashlá (m. sp. ) ha~eshla (rn. sp.) 
wife's brothor ashlá h a-tslak 

1 ncest Restrictions 

The Trumaí had no rules of group or locality exogamy. Permissible 
and prohibited sexual or marital relationships we1·e a fu11ction of certain 
kinship ºties only. The most acceptable marriage t1nion was between 
cross-cousins. According to one informant, t rue cross-cousins should not 
marry, but Quain's genealogies presenta number of cases in which first 
cousins related through sibling parents of unlike sex have done so. It is 
doubtful whether t hese represented violations of a rule, for there was 
one instance of such cross-cousins, when they were very young children, 
being pledged in marriage by their parents. Parallel cousins were not 
acceptable m ates, nor were their children or the cl1ildren of siblings. 
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Quain was told tl1at the Kamayurá were "bad," because they permitted 
marriage with a sister's daughter.6 

Cross-cousin marriage is correlated with sororal polygyny among the 
Tr11maí and with t he sexual privileges that a man may take with his 
wife's sister. No indication was found of t he sororate, despite its probable 
acceptability. There was only one case of t he levirate, and that was the 
marriage of the ohief to his dead brother's wife. That the levirate is 
expected but not compulsory is apparent in t he case of Yati ~nd his bro
ther's widow Vatsiat. She resided in Yati's house, and they performed 
many necessary, sexually specialized functions for each other. Although 
t heir hammocks were some distance apart, Vatsiat called him ece 
(husband) and became quite incensed atone of his paramours. However, 
Yati called her apizi (sibling), and apparently felt that there were no 
marital obligations between them. He had his love-life, which did not 
include her, and he showed no sign of annoyance at her escapades. It 
was a standing joke that every m.an in the village had sexual relations 
with Vatsiat, except where an incest taboo prohibited it. 

Marriage between people of different generations, especially between 
older women and younger men, was frequent; bt1t the rules governing 
such unions are obscure. It was specifically frowned upon for a manto 
marry his mother's brother's widow. However, when one young man 
did so, he was only mildly ridiculed and oensured, and his status in the 
village was little affected. 

J oking Relations 

Cross-cousins were not the only acceptable marriage partners, but 
t hey were the only ones with whom rnarriage was expected and especially 
approved. Also, patterned and expected joltlng existed only between 
these kin. Cross-cousins of the sarne sex, especially males, bantered with 
each other, but most sexual joking occurred between men and wornen. 
Thus, Aloari enjoyed malring suggestive remarks to the rather old and 
ugly Vatsiat and freque11tly accused hei· of improprieties with various 
men. On one occasion, partly for Quain's benefit, he threw her on her 
back and went through the motions of ooitus. 

Cross-cousins of the sarne sex confined their joking to pranks and 
good-natured raillery, ami tarajau, which Quain translates as "cross
cousin talk." Mayuva teased Yati, who had a phobia of frogs, by chasing 
after bim with a frog hanging from a sticl{. Both rnen and women made 
great sport of urging Quain to throw their cross-cousins out of his house. 
On one occasion, Quain, experimentally, made sexual suggestions t o 
several women who had congregated in his house. They ali ran out 
laughing shrilly, but one carne back la ter to be reassured that it was 

6 Cf. Oberg 1953, p. 44. 
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only ami tarajau. Ami tarajau also took the form of mock name-call
ing contests between men. 

The Trumaí found great amusemeht in minor accidents that befell 
others andinhumorous gossip, without regard tokinship. Jokesplayed by 
one person on a11other, however, usually occurred between cross-cousins. 

Avoidance and Respect 

Taboos on the names or persons of affinal relatives were observed by 
the Trumaí, because, as they said, they felt valty ( ashamed) toward 
them. The strongest prohibited a man from speaking the name of his 
parents-in-law or being in their presence. Tl1us, a man would not enter 
a house in which his father-in-law was visiting or join the men's circle 
if he were there. Parents-in-law were the only affinals whose persons 
were avoided, and this was most strictly observed between a man and 
his father-in-law. Dueto the short life span, social intercourse was little 
interrupted by this practl.ce; only one father-in-law and two mothers-in
law lived in the Trumaí village. However, they figured importantly in 
marital troubles, since parents always took the part of their own off
spring in a conflict between mates. Aloari felt bitter about his dead 
mother-in-law, because she had helped his wife to kill their first two 
children at birth. The avoidance of a father-in-law's name was so strict 
that a Trurriaí man could not mention his ow11 son's second name, be
cause it was inherited from his wife's father. 

Name avoidance was also invoked to some degree with respect to the 
second ascending generation of affinals. A wife's grandparents could be 
referred to by name, but only in a whisperJ while no suoh inhibitions 
were observed when addressing the wife herself by the name.7 

The Trumaí were ashamed toward the wife's brother and the sister's 
husband. This was expressed by n ame avoidance and a respect relation. 
If there were children, a man could avoid the use of his brother-in-law's 
i1ame by calling him deta a'o (sister's son's father) in the case of a 
sister's husband, or apat'awe (child's mother's brother), if he was t he 
wife's brother. Respect was shown by offering the affinal a chair or by 
other small courtesies or gift-giving. Since an affinal of the sarne gen
eration was often a cross-cousin, the j oking and respect relationships 
overlapped rather curiously. While Yati and his cross-cousin and brother
in-law Mayuva played pranks on or feigned ange;r atone another, they 
showed great mutual deference at other times. Immediately after Yat i 
told Quain to throw Mayuva out of his house, Mayuva rolled a cigarette 
for Yati and lit it for him. Manifestly, the two prescribed patterns 
caused no conflict. 

7 This probably illuatrates some overlapping between name avoidance and the 
taboo on speaking the na.me of a dead person. 
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Only when he was also t he brother-in-law was respect given to a cross
cousin or his name avoided. Female cross-cot1sins, despite affinal con
neotions, were never so treated by the men. 

Avunculate 

The maternal uncle in Trumaí society was in no sense a disciplinarian. 
Only the father and the father's brother were allowed to strike a child. 
On t he other hand, the gift-giving claims of t he sister's son (det,a) upon 
the mother's brother (wawe) we.re strong, and particularly so when they 
were reinforced by co-residence. A man was e.x:pected to be benevolent 
and tolerant toward his iJ,eta. This frequently took the f orm of teasing 
a11d jollying the boy, and contrasted with the more serious attitude of 
the father and his brothers. For instance, Yati to1d his deta that he and 
Quain were going to eat him, and, as if to carry out the threat, he began 
to drag him toward the fire. The child cried lustily, and Yati immediately 
stopped and cajo1ed him. Also, I{atauka said to his det;a, "When you die, 
I will not cry.' ' Katauka was greatly amused when this caused tears. 

Such teasing ceased by the time a boy reached the age of puberty. 
Moreover, t l1e wawe became a defender of the deta's interests in the 
absence of the boy's father or father's brother, and, in some cases, he 
supervised his initiation ceremonies. Common to both t he Trumaí and 
Kamayurá was t he traveling partnership of a man and his sister's son. 
It was quite usual for a wawe to take his deta along when he visited 
another village. Quain noted that on such trips the wife of the older 
man was rarely included. This is consistent with the sexual taboo 
between the nephew and the maternal uncle's wife. 

The Chieftaincy 

The Trumaí had one chieftain (aek), Maibu, and two sup .. chiefs, 
Katauka and Matiwana. At the outset it should be understood that 
Katauka and Matiwana at no time during Quain's stay exerted any 
chiefly prerogative or function. They were not men of especially high 
status - indeed, Matiwana was looked down upon as an old man. 
Their main function, Quain was told, was to take over the offioe of 
ohief when Maibu was away from the village. Due to Matiwana's 
advanced age, this duty ordinarily f ell to Katauka. Otherwise, neither 
ma11 was particularly influential; nor did they talk more in t he men's 
circle t han others. 

The chief 's main function was to urge his fellow Trumaí to carry out 
those projects or tasks which were the responsibillty of the comrnunity 
as a whole ot in its interest, bt1t he frequently exhorted the villagers to 
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pursue their individual a:ffairs. Maibu made speeches in the everring 
men's circle or in the early morning, telling t he men to plant t heir 
gardens or urgn1g all to gather piquí fruit. Such proddings had little 
meaning, as they were usually made during the appropriate season for 
these activities, and most people would have planted or gathered as a 
matter of course. 

Those who did not choose to do what Maibu suggested went t heir 
own way, whether it was to fish or sleep. 1"1aibu was a gadfiy; yet he 
was the conscience of the Trumaí. Perhaps more people wo1tld have 
procrastinated if it had not been for his admonitions. He was truly in
terested in the good of the village. He asked Quain for presents only 
for others, never for himself. 

Cooperative work on t he community level was usually orga11ized by 
Maibu. The decision to perform such work was generally made by com
mon agreement, but it was the chief's function to recruit the necessary 
labor arid see that t he task was done. This he did with varying degrees 
of success, for his power was Jimjted. 

The chief was accorded much more respect by his housemates and 
close ltinsmen than by the rest of t he villagers. The people resisted 11im 
in varying degrees, depending on their relationship t o him and their 
individual personalit ies. Ris control over t he women was particularly 
weak. When Quain flrst arrived, t hey refused to carry water for him, 
despi.te Maibu's orders. When they realized that t hey were t o be given 
gifts for their trouble they grudgingly consented to do so, but, in the 
meantime, the chief had f etched the water, since the performance of 
such tasks for an outsider was the responsibility of the village as a 
whole, and no other man would do women's work. 

Referring to the limitations on chiefly powers, Quain noted, "Maibu 
has to put up with a lot of booing and do a lot of talking. Obedience 
comes to him only after a long time. He seems to have no 'big stick."' 
The Trumaí chief had no coercive power whatsoever. This particular 
headman was not a powerful shaman, although such a combination was 
possible and would undoubtedly have enhanced his posit ion . The only 
act of a supernat t1ral nature that he could perform was curing by 
sucking and blowing smoke, which was practiced by almost every adult 
Trumaí male. 

Maibu was often completely ignored, and some of the men made a 
point of flouting his aut hority. The men of Aloari's house were extremely 
antagonistic toward him and told Quain that he was nota t rue ((aek." 
These men rarely took part in t he few group work projeets and usually 
they were also absent from the wrestling matches. Their own prestige 
motives and individual inclinations br_ought them into frequent con
flict with Maibu, both in his capacity as the man of highest status and 
as the village goad. Their resentment of aut hority never resulted in 
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outright rebellion. Despite a great deal of grumbling and non-compli
ance, they still tacit ly recognized Maibu as chief. 

One of Maibu's main prerogatives was his talking function. He alone 
had the role of exhorter of t he people. Other men would be "ashamed," 
he said, to speak so. Most of Maibu's speeches were delivered at night 
in the men's circle or before work started in the morning. The attitude 
of his audience ranged from interest to bored indifference and outright 
ridicule. One morning Maibu lay in his hammock and shouted for 
everyone to go out to gather fruit. The initial response to this was a 
shout from some of the houses, teliing him to be quiet. Later some 
people drifted out of the village carrying baskets"' and still later others 
f oliowed, grumbling that they were being driven from the village. This 
was a common complaint. Because of the tone in which it was said, 
Quain thought at first that t hey were actually being exiled. 

The chief had no symbols of office outside of t he above prerogatives; 
yet a deference of sorts was shown bim. When Maibu entered the men's 
circle or Quain's house, someone always got up to give him a seat. 
Tobacco was usualiy supplied him, and the donor would roli t he cigarette 
and light it before making the presentation. Even the men who told 
Quain t hat Maibu was nota "real chief" made t hese gifts. Maibu him
self did not hesitate to send someone across t he village through the rain 
to fetch something. These favors were usualiy performed by his kinsmen 
and co-residents, although oocasionally more distant persons obliged. 
On the other hand, Maibu was expected to be generous towards ali the 
other Trumaí. Nearly everything that Quain gave him passed to other 
hands. Maibu did not even have a bow of his own. 

Maibu 's poverty was attributable in part to his heavy gift obligations 
and in part to the fact t hat he had no garden. He said to Quain that 
he did not plant because he was a chief. However, he was not completely 
a non-producer. He went fishing, joined in collective labor, and helped 
his wife in gathering. At none of these tasks did he occupy himself 
strenuously. The only articles that he manufactured were arrows and 
spears. He thus made no trade commodities, relying on others, prinoi
pally bis co-residents, for ali his artifacts and food. On most days he did 
little except talk:, sleep, and philander with the unmarried women. 

Inheritance of t l1e chieftaincy was nominaliy pa,trilineal. Maibu, 
however, was the son of the daughter of the Trumaí chief whom von den 
Steinen had met, indicating that the office can pass matrilineally if there 
are no male heirs available. (Maibu's brother's son, Jawaku, adopted 
by Maibu through the levirate, was to have been the next Trumaí 
chief.) But the Trumaí chief reported by Galvão nine years later was Alo
ari, who was only a distant relative of Ma.ibu.8 What happened in the 
years between 1938 and 1947 is not known, but it is apparent that 

8 This information was received verbally from Dr. Eduardo Galvão. 
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Aloari took over the post of aek by dint of personality and not by 
regular succession. Even ü J awaku had died, Aloari would not have been 
a logical heir. Manifestly, patrilineality was very fluid . 

Confiict 

ln cases of interpersonal strife in the village, there was no mediator. 
The chief usually dissociated himself from these arguments and let the 
lit igants shout it out. Maibu, described by Quah1 as a happy extrovert 
and a secure person, was involved in few personal quarrels. He did have 
occasional difficulties in discharging his office. For instance, Tun and 
Aloari refused to help build Quain's house on t he grounds t hat he was 
only acamara, or person of low status. There then ensued a loud argu
ment in the village plaza between Aloari and Maibu in which eacl1 tried 
to shout . the other down. The men sat around and watched h1 bored 
amusement. Finally, to break it up, they tried to get Quain to sing. 
When Maibu grew weary and retired, Aloari continued to talk, but was 
greeted with hoots of derision. 

Aloari was continually embroiled with the other villagers. He refused 
to finish thatching his house for the rainy season because he wanted t he 
community to move to an old village site where there were fewer in
sects. His protests were t o no avail. The village remained where it was. 

Protests against the chief or the village as a whole did not often result 
in open eonflict. For the most part, they were eKpressed by grumbling, 
non-compliance, and threats to leave. No action except ridicule was 
taken against dissidents. Disputes usually t ook the form of shouted 
arguments in the evening men's circle. The olosest approximation to 
the use of force was a mock wrestling matol1 between the disputants, in 
whioh light slaps and holds were mixed with t alk. During one argument, 
a club was waved. 

U nwarranted use of force was regarded as a serious offense. Quain 
learned this at first hand after he had been among the Trumaí for two 
and a half months and had established excellent relations with them. 
When Autsuki, a.n adolescent boy, who had been told not to take any 
flour from a sack in Quain's house, persisted in doing so, Quain knocked 
t he flot1r from his hand. Autsuki left the house, laughing derisively. In
stantly, h owever, the entire village was astir. The men .gathered in the 
plaza for a serious discussion. The boy's wawes (mother's brothers) carne 
to Quain's house to demand an explanation, as did the chief. Fortunate
ly, except for his pride, Autsuki was not hurt, and t he matter was allow
ed to drop. Maibu, however, seeing t hat Quain was still annoyed, invited 
him to come into t he center of tl1e village and make a speech in his 
n ative tongue, t he standard Tt umaí escape-valve. 
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On these oecasions t l1e men usually unburdened t hemselves in t he 
village center. Malice was expressed either by a verbal interchange with 
t he opponent or an angry speech . The substance of the latter type of 
demonstration often was not related to the cause of the dispute or to 
the speaker's discontent. Manifestly, the function of the harangue was 
to provide an emotional outlet rather than a forum. Maibu's suggestion 
that Quain should make a speech in his own la11guage underli11es the 
fact that t he externalizatio11 of anger was t he paramount purpose. 

Emotional release could also be found in co11trived performances. 
Quain, feeling depressed one evening, refused to sing when the Trumaí 
asked him to. However, when Maibu proposed a mock argument, Quain, 
being a good ethnologist, complied. Facing each other il1 t he village cen
ter, the two me11 hurled epithets and insults at each other at the top of 
theil· voices. When Qu.ain was at a loss for something to say, Maibu 
suggested t hat he repeat a speech he l1ad made about the theft of his 
supplies. At t he conclusion Quain reported, ' ' I felt very good when I 
shouted at bjm for a while, and I was quite willing to sing." 

ln cases of physical harm, settlement could be obtained by paying 
t he injured person. Quain was told that after the spear-throwing contest, 
t he l{amayurá and the Trumaí each paid indemnities for bruises in
fiicted.9 No case of physical violence was observed by Quain, but when 
he slapped t he fiour from t he boy's h and, and again when he stepped on 
a child's foot, the Trumaí suggested that he pay something. The latter 
case was an obvious attempt at petty extortion, for a week later the 
same child had his foot stepped on by a Trumaí, but this time the only 
result was an admonition from his father to be qt1iet. 

Still another alternative to violence was found in witchcraft. Only one 
or two TTumaí knew the practice of sorcery, and these men were said to 
have learned it from the N ahukwa, who were much feared because of 
their dangerous skill. Sorcery was usually invoked covertly, but at least 
once in an argument its use was openly threatened. This, however, was 
regarded as a most reprehensible action. 

The chief source of con:fl:ict in t he village was sex. Quarrels over who 
was to marry t he t hree available women raged throughout Quain's stay. 
Bride-capture, the large percentage of older women, and polygamy com
bined to make the allot ment of women an extremely sore point . The 
story of the battle over one woman is worth reporting, as it illustrates 
both patterned interpersonal relationships and t he ways in which anger 
could be expressed and channeled. 

Tl1ree n1en wanted to marry Kuyafi, a widow with a child. They were 
Oirupa the sorcerer, Mayuva, her sister's husband, and Nitvary. Kuyafi, 
it was said, had once had a child by Nitvary, so his claim was a strong 
one. So also was Mayuva's, as he had recognized sexual rights over her 

9 Cf. Galvão 1950, p. 363. 
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because she was his sister-:i:n-law. Mayi1va, however, was afraid of 
Nitvary, as the latter had close ties with the Kamayurá and had threaten
ed Mayuva with witchcraft at their hands. After Nitvary returned 
from a trip to tl1e Kamayurá village, Mayuva complained of severe 
headaches and said he was going to die. Although he denied to Quain 
that his condition was dueto l{amayurá sorcery, the tbreats against bjro 
apparently had the desired result: a short time later ICuyafi moved into 
Nitvary's house. The union last only two days, for Nitvary's jealous 
wif e dr ove 11er out in a fit of anger. The field, it would seem, was ele ar 
for Oirupa, the third suitor. 

Oirupa, however, had been trying t-0 marry Kuyafi for years. Her 
father, l\1atiwana, refused to give his consent and Oirupa, in revei;ige, was 
said to have killed t\vo of Matiwa11a's children by witchcraft. Relations 
betwee11 t heir families were understandably strained, and they were 
further aggravated by t he marriage of Matiwa11a's son Yati and Oirupa's 
sister Kerami, whicb occurred during Quain's stay. This union was 
unhappy and short-lived. When Kerami left bim, Yati and his father 
held O:irupa and his co-resident affinals, Tun and .Aloari, responsible. 
Yati bitterly asserted that he (and Matiwana) would goto live among 
his mother's people, the Kuilturu of the upper ICuluene. There, he said, 
women were much easier to get. 

With this background of conflict and suspicion, it is not surprising 
that the quarrel again broke out in earnest when Oirupa tried to seduce 
Kuyafi . Angered by her rejection he threw píquí pits at her. ln t he 
afternoon Matiwana spoke out against Oirupa from his house. (This 
was proper behavior, since a parent is expected to take his o:ffspring's 
part in such disputes.) That evening the two men indulged in the usual 
loud shouting and wrestled with barely restrained hostility. Kuyafi 
added her bit from the house as did another of Matiwana' s daughters. 
The other men pretended indifference. Y ati remained silent, although 
he was vitally interested in the dispute; for, besides being Matiwana's 
son, he was involved in an enduring respect relationship with his former 
brother-in-law, even after his matriage was dissolved. P ublic opinion, 
however, was on t he side of Matiwana, for Oirupa had committed an 
o:ffense by hitting Kuyafi with the pits, and he had also threatened to use 
witchcraft. To this last Matiwana tauntingly replied that had Oirupa's 
witchcràft been re_ally eíiective, he would have been dead long ago. 
As of the time Quain left the Trumaí, K uyafi's futul'e was still undecided. 

The Men's Oírcle 

The men's circle served a number of functions . It was the place in 
which initiated males gathered, talked, argued, and smoked. It was not 
taboo to young boys, as it was to women, but youngsters tarely joined 
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the group, and they never participated in any of its activities. Occasional
ly men gathered in the village center during the day. but at night the 
oircle always formed, generally lasting from sundown until about nine 
o'clock. ln the afteTnoon it was often the sce11e of wrestling mÇLtches. 
Talk usually went on then also, but the gatherings were smaller than 
at night. 

At night most of the men were present, and conversation ranged over 
a variety of topics. Of greatest interest were neighboring tribes, past 
warfare and present threats to peace. Gossip, usually about sex, found 
ready ears. This was the time wl1en the chief made most of his speeohes, 
and the time when plans for a fishing trip, for salt manufacture, or for 
a journey to the Waurá for pots were discussed. The men's circle was 
also the plaoe where the shaman practioed his art, and, as noted above, 
where grievances were aired. 

The social life of t he males was centered almost completely in these 
gatherings, and it was in them t hait the mechanisms of village authority 
and social control were expressed. Also, the men's circle underlined the 
cleavage between the activities of the men and o.f the women. The women 
had no formal grouping such as the men's circle, but they showed 
solidarity when t he need arose. While men were dominant, as Q11ain 
said, they "look on t he women as an ungoverned force," and open 
group quarrels were not infrequent between the sexes. 

Status 

A ek, the Trumaí word for chief, also denoted membership in the 
upper half of what is nomiI1ally a status class. Members of the lower 
half of t his class were loosely Teferred to as camara, a term which, 
according to Galvão, probably diffused into the region from rural 
Brazil, where workers are called camaradas.10 There was some uncer
tainty on the part of Quain' s informants as to who were members of 
the aek division. ln general, it included the chief, the two sub-chiefs, 
and t heir families. But while the status appears to have been hereditary, 
its transmission was loose and uncertain. For instance, Maibu was an 
aek, but he refused to classify his brothers as such. However, the fathers 
of both Maibu and Katauka, one of the sub-chieis, were aek. Matiwana's 
three daughters and his son derived their status from him, further 
supporting the case for patrilineality. On the other hand, the children 
of one of the daughters were aek, even though their father was a camara. 
The significance of being aek had probably declined with the weakening 
of leadership patte;rns and the lessened importance of the sub-ehiefs. 
To.day, the aek-camara division is non-functional, membership is con
fused, and, except for the chieftainship, it is correlated only vaguely 

10 Galvão 1949, p. 40. 
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with prestige. Aloari , who later became chief, was classi:fied as acamara 
at the t ime of Quain's visit . 

At t he top of the Trumaí prestige scale was the chief. His authority 
was limited, but he was more respected t han any other man. The t wo 
sub-chiefs enjoyed some, but not much, prestige. Matiwana was an old 
man, and old age decreases status among the Trumaí. He took the lead 
in group curing ceremonies, 11owever, and was the repository of much 
Trumaí lore and learning. Nor was Katauka, t he other sub-ohief, very 
influential. And neither official had the privilege of "talking" to t he 
people as Maibu did. That Katauka was a shama11 and Matiwana t he 
chief curer of the village contributed more to their prestige than did 
their position as sub-chiefs or their membership in the aek class. Tun, 
the shaman, and Oirupa, the sorcerer, ranked just below t he chief in 
importance. The former enjoyed some standing as his prognostications 
of enemy movements were relied upon and respeoted by everybody. 
Oirupa had added power only because he was feared. 

The only other criteria of status were youth and aggressiveness . 
Property was nota point of prestige, but t hose whose assertive attitudes 
gave them some status and influence were also those who manifested 
an accumulative attitude toward property. Youth and sexual prowess 
were highly regarded. Boasting about sexual exploits was usually done 
privately, but great pr ide was taken in them. This was related to the 
general esteem in whicl1 youth, size and vigor were held. To be a success
ful wrestler, therefore, enhanced a man's posit ion. The Trumaí were 
also impressed by Quain's height and wanted to know what kind of 
medicines white men used to make t hem so tall. There was no warrior 
class and no special status for success in combat, except insofar as it was 
an indication of strength and courage. 

As noted above, t he status of old men was very low, except when 
t hey had speeial knowledge or office. Yet these attributes did not protect 
Matiwana from being contemptuously referred to as an old man. More
over, Quain was severely criticized for giving prese11ts to old Y ahu, 
most of whose property had already been claimed by others, since the 
Trumaí did not think it proper that one so old should have any posses
sions beyond fishing and hunting equipment and other necessit ies. A 
favorite jnsult among the Trumaí was to tell someone he was old, and 
by implication that he no longer bathed or was able to fornicate. 

Prestige variations, on the whole, were not great in the Trumaí village. 
The community h ad no clearly defined social groupings based on status, 
nor were there social mechanisms for human exploitation. Variations in 
wealth wereslight, and theironlysignificancewasthatonemanmighthave 
more tools and trinkets than anot her. It is possible, however, that before 
the Trumaí had declined to t heir present low estate, prestige and authority 
'vere more clearly patterned, as they still were in the Kamayurá village. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

R ELIGIOUS BELIEFS AND PRACTICES 

The lapse of many religious practices and the lessening of interest in 
those aspects of cultul'e that we clas'sify as religion were striking features 
of this dying society. Older informants rememered the time when there 
were ceremonial masks, the fit1te house, and other traits that are still 
f ound among certain tribes of the upper Xingú. Indeed, if it were not 
for Matiwana's unusual age, the Trumaí would be even more lacking in 
ceremonial knowledge. Yet there seems to have been little regret on t he 
part of either the older or younger generations for this culture loss. 
They shrugged it off, saying that their grandfathers had had such 
practices, bt1t that they did not. This indifference is not too surprising, 
since much of their religion was borrowed from their upper Xingú 
neighbors not too long ago .1 

Despite the decline in interest in the ceremonial cycle and the dis
appearance of certain religious traits, the main outlines of Trumaí 
religion were still observable in Quain's time. Shamanism was still 
practiced extensively, but it was simple both in form and supportn1g 
ideology. Ceremonialism was related to subsistence and curing. The 
shaman's individualized power resulted in a specialization of religious 
functions as did tl1e individual ownership of ceremonial songs and 
dances. Some Trumaí, like old Matiwana, were better versed in the 
religious rites than others, but they did not constitute a priestly class. 
While no one person interceded with the supernatural on 'behalf of t he 
whole village, the group ceremonials provided a focal point for social 
participation and village cooperation, and many of them were under
taken by the community for t he be11efit of ali. 

Shamanism 

The shamanistic art of curing was known and employed by nearly 
ali the adult males of t he village, and in this sense parallels t he practices 
recorded among the I\:.amayurá by Oberg.2 There is, however, a type 

1 Kamayurá ceremonial and religious life, much of which was once shared by 
the Trumaí, is disoussed by Oberg (1953) and Galvão (1949~ 1950). The extent 
of Trumaí oulture loss oan be rougbly inferred from these sourcos and from the 
work of the earlier etbnologists. 

2 Oberg 1953, p. 60. 
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of specialist among the Trumaí th at is not reported for the Kamayurá, 
and it is t o this type that the term ccshaman" is applied in t he following 
descript ion. The Trumaí "shaman," in t his sense, is a man who possessed 
extra-visionary powers t hrough which he could locate enemy war 
parties and "see" t he afterworld. 

The source of the visionary shaman's and also the curing shaman's 
power is revealed nowhere in Quains' notes, nor do we have any in
formation on other aspects of t he associated belief system. Oberg's 
Kamayurá informants told him that personal spirits are acquired during 
illness, and it is contact with one's spirit which gives the power.3 This 
may well be t rue in Trumaí culture also, but the very fact that Quain 
did not perceive t his, even granting the language barrier, might indicate 
a decline in the strength of animistio belief. 

'" Seeing," as Quain translates Trumaí shamanism, toolr place only 
at night. ( Quain was told that if a shaman inhaled large quantit ies of 
t obacco smoke during the day, his temples would pound.) Since one of 
t he main purposes of sh amanism was to detect enemies and t he fear 
of attack was greatest at night, it was tl1en that knowledge was felt to 
be most necessary. Shamanism, it should be stressed, revolved around 
one of t he central themes in Trumaí life, f ear of other tribes; the pro
no"Q.ncements of the shaman were almost always t hat enemies were 
near and that danger was acute. These were generally believed without 
question by his audience. 

The procedure was simple. When the talk in the men's circle stressed 
the possibility of a raid, the shaman was called upon to "see." A hushed 
silence fell over t he group. Even Quain was ask:ed to stop speaking a11d 
using his typewriter. Tl1e shaman turned his back on the assembly, in
haled large amounts of tobacco smoke, his only paraphernalia, and 
seemed to concentrate deeply. Quain could detect no traces of tobacco 
narcosis, but it was possible that a mild reaction was produced. After 
a few minutes of intense concentration, t he shaman faced about and 
announced the results of his activity. This was usually to the effect that 
he had seen Suyá, or, less often, Bo1·0To, Yuruna, or a tribe of the 
immediate region. A Trumaí shaman could also find lost articles, but 
this was secondary to ''seeing'' the enemy. One shaman claimed to have 
seen the land of the dead, but there was no suggestion that he h ad com
municated with the deceased. 

Only certain older men were visionary shamans. There is no evidence 
that women were admitted to the practice anywhere in the region. 
Inheritance of shamanistic power was nominally patrilineal. In 1938 
there were three shamans : Y akuma, t he chief' s oldest biological brother, 
Aloari's brother Tun, and Matiwana. Tun was the most active practi
t ioner, while Yakuma seldom "saw." Maibu said that the latter was 

3 Ibid., p. 60. 
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still too you11g to "see," but that when he was older he would learn, 
since his father was a shaman. Aloari said that he, too, would learn when 
he was old, as would his son Tsirikoan. Matiwana would instruot Aloari 
and would receive a payment for this tutelage. Indicative of a possible 
looseness of inheritance was t he fact that Mat iwana's son Yati was no
where mentioned as a prospective shaman. 

Dreams were considered to be a way of "seeing" while sleeping. This 
was known as ohltaxer. Dreams were taken seriously, at least by the 
dreamer. AJoari fully believed that the Waurá would come after he had 
dreamed it. And Maibu was convinced that he should malte the trip to 
the Indian post on the Paranatinga Riv~r because he had dreamed that 
Climaco, the agent, liked him very much and would give him a rüle. 
However, individual dreams were not a matter of community concern 
or interest. Village action was taken on the basis of shamanistic "see
ing" only. 

Witchcraft 

The only known sorcerer in the Trumaí village was Oirupa, the 
brother-in-law of Aloari. Oirupa was said by one manto have learned 
witcl1craft ( okeí) from the N ahukwa, who, with t he other Cariban tribes, 
were dreaded for their black magic. Oirupa's knowledge made him one of 
the most hated men in the village, but no action was taken against him 
for fear of incurring his enmity. Also, there have been no reports of t he 
execution of sorcerers in the upper Xingú, and, from all indicatio11s, this 
mode of retaliation is not customary. 

When someone fell ili and witchc1'aft was suspected, t he guilt was 
usually imputed to a neighboring tribe. It was said that the Trumaí 
had to leave their old village site near the Kamaytrrá because t he latter 
were kilHng them off with witchcraft. Sorcery was probably often 
praoticed against other groups by the Trumaí, and the converse was 
always feared. Oirupa refused to speak above a whisper one night when 
the Auetí were said to be using black magic on the Trumaí. 

It was Quain's belief that witchc:raft was a substitute for open violence 
among the people of the area; signi:ficantly, witchcraft was not practiced 
by the people of the upper Xingú against the Suyá and other hostile 
tribes outside the Basin.4 Intertribal black magic functioned as a check 
upon violence within the village as well. Certainly, it was more con
ducive to social order to attribute sorcery to another tribe than to some 
member of the small and alreaay disrupted Trumaí community. 

4 Cf. Galvão 1949; Oberg 1963. 
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Diagnosis and Treatment of Disease 

Illness was believed to be caused primarily by witchcraft and, se
condarily, by the breaking of a taboo or by contagion. Headaohes, 
bloated stomach (pihl) and stomach aches were among the common 
symptoms of bewitchment. The tremendous fear of black magic probably 
added greatly to the severity of these afflictions. During Quain's stay the 
women appeared to complain more of sorcery as a cause of their illnesses 
than did the men, but this self-diagnosis was not always accepted. 

Trumaí concepts regarding contagion were generally loose, and they 
often fused with ·witchcraf t beliefs. Co11tagion was acknowledged to be 
a possible cause of illness, but if death f ollowed, it would in ali pro
bability be laid to sorcery. The Trumaí knew that epidemies of pul
monary diseases were associated with the coming of white men, and 
they were especially worried that when the rainy season arrived Quain 
would give them coughs and fevers. Indeed, one night when Quain 
complained of illness and retired to his hammock with a headache, this 
eventuality was vigorously discussed. 

The Trumaí called such a threat tun, a word that can be translated 
only as a malignant influence causing disease. Tur1; was said to exist 
around sick people or in places where there was known to be danger of 
contamination. Thus, when several of the people of Jakwanari's house
hold were sick, everyone avoided t he house, for it was full of tun. Aloari 
said that the waterfront, also, was full of tun. He preferred to bathe 
from a pottery vessel outside his house. Ringworm, however, was known 
to be caused by natural means. 

The word okei, while referring to sorcery under certain conditions, 
was also a general te:rm for medicinal preparations. Thus, okei of various 
kinds were used in different stages of the life orisis rituals and also in 
the treatment of various ailments. Roots were extensively used for 
medicinal purposes. Maibu rubbed his wife's head with the extract of a 
root (ipox) when she had a headache. Another i·oot (murukuyu) supplied 
t he basic ingredient for eye drops, and still another was prescribed for 
nngworm. 

The Trumaí wete subject to severe boils which were treated by piercing. 
This was a woman's specialty, and it was usually done by the wife or 
a close relati ve of t he afflicted person. All other curing, both secular 
and supernatural, was done by men. Herbal medicines were used ex
cl usively for such ailments as ringworm, but most cures involved both 
botanical and supernatl1ral means used in conjunction. 

Illness was treated by both individual curers and group ceremonies. 
The practice of individual shamanistio curing, known as jau' kath, had 
much in common with similar arts throughout South America. The 
main techniques employed were tobacco smoke a11d sucking. Great 
5 
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clouds of tobacco smolte were first blown over the affected area by t he 
curer who t l1en, with noisy inhalations, sucked t l1at part of the body 
in which the ailment appeared to be localized. Insofar as Quain was 
able to determine, no foreign objects were "extracted," and he was not 
given any explanation as to why t he treatment worked. 

Knowledge of curing was widespread among the me11. Ali the men 
knew how to t1se botanicals, and over half, all said to have been taught 
by Matiwa11a, knew the art of jau'lcath. Men cured their wives,. children, 
or other close blood relatives. Whe11 Aloari was treating his son's ring
worm he was asked by Quain whether he would also treat a young boy 
who was only indirectly related. Aloari refused beoause the boy had 
closer kinsmen who could perform this aot. K ayaru developed a swollen 
breast, and it was Y anabi, her sister's son, who performed jau'kath on it. 
All men treated t he members of t heir biological fa1nilies with medicines, 
but those who did not know the shamanistic oure relied on a practitioner 
from outside the immediate family. 

Matiwana treated his son Y ati without recompense, but whe11 his 
daughter's husband became ill, t he latter paid him for the cure with a 
pot. The kinship t ies 1)y which curing was free to certain relatives pro
bably corresponded closely to the pattern of gift-giving obligations. 
P ayments for medical treatment were called okei pop (medicine gift). 
Quain was ust1ally given small payments for the many cures he per-
formed for the Trumaí. ln no case could it be said that any curer derived 
a significant incarne from his services. 

Group Ouring Oererno'ny 

The only time t hat Quain witnessed t he group curing ceremony (ke
vere) was on an occasion two weeks after his arrival. H e noted the 
formal aspects carefully, but he was u11able to ascertain t heir meanings, 
since his command of the l anguage at that time was so meagre. 

Maibu's wife, Matavitsa, was sick and wasted when Quain arrived 
in the village. Her husband had been treating her for some t irne by the 
shamanist ic means of tobacco smoke and sucking, but with little success. 
It was decided to hold a ceremonial cure, although shamanistic tech
niques were not ruled out. Nearly ali the adult men of the village 
gathered in Maibu's house for the ritual, which lasted for t hree hours. 
No women were admitted, and the door was kept closed . The kevere was 
strictly prohibited to females, and t he men would not even talk of it in 

· their presence. The women seemed to regard Quain's status as doubtful, 
for 1\íaibu's sister told him that he would die if he entered. H e refused 
to be d.issuaded, and upon entering was mot ioned to a seat. 

The men were ranged in a broad semi-circle along the side of the house 
opposite t he sick woman's hammock. Mat iwana, who was in charge of 
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the proceedings, was seated somewhere near the center; Maibu, the 
husband of the sick woman, at one end of the line. Matiwana was 
chanting while the others merely shouted words at irregular intervaJs. 
Each man held a rattle in one hand anda branch with leaves in the 
other, except for two who held a branch in each hand. Approaching 
Matavitsa's hammock in succession, and, with arms extended, each 
stamped on his heels, oausn1g his rattle and leaves to shake, as he inoved 
up and down the length of the sick woman's body several tilnes. Tl1is 
done, he passed t he rattle and leaves from her head to her feet, and then 
clapped the two objects together soas to suggest that he was brushing 
off somethirrg undesirable. H e repeated this sequence two to four t imes, 
and before taking his seat, he carefully pioked up ali the leaves that had 
f allen to the fioor. 

While awaiting their turns, the other men rubbed their rattlos against 
their forearms and kept up a steady, disorganized chant. They also 
smoked, but this apparently was not part of t he ceremony. 

Turns started at one end of the line and, when the other end was 
reached, the next series began t here. A pause was observed between each 
series. Some variation was to be noted. One man passed his leaves under 
Matavitsa's hammock, while another gave special attention to her head. 
Maibu, during one turn, sucked in the aTea of her navel. 

Quain noted t hat during the ceremony ((there was an amazing lack 
of a:ffective tension. The men seemed n1attentive and disinterested." 
He was able to aslr questions about the ceremony while i~ was going on, 
for not everyone. part icipated. Paradoxically, one of the active per
formers was Oirupa, who was suspected of having brought about 
Matavitsa's condition through witchcraft. 

The Ole Oe~·emony 

ln the Trumaí village no ritual was more important or consumed more 
time than the ole (manioc) ceremony.5 Its purpose was essentially to 
insure an abundant manioc orop, and much of the symbolism involved 
was clearly oriented arOllnd the concept of fertility. The supernatural 
techniques that were employed were practiced almost daily from tl1e 
middle of August to t he end of September. (It will be remembered that 
planting lasted from mid-September until early October.) The whole 
ceremony was loosely lrnit. After it started it reached no special climax, 

6 Oberg (1953, p. 56) describes a Kamayurá ceremony which also takes place 
at the beginning of the rainy season and, in form, closely resembles the Trumaí 
ole ritual. He calls it, however, the K warúp, a "special ceremony in commemora
tion of the dead,,, and states that the Kamayurá manioc ceremony was not h eld 
during his stay in the field. If the ceremonies observed by Quain in the Trumaí 
v illage and by Oberg among the Kamayurá are not the sarne, a great siro:ilarity 
of ritual forms for different religious purposes is indicated. 

5* 
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but continued at t he sarne pace for about three weeks, and then slowly died 
down. I t would be impossible to say on what day the ole ceremony ended. 

When the ole cycle began it consisted of little except songs and dances. 
These were usually held shortly before daybreak~ and at night. About 
a week afterwards decorated posts were erected in the village center. 
These "ole posts" served as "shrines" to which food offerings were made. 
In the meantime, dancing and singing went on almost every day. On 
some days two or three ole songs and dances were performe4; on others 
there was little activity. 

The i11tensity of t he ritual varied with t l1e number of people in the 
village and according to wbim. The participants changed from day to 
day, and some took part more often than others. Only certain men knew 
the songs and dances, and they served as leaders. Other men occasionally 
joined in and performed an accompanying role, while the women follow
ed the dancers and served as a chorus. The usual procedure was for t he 
men to si11g and da11ce their way from the nearby forest n1to the plaza, 
where they were joined by the female chorus. They then made the rounds 
of all the houses, pausing to sing at each. 

Only Matiwana a11d Nitvary served as leaders of the dance processions, 
as they had inherited the necessary songs. Makurawa also knew ole 
songs, but his role was always secondary. Nitvary, dueto his youth and 
vigor, was the principal dance leader. Most of the other adult men did 
not participate in the da11ces and seemed bored by the activity at times. 
There was no rule governing female participation in the dance. One of 
the men initiated the performance without consulting the other men, 
and the women flocked from their houses of their own "\Vill to j oin the 
procession, faJling in behind the older boys. Quain thought thls re
flected well the respective roles of the me11 and women in Trumaí 
culture. Children always followed in the rear n,nd cried out at the 
begjnning and end of each major sequence in the performance. 

There were also ole songs for solo performance without choral ac
companiment, which were not considered to be the special property of 
any one man. The soloist made the rounds of all t he houses, stopping at 
each to perf orm a song and a simple dance. Even the women sang 
certain ole songs, and on one occasion Quain observed two women 
making tl1e customary rounds together without male accompaniment . 

Quain mentioned one song as being quite melodious, and stated that 
there was greate1· variation of pitoh in songs which were distributed 
throughout the upper Xingú area. The Trumaí had borrowed songs 
heavily from their neighbors, and, in fact, had probably borro_wed the 
whole ceremony. Kamayurá verses were most frequently heard, but 
there was also a significant sprinkling of Cariban words. 

The chorus that followed Matiwana and Nitvary gave only the 
sketchiest accompaniment. The women did not seem to know the so11gs, 
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but the frequent repetitions and the small number of pitches made 
accoro.paniment possible, and their voices fell consistently into the 
fourth interval below those of the men. The women, however, enj oyed 
their role thoroughly and gave far better st1pport t han the men, who 
made little effort t o coordinate their activities. 

The songs were arranged in a series of three verses. Each time a new 
house was entered, the singer started a new series. Matiwana's songs 
were more elaborate than Nitvary's. Oocasionally t he old man would 
make a mistake and have to start the verse over again, but these lapses 
merely amused him. The only musical instrument used was the tapir 
hoof rattle. 

Quain gives no detailed information on the dances involved, but 
apparently they were simple, and perhaps partially improvised. Nitvary 
was the sole person to take special pains with his toilet bef ore leading 
a dance. At such a t ime he usually wore a feather headdress and painted 
his body ornately. 

One of the more important parts of the ole ceremony was the complex 
of activities surrounding the ole posts. A few days after the ceremony 
began several poles were brought into the clearing just outside t he 
village, and the bark was peeled from them. They were rubbed with 
white clay and painted in colored designs. Each man placed the pole 
he had decorated upon his shoulders and brought it into the village 
with shouts and singing. With the poles on their shoulders, they danced 
about the village, finally placing their burdens upright in holes that had 
been dt1g previot1sly in the village plaza. The children 11elped by packing 
dirt around them. The women then smeared red urucú dye on the bases 
of t he poles and just below t he upper ends. Tufts of cotton were put on 
top by both men and women. An offering in the form of fish on beijú 
was placed in front of t he posts. Later in the afternoon, and early every 
afternoon for the next two weeks, t he men ate together among these 
poles. Their attitude in this ceremonial milieu was certainly not one of 
special reverence, for they draped two bla11kets Quain had give11 them 
over the posts for shade. 

Nearly every day additional food offerings were placed il1 front of 
·the posts. One post was given special attention. This was Nul{ekerehe, 
wlrich was said to be malignant. However, fear of Nukekerehe was mixed 
with jokes. Quain was told one night that the men would not goto bed 
until he did, for if he stayed up long Nukekerehe would surely eat bim. 
Weeks later, when the posts were pulled up and brought into the houses 
of t heir owners, t he man carrying t his pole stamped his feet at t he 
children and pretended anger, much to everyone's amusement. On one 
occasion Matiwana performed a ritual in which he was apparently 
acting the part of N ukekerehe. He made wrathful noises and jumped 
about in front of the post, before which were two bowls of manioc soup. 
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He t hen started a song about the post in which he was joined by Nitvary 
and the women. After two repetitions, the women poured a bowl of the 
soup on Matiwana's head and shoulders, making a dr ipping mess of 
him . He retired amid general lal1ghter. The second bowl of soup was 
then potlred over the pole. A full explanation of t he beliefs surrounding 
the ole posts was not obtained. 

Due to the fact that Quain had only recently arrived in the village 
when the ceremony was held, t here is also a lack of claTity in t he system 
of relationships known as ole aton. The word "aton" means "pet" in Trumaí, 
but in the present context it applies to a temporary ceremonial identi
:fication between people, and between people and t he ole posts. The 
interpersonal ties set up were only between persons of opposite sex. 
However, a man could have more than one woman for aton, and vice 
versa. 

Kinship may be t he determinant of these ties, but the data are in
conclusive. Interestingly, the greatest number of ole aton relationships 
existed between people of the previously mentioned pairs of houses, 
suggesting a ceremonial reinforcement of this moiety-like arrangement . 

Except for reciproca! gift-giving obligations, nothing is known of the 
behavioral roles called for by these connections. The owners of t he ole 
posts were said to have their particular posts for awns. Their chief 
ceremonial dut ies were to peel and paint the pole, and supply it with 
food offerings. It may be hypothesized that the posts represent certain 
spirits with which individuais are identi:fied, perhaps as the resttlt of 
shamanistic experiences, as described by Oberg for t he Kamayurá.6 

During the ole ceremony, as during the cure described above, .Quai11 
was impressed by the lack of interest in the proceedings. Those who 
were not part of the immediate activity sat and smoked, indulging in 
the usual topics of conversation. The loose patterning and seculari ty 
'vhich characterized t he rit ual bespoke t he general lassit ude t hat perme
ated ali aspects of t he culture. 

The Piquí Oeremony 

Tl1e piquí (tsinon) ceremony occurred at t he end of t he harvest of that 
fruit, during t he :first half of the rainy season. I t was similar to the ole 
celebration, but not as lengthy nor as important . Quain's information on 
the festival, obtained from Aloari, is very limited. Jakwanari, the main 
ft1nctionary, occupied a posit ion similar to t hat of Matiwana and Nitvary 
in the ole ceremony. As Aloari phrased it, " J akwanari had tsinon as 
aton." There was hou.se-to-house dancin'g by the women, accompanied 
by singing of a certain series of songs. At the end of the dancing J ak
wanari's wife macle a large quantity of t'ak, t he piquí fl.our cake, which 

6 lbid., p . 60. 
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Jakwanari then presented to the dancers as payment. ln another part 
of the ceremony, a gourd of the piquí fruit drinlr was poured on Ja]r
wanari in the sarne manner that the manioc gruel was poured on Mati
wana during the ole festival. 

The Spear-Throwíng Contest 

The spea1·-throwing contest involved intertribal participation and was 
completely secular. The core of the celebration, which took place at 
the end of the rainy season, was a duel between rival teams representing 
the tribes of the area. The p11rpose of the duel was for a member of the 
team on the offensive to strike a member of the defending team wit h 
a blunt-ended spear propelled by an atlatl, or spear-thrower. The de
fendant held a few sticks vertically, one end resting on the ground, and 
tried to defiect the oncoming spear with them. The distance between 
tl1e two was about twenty paces and hits were frequently scored. After 
each tu;rn, the defender went on the o:ffensive. The games were con
ducted in a spirit of friendship and fest ivity. Bruises, some of which 
must have been severe, were compensated for by gift exchanges. 

The participants painted their bodies elaborately for the combat. One 
inf ormant erroneously stated that the masks for which the area is 
famous (but which were no longer made by the Trumaí) were worn 
during one part of tl1e festival. 7 Intertribal wrestling matches were also 
held at this gathering. 

The Bull Roarer 

Inf ormation on the defunct bull roarer rites, as for other ceremonies, 
is extremely meagre. As the Trumaí express it, they have "buried the 
kuth" (bull roarer), but most of the adult men knew the ritual connected 
with it and remembered when it was still in use. The Trumaí formerly . 
went to the Kamayurá village and took part in tl1e ceremony there. One 
man told Quain that dancing in the Trumaí village preceded the ritual, 
whereupon they ali went to the Kamayurá village and "did things that 
the women cannot see." Then, he said, there '\Vasa great deal of wrestling 
and copulation. Yati, Maibu, and Tun played a ceremonial role known 
only to them, while Y ati, Oirupa, and Nitvary sang certail1 songs at 
night when everyone was asleep. The ceremonial fintes found throughout 
the upper Xingú are not mentioned in Quain's notes. Apparently, they 

· ~rere no longer used by the Trumaí. 

7 These masks are worn during a ceremony called the iakuí by the J{amayurá, 
which, according to Galvão (1950, p. 355.) takes place in the sarne season, thus 
explaining the confusion. 
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Deities and M ythology 

The Trumaí were certainly not preoccupied with the supernatural. 
Quain makes no mention of the spirit owners of animal, plant, and fish 
species that figure so prominently in the Kamayurá belief system, nor 
does he speak of the "ole spirits" attributed to the Trumaí by Oberg.s 
Beliefs, which are a more covert part of culture, are particularly difficult 
for an ethnographer who lack:s familiarity with the la11guage to learn 
about, and it is understandable that Quain's notes are weak on this point. 

Magic, except for sorcery, was not observed by Quain, unless sha
manistio curing is considered a magica! practice. No objects, such as 
charms or amulets, were thought to have a magica! effect, and the 
already discarded ceremonial objects were the only inanimate items 
that cottld be said to have some inherent religious value. ln short, t he 
day-to-day world of t he Trumaí was little influenced by extra-corporeal 
forces or personages. The deities were nearly ali culture heroes and 
creators, who did their work in the tlim past of the "grandfat hers of ali 
the Trumaí." 

With some variation the mythology of the Trumaí was quite similar 
to that of t he Kamayurá. The most important of the Trumaí creation 
deities was Sun (Atehle). This was not the visible, celestial sun. The 
Trumaí explained that t he celestial sun was only the aton (pet) of the 
real Sun, who was important in ali the creation myths. Sun no longer 
actively intervened in life, but in the days of the creation he was an 
anthropomorphic personage having great supernatural powers. Sun's 
mother was the wife of Panther (Fetde), who appears in the tales of the 
after life. This woman, in turn, was the daughter of W amutsini, or 
Grandfather. The latter had an important part in the creation, for he 
was tl1e original deity from whom the other supernaturals sprang. 
Wamutsini's daughter was not important in these stories. 

The identity and character of Moon were ill-defined. At one tin1e 
Moon was in t he heavens with Sun, who, however, became angry with 
him and cast him out to his present isolated position. Moon was once 
eaten by Awalanaxe, a :fish. Sun, upon learning of t his, made a :fishhook, 
caught A walanaxe, and disembowelled him. Moon was found inside 
quite chewed 11p, but Sun molded bim back into shape. A fly then 
crawled up the nostril of the unconscious Moon causing him to sneeze. 
He thought t hat he had merely been asleep, but Sun explained t hat 
he had been eaten. 

Moon's sex was highly ambivalent, being a male in some tales and 
a female in others. He was not, however, important as a creator. 
Awalanaxe appeared frequently in the mythology as did Wakpanehene, 
another fish. 

8 Oberg 1953, p . 54. 
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Crow appeared as a trickster and, although not a oreator deity, 
managed to bri11g fortl1 new things in the process of his machinations . 
W aniwani, the name of an abandoned Trumaí village site, was also 
a village in the heavens - the home of a mythical person of the sarne 
name. J emenary, Kelenewary, and Nane were three other mythological 
characters. The second was the sister's son (deta) of the first, and an in
veterate trickster. Although they appear in a Trumaí tale of mythologi
ca.I times, t hey had no part in the creative process. 

Rain (Ka'wix,u) was apparently the only Trumaí deity capable of in
terfering with the world in its present forro. Although he appeared as a 
character in the mythology, he was also believed to be the active agent 
behind rains and storms. The Trumaí were extremely frightened of 
thunder and lightning, and t hot1ght storms to be t he result of someone's 
having antagonized Rain. During a violent equinoctial thunder storm, 
Aloari came rushing into Quain's house, imploring bjm to turn out his 
light and stop working as he was angering Rain. Despite their fear of dis
pleasing Rain, the Trumaí on a few occasions tried to dri\Te away the 
olouds. One ma11 blew at the clouds to push them back, while Quain 
was told to fire his rifle to frighten Rain away. 

There was also a class of malignant beings that were important as 
omens. The Trumaí could not look ata snake called lesilesi, seemingly 
t he rattlesnake. Aloati said that shortlv after he saw one, two of his 

~ 

brothers died. J akwalu saw one while she was harvesting manioc in the 
garden, and it was generally believed that for t his reason she would not 
live long. Quain was uncertain whether t his was the immediate result 
of seeing t he snake, or whether the snake was an omen that the Kama~ 
yurá were practicing witchcraft on her. Similarly, anyone seeing the 
le, a bird with a red f orehead, would die. And finally there were sirens 
inhabiting the woods to the northeast of the Trumaí village. Their call 
exerted an attraction , and anyone seeing them or cohabiting with t hem 
would surely die. These women had long hair, wore bark cloth pubic 
coverings, a11d did not depilate. Significantly, the direotion of their 
abode and their appeara11ce corTespond to t hose of Suyá wome11. Omens, 
such as cloud formations and canine howls, indicate the imminenoe of 
an enemy attack. 

The Origín of Things 

Most of t he Trumaí mythology is devoted to explaiI1ing the origin of 
the natural world, people, and culture. The chief creator deities are Sun 
and W amutsini. 

ln the beginning there was only Wamutsini. His origin is not ex
plained, and heis probably thought to have always e:xisted. He made 
daughters out of wood. One of t hem married Panther, who lived in the 
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Milky \Vay, and gave birth to Sun and Moon; but whether Panther 
begot them is not lnlow11. No myth was found for the creat ion of the 
Earth, but the river waters were the result of a dispute bet ween Sun 
and W amutsini. ln the region of the abandoned village of J\1:orena there 
was a semicirc11lar bay in which Wamutsini decided to take a bath.9 He 
did not tell Sun of this place, as he was a11gry with him, a11d Sun, appa1·
ently in retaliation, told Orow to bring water, from which the rivers were 
formed. ln other versions Moon and the !cate fish also appear . . 

The region near Morena is importa11t in t he Trumaí myth cycle. ln 
this section Waniwani stole Sun's wife a11d took her to his village. A 
sparse place in the brush nearby served Sun as a path to his bathing 
place. Ris house was also in the brush nearby, but no one had ever seen it , 
for fear of angering him. 

Sun was respo11Sible for many other features of the natural order. 
Sun shot the otter in the posterior, thus forming his antlS ; before tl1is 
t he otter could e1iminate only through his mouth. He also made certain 
that man would get his work done by creat i11g the g11at (pejot) which 
prevented the people from sleeping duril1g the day. That man had to be 
so goaded into earning his subsistence is an interesting comment ary on 
the economic ethic of t he Trumaí. 

Quain also recorded a number of stories of how human beings were 
created. ln one, Awalanaxe Kute was the first human, but he swam in 
the water and was much like a fish. W amutsini. who was dissatisfied with 
his form, baited a :fishhook with a cigarette, caught him, and molded 
him into his present beautiful shape, as one Trumaí man explained while 
stroking his own body nal'cissistically. ln another, the Sun made all 
people; and in still another the Sun made all good people out of arrows. 
(The Suyá were the offspring of a snake.) The Sun then distributed the 
land among the Kuluene-Kuliseu tribes, but the Suyá, who were left 
ot1t, fled to their present home. The Bakairí and the white men were 
also made by the Sun. The Trumaí found it hard to underst and why 
Quain did not observe rules of affinal avoidance, for "did not the Sun 
make the white men, too ?" 

There is also a myth in which Moon's wife is a Trumaí woman who was 
seduced by Sun. Trumaí children were born of this mating. 

Sun also gave cultures to those whom he creat ed. Long ago, Sun laid 
a bow, a pot, some beeswax, anda steel axe on the ground and told the 
Trumaí, Waurá, Kamayurá, and the white men t o choose from among 
them. The Trumaí chose the beeswax, which macle Sun angry with them. 
Thc Kamaytrrá chose the bow, and the Waurá, the pot . The white men 

0 Morena, the locale whe1·e Wamutsini is said by the Trumaí to have created 
humanity, is, according to Oberg (1953, p. 49) , claimed by th e Kamayurá to have 
been the village where their Mavutsiné, the equivalent of the Trumaí W amutsini, 
created the Kam.ayurá. 

• 
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took the axe, and this is why they l1ave been able to build a great 
civilization. Indeed, white men, although first encounteted in 1884, 
figure Íl1 many Trumaí myths. For instance, W aniwani once seduced 
ffiuwa's wife and took her to the land of the white men, which was 
thought to lie either downstream near the Yuruna or beyond the head
waters of the l(uluene River. 

Many cereuionies were first taught by Sun. He presented Maibu's 
deceased hTother with a spear-thrower and taught him the spear
throwing contest. He also first made the masks which the Trumaí once 
used. The people of the area received cotton and tobacco from Sun, and 
he gave t he fishtrap to the Mehinaku. 

The foregoing creation myths collected by Quain were probably only 
a small part of the Trumaí cycle. Paradoxically, t he historie legend of 
their migration into the area and tl1e subsequent borrowing of culture 
elements from their neighbors would seem to negate the creation myths 
in which the Trumaí appear to have always lived in the 11pper Xingú 
area. Quain states that they have reconciled the inconsistencies, but 
he does not support this point with any concrete data. Undoubtedly 
this problem bothered the ethnographer far more than the Trumaí. 

The After-Life 

Waniwani, the village of the afterworld, was located in the heavens. 
ln order to get there one had to trave! the Milky Way. This was t he 
abode of Panther, and the road was lined with many panthers who in
filcted dangerous wounds on the wayfarers. After passing through this 
gamut, the dead entered the Trumaí village. Here many Trumaí resided, 
and the rivers and lagoons teemed with kate fish. These were usually 
c~aught by poisoning, as the tawasi tree grew in abundance. There was 
no death in this afterworld; it was only 011 earth that death was feared, 
said the Trumaí. . 

J emenary anti Kelenewary 

The last of the Trumaí myths collected by Quain concerned Jemenary 
and his trickster nephew Kelenewary. This story, which has a decided 
Oedipus·theme with the maternal uncle in the father role, was the only 
context in which these two appeared, and they cannot be identified 
further than to say that they were mythological beings who lived in the 
"long ago" of the Trumaí. 

Jemenary was angry with Kelenewary because the latter, his deta, 
or sister's son, was sleeping with his wife. Kelenewary knew no shame, 
for a good Trumaí would never have done such a thing. Jemenary tried 
by a series of ruses to rid himself of his nephew. He ordered him to 
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gather some vegetable dye in a tree in which he had put a snake. The 
wily nephew made designs on his leg with the dye which caused the 
snak:e to fall out of the tree. He returned home ahd resumed his relationa 
with his uncle's wife. 

J emenary then ordered Kelenewary to cross a ri ver in which there 
was a fish that would surely eat him. The nephew suffered some bites, 
but these he cured by smearing with another vegetable dye. The 
infuriated uncle then sent him to the village of Rain, Kelynewary's 
cross-cousin, to get a highly prized wood which Rain guarded closely. 
Kelenewary arrived at Rain's villa;ge and repeatedly urged Rain to have 
sexual intercourse with his wüe. After many wakeful nights, the couple, 
exhausted, fell into deep sleep. Kelenewary stole the wood, and re
turned to his uncle's house, where he continued to sleep with his uncle's 
wife. 

Later, when the two men were building an eagle cage, Kelenewary, 
who was sitting on top of it, angered his uncle by saying that the eagle 
was no larger t han one of his wüe's pubic hairs. The enraged Jemenary 
released the vertical poles in the framework of the structure, oatapulting 
the insolent nephew through the air and into the branches of a tree. 
Kelenewary was hurt, and Nane, a creature having a human forro but 
capable of flying, carried him to his village. Under N ane's care, he dranl{'. 
medicines that restored him to health and caused him to grow to a 
tremendous size. The uncle, in despair, created the deer with the in
tention of having it kill his nephew. Kelenewary, however, lassoed the 
animal with his armband, and it killed the uncle instead. The oppositio11 
thus removed, the nephew returned to the embraces of his dead uncle's 
wife. 

Lore and Learning 

The cosmology of the Trumaí was not very elaborate. Many stars 
and constellations were known and named. As noted above, the Milky 
Way entered into their beliefs of an after-life. Special attentio11 was also 
given to the Hesperides, which may be the constellation that dates their 
ceremonial season at the end of t he rains. Quain was told by Thomas 
Young, the missionary, that the planting time was determined by astral 
phenomena. Quain was not able to oonfirm this, but he noted that the 
Trumaí knew the proper time for burning thefelled brush. This knowledge 
was important as the rains arrive suddenly, aind once the brush becomes 
wet it fs almost impossible to fire. 

Flora and fauna also served as markers of seasonal passage. One such 
sign was an insect that issued a shrill and pleasant whistle from dusk 
until far into the night in the weeks immediately preceding the rall+y 
season. 
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It was Quain's good fort une that a lunar eclipse occurred while he 
was still in the company of the Trumaí who were escorting him back 
to civilization. On about N ovember 7, 1938, t he moon eclipsed shortly 
after it rose. When it was first noticed, one man asked Quain to fire his 
gun. Another danced and shot a burning arrow at the moon. 

The eclipse lasted for more t han an hour, and during this time the 
India11s refused to proceed further . It was necessary to frighten away 
whateve1· was eating the moon. To right the disturbance of the natural 
h armony, Maibu drew himself up to his fttll stature and addressed the 
moon at great length. Ali the tribes in the area, Quain was told, were 
taking similar measures. 

The eclipse was thought to be a harbinget of evil. One man decided to 
return home in the belief that now t he white men would kill him. Y ati, 
who had an infected hand, was sad because Matiwana, his father, would 
think by this sign that he, Yati, had been "killed" by Mehinaku witch
craft. As Yati's hand grew worse, t he 1·est of the party began to believe 
that the eclipse was caused by old Matiwana's tears. 

Seasons were recognized as "sunny times" and " rainy times," and 
the number of moons and their phases were used as time-markers. Long 
p eriods were reckoned as "when my father was small" or "when I was a 
boy;'' short periods by adding up the passing nights. This latter method 
was ineffectual for anything after ten days, as ten marl{ed the upper 
limit of Trumaí counting. 

Enumeration of objects was shown by holding up the appTopriate 
combination of fingers. There were words for the i1umbers one through 
ten, but ten also signified "a great many." La1·ge quantities oould be 
expressed by gesture as well. When Maibu wanted to indicate ma11y 
beijú, he held up his hand to their height when staclred. 
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THE LIFE ÜYCJ_,E 

Birth 

T11e Trumaí were well aware of the facts of conoeption, paternity, and 
pregnancy. That menstrl1ation ceased after conception was, of course, 
perfectly obvious t o them, but it is uncertain whether t his was con
sidered a diagnostic of pregnancy. 1\íaibu related some female gossip t o 
Quain to t he effect that Aloari's wife, Y umunuwa, was pregnant. When 
Quain objected on the grounds t hat she had only recently menstruated, 
Maibu pointed out as indisputable evidence that her navel was pro
truding. 

One o:f the Trumaí women, the clubfooted, childless, and unmarried 
Yawa1a, was pregnant during Quain's stay. She spent most of her time 
in her hammook and received litt le attention, except from ot her women 
who kept insisting that they perform an abortion upon her . Abortion was 
usually induced by manipulating the abdomen, but also, it seems, by 
drinking certain "waters" of which t he "\.Vomen had knowledge. Yawala 
resisted all urgings and maintained that she wanted a child "to hold in 
my arms." 

Abortion was undoubtedly frequent, and infanticide too, and 
at times without the agreement of the husband. It is not known what, 
if any, observances and precautions were taken during pregnancy 
except that sexual intercourse ceased when a woman became very large 
because "it hurts her." 

Parturit ion was accompanied by observances led by old Matiwana, 
during which t he men sat and smoked. The women held the laboring 
woman in a sitting posit ion, in which she gave birth. The role of the 
husband before and after delivery vvas not recorded. After Aloari's son 
was born, however, his wife bled for t hree moons. During this time he 
had to drink a certain medicine. Quain's notes suggest that a form of 
couvade was observed. 

After birth, the only economic exchange that took place was a gift 
which the husband gave to the wife in payment for the child. 

Early Childhood 

The youngest child in the Trumaí village was a girl bet ween one and 
two years of age. The other girl was about six. Of the boys, one was about 
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four, three between five and seve11, two between seven and ten, and t he 
other two between ten and twelve. The litt le girl could 11ot as yet walk 
alone. The two youngest boys could, although occasionally they still 
suckled at their mother's breasts. 

The Trumaí infant was subjected to very little training. Rarely was 
the very young child told 11ot to do anything. However, all the children 
except for K atsits, the infant girl, knew that th~y should defeca te in 
the bush and urinate away írom the village plaza. K atsits very often 
eliminated in the house, or while she was in her mot her's arms. X'utsi, 
t he mother, merely scraped a bit of dirt over the wet spot. She gave 
no indication to the child t hat this was an undesirable act, and t he child 
took no note of her own activity. Exactly how a child learned to exert 
self-control is not clear, but it was probably by emulating older children 
and adults, whose toilet habits were hardly a secret. 

The child suckled until it was five or six year s of age, although it 
began t o partake of the ordinary diet by the end of the first year. 
Yumunuwa said that she suckled Tsirikoan three t imes a day: morning, 
noon, and evening. This was not a strict regímen, for the boy often 
crawled into her lap or str addled her waist and suckled at odd hours. 
Until about five years old, the- child slept in the mother's hammock, or 
if motherless, with t he father. Often it slept with the mother's breast 
in its mouth, and if it awoke durn1g the rright, it suckled until it fell 
asleep again. 

The nursing of older cl1ildren is n. perpetuation of t he inf antile pattern, 
and it is indicative of t h.e laclt of stress on weaning. Also, because of 
infanticide and the low birtl1 rate, there is litt le cause for sibling r ivalry 
among t he Trumaí. 

Help was given the child in learning to walk and talk. The men ap
peared to devote more attention to this phase of upbringing than the 
wome11. l(atsits was often walked about by her father, and sometimes 
by Maibu or other men who lived n1 t he sarne house. Her father was 
eager to have her walk by herself so that he would not need to coach her, 
but i1evertheless he and the othe:r ad11lts showed the greatest indulgence 
and pàtience in this taslt. 

Part of t he father's anxiety was doubtless due to the taboos which 
restricted his activity t1ntil 11is child had learned to walk. The most 
importa:tit of t hese was a ban 011 sexual intercourse. When I\.atsits 
developed colic, it was ge11erally t hought to be the outcome of coitus 
between t he parents. Certain íoods were also forbidden t he father, one 
being seasoned fish hash, which was a great favorite. It is not known 
whether the mother was also required to observe food taboos. 

More emphasis was placed on teaching the child to speak. The adults 
and older children made repeated attempts to put words into t he mouths 
of t he very young, saying the sarne phrases over and over again. In t his 
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way the child was taught the kinship t erms applying to his immediate 
family and age mates. He did not, however, learn to classüy the whole 
village until much later. 

Pre-Puhescence 

A good dea.l of a youngster's time was spent around his house, and his 
attachment to his parents :first, and then to other members of his house
hold, was very strong. Dependence on the parent was expressed in a 
variety of ways. When the motherless Matsiripi's father, Oir11pa, left 
the village for a few days, the boy was dispirited. When someone ap
proached from the canoe la11ding, he would run anxiously to see who it 
was. Ris joy was obvious as he clung to the hand of his returned father. 
This pattern was repeated, but with less intensity, by children having 
both a father and mother. 

Night terrors were co1nmon among the children. They were afraid of 
the dark and, ü they awakened in the night, sought immediately for 
their father or mother, or howled ü both were absent. The early pattern 
of sleeping with a parent undoubtedly had much to do with these fears, 
but ample justification for them can be found in other aspects of the 
culture. Adults communicated to the children t heir own nocturnal an
xieties, which were stimulated by fears of enemy at tack. The young made 
frequent references to the Suyá. One lit tle boy, after an especially uneasy 
night, marched around the village chanting the word " Suyá" in a deep, 
serio11s voice. A frightened child's cries were immediately answered by 
11is parents, who reoognized it by tone. Tay, an orphan boy, oft en 
awakened with loud howls, but the people of his house paid little 
attent ion, and listened instead for their own children. 

The children played and lolled about in the house, and had closer 
ties with co-residents t han with others bearing the same kin relation
ships. When Kuyafi shifted her hammock to the house of her new spouse, 
her child cried lustily at the change of residence. The boys frequently 
visited in other houses, and there were no restrictions on lying in the 
nearest hammock, no matter to whom it belonged. This liberty was 
taken by the adults also. To keep visitors out of his hammock, Quain 
had to tell everyone that his "wüe would be angry" ü anyone used it. 
This was the st andard excuse for turning down such requesta. 

Children were given considerable freedom. Adults were interested in 
them, but made little effort to direct their activities. Encouragement 
was given, but the child was never forced to do anything. There were 
f ew "do nots." However, the child learned that he did not ha ve an un
limited claim to all property, and sometimes he w~s punished for his 
transgressions. He also learned that he should not disturb older people 
unduly. The adults had a high tolerance for the noises of children, but 
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occasionally someone, who was occupied or in bad temper, would 
chase the child away or slap him light ly . The only time that Quain ever 
saw a child given physical punishment was after some petty pilfering. 
ln this case the father whipped him angrily across the legs. Usually, 
however, only a verbal reprimand followed misconduct. 

Children were in a somewhat privileged category. With respect to 
gift-giving, the claims of the young were particularly strong, although, 
as noted above, they were not unlimited. When a child wanted something, 
it would either be given it or a good excuse would be offered. Parents 
baeked up such demanda, and were hurt and aggrieved ü the request 
was refused. 

Child.ren had almost as strong control over their property as did the 
older Trumaí. Quain dealt directly with the children to secure speci
mens of children's playthings. The children manifested the same pos
sessiveness as their parents in these dealings and in their general con
cepts of property. Even little Katsits cried when her father wanted to 
put up her necklace in the trade game. Her father let her keep the neck
lace and sought other objects to exchange. 

Children cried frequently, and their tears rarely went unheeded. 
Teasing by adults was common, but when a child broke into full and 
lusty howls, he was soothed and comforted. There were no admonitions 
against crying itself. The only t ime a child was reprimanded for crying 
was when it was absolutely unwarranted and annoying to the adults. 
ln such cases, a stern voice was a,ll that was required. By the time a 
boy reached the age of ten he rarely wept, for he was then going 
through the initial phases of the puberty rites, and courage and fortitude 
were expected. 

Little work was demanded of children. The boys often accompanied 
the women on gathering expeditions, but this was t he only help they 
gave them. On the other hand, they were frequently called on to perform 
errands for the men or lend them some small aid. These tasks were done 
willingly. 

The older boys occasionally accompanied the men on hunting and 
fishing trips, thus learning the necessary subsistence techniques. They 
participated actively in fish poisoning, helped in the preparation and 
application of the tawasi bark, and in the gathering of the d:rugged fish. 
Of all the subsistence teohniques, horticulture was the last to be learned. 
The youngest Trumaí to have a garden was Autsuki, who was going 
through t he final stages of the puberty ceremonies. Maibu's foster son, 
Jawaku, was still considered too young to cultivate his own plot, 
although he was no more than two years younger than Autsuki. Most 
of the boys were well acquainted with the work, however, through 
traili11g the mer1 to t he gardens a11d watching them. 
6 
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Among the eight boys below the ages of Autsuki and Jawaku there 
were no clearly organized groups. When outdoors they usually played 
in small groups of three or four, although nearly ali would gather 
together occasionally for some special activity. The small groups were 
usually composed of age mates. Tsirikoan, the youngest, spent most of 
his time in the house, while the oldest boy, Muruta, was already drifting 
away from the others and spending more time with the men. Tay, an 
orpha.n boy of between ten and twelve years of age, was d.ecidedly a 
misfit and did not join the others often. Of the remaining five, the three 
oldest were steady companions, while the two youngest either trailed 
them or stayed near their houses. 

Despite the fact that the children were together frequently, there were 
no fast friendships or strong t ies of loyalty and dependence. In this 
respect they were much like the men. Their pla y together was sporadic, and 
participation was fluid and shifting. 

The only organized play in which the children indulged was wrestling. 
Matches were infrequent and usually broke up within fifteen minutes. 
Ali the boys turned out on such occasions except Tay, whose interests 
were abnormally directed toward homosexual play. The wrestling 
matches were a complete replica of the adult contests, the boys evert 
sitting on the log in the men's circle (this was one of the few times they 
were permitted to do so). The adults never interfered. Usually they 
stood near the houses and watched the grappling with great amusement. 
When the wrestling involved boys of t he village only, it was very in
formal and few pains were taken with their ornamentation. Each bout 
consisted of trying out some holds and grunting loudly in imitation of 
the men. The contests generally ended in a draw by mutual consent 
without any hostility being shown. 

Most of the matches were between the older boys. But they also 
wrestled with tl1e younger children. Even little Tsirikoan wrestled once. 
As he did not know what he was expected to do, he metely grunted and 
fell down. The bigger boys were very gentle with the little ones and 
tried only to teach them. 

Justas the men were excited by the intertribal wrestling matches, the 
boys welcomed the chance to wrestle with boys from other tribes. This 
occurred regularly, since it was customary in the upper Xingú for a boy 
to travel with his maternal uncle. Atone such time, a Kamayurá boy 
carne to the Trumaí village and was invited to wrestle. The boys gathered 
in the men's circle after having carefully painted themselves and put 
on new arm and leg bands. The older boys wrestled the Kamayurá 
youngster in tur11, put since he was bigger, he threw them easily. The 
Trumaí men watched from a distance, silently rooting for their own 
boys, but laughing loudly as each landed on his back, out of politeness 
to the visitors. 
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Ali other play was more spontaneous and uncoordinated. Amusement 
and education were derived from using small bows and arrows which 
all boys possessed and the older ones knew how to make. Much of their 
time was spent shooting at insects and other targets in the village, but 
three or four children might occasionally go together to t he lagoon and 
shoot fish from the banks. Sometimes t hey would wander o:ff to th e 
clearings when planting was in progress, or t ravel through t he woods 
to gather gt1ava. Few restraints were placed on their movements. 

Nor was the sex play of children greatly inhibited by their elders. 
Aott1ally there was no heterosexual aotivity between children, for there 
were no girls of appropriate age in the village. Thus, pre-pubesce11t 
sexual relations occurred between boys or between boys and men, and 
almost always it was the boys who were the instigators. Quain felt 
certain that Tay was the only member of the village who might be con
sidered a homosexual. He was an orphan, and although he was fed and 
housed, he was identified with no family, and no one took any special 
interest in him. Tay, more than any boy, remained aloof from other 
children. His sexual advances were directed to a large extent toward 
t he older males, who often cooperated with him. For example, he often 
wrapped his legs around Jaltuma's hips, going through sexual mot ions. 
The older man would giggle when he did this and show signs of being 
mildly stimulated. Mayuva, among others, was less receptive, but his 
only mode of resistance was to arch his body away from the boy. 

The sexual play of a young child might even include his father. Quain 
observed litt le Tsirikoan tugging at bis father's penis. The father showed 
some annoyance, but 01tly because he did not want to be bothered. 
Althougl1 children were rarely manipulated in this way by the men, 
Quain saw Y anahi, a young married man, amus:ing himself and some 
boys by pulling Tsirikoan's penis until the child had an erection. The 
boys whispered to Y anahi that Quain was watching, but this apparently 
made i10 difference to him, for he continued his activity. 

The minar homosexual engagements that took:. place between the boys 
themselves were lik:ewise in the nature of play. Quain saw no homo
sexuality between adults, and, contrary to Levi-Strauss' inference from 
Quain's notes, there was no kinship t ie that implied permissible homo
sexual relations.1 

The facts of sex were certainly no secret to the children. Living in 
undivided houses and sleeping with or adjacent to their parents, they 
were aware at an early age of the sexual activities of their elders. No 
e:ffort was made to keep sexual knowledge from them, and t hey derived 
considerable amusement from the sexual a:ffairs of the adults. Tsiriltoan 
a11d some other boys raised a great hue and cry when they happened 

1 Levi-Strauss 1948, p. 337. 
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t1pon his parents cohabiting; and they immediately told everyone in 
the village. 

Puberty Rites 

Male puberty rites were divided into two periods. The first, which was 
preparatory, covered about three or four years and consisted of the 
administration of certain medicines (okeis) and body-scr:;i,ping. The 
second covered a much shorter period and constituted the actual initia
tion of the boy into the men's group. The observances, starting when 
a boy was between ten and twelve years of age, inoreased in frequency 
and intensity until his final initiation. The purposes, as expressed by the 
Trumaí, were to make him grow big and strong, give him courage and 
fortit11de, and mark certain achievements on the road to manhood. 

Body-scraping was one of the most important means used to ac
complish these ends. Two different types of scari:fication instruments 
were in use. One was a sort of con1b made of :fish teeth imbedded in 
wood; the other was a polished armadillo ela w. The :f ormer was used 
during the early phases of scarification, the latter, during the late 
phases when the whole body was scraped. 

The :first scraping was limited to the arms or legs. Kamkuti received 
his initial scari:fication on the bicepa as an aftermath of shooting his first 
fish. The scraping, painful though it was, was a reward anda recognition 
of manly achievement. It was also a test of endurance a11d resistance to 
pain, and the boy was admonished against flinchjng or weepi11g. S11ch 
occasions were the first on which the child was exhorted to be manly and 
courageous. 

When the boy reached biological puberty, the scraping became more 
severe. Arms, legs, :fianks, chest, back, and stomach were ali scraped, and 
the operation must have been most painful. Each boy could expect to 
have this happen to him a few times during the course of his initiatio11. 
Jawaku, Maibu's foster-son, had his first overall scarification while Quain 
was in residence. 'l,his was a prelude to the full initiation rites, through 
which 11e was soo11 to pass. Jawaku was a very timid boy, and signifi
cantly lacked the assertiveness that was so much a part of Trumaí 
personality. Katauka, who was officiating, scraped his legs first, then 
his back, :fianks and arms, ending with a light treatment on his chest 
and stomach. Jawaku looked extremely unhappy, but he did not cry 
until Kataulra began scraping his back. Maibu held him firmly and told 
bin1 not to cry, while others scolded him for being a baby. 

Before the scarification started Jawaku's body was moistened with 
water from a nearby pot. After it was :finished, Katauka rubbed him 
completely with the bark of the arutp<J,rukatem tree. This or the bark 
of the fift' a tree (the source of the :fish poison previously referred to) were 
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always used to treat the wounds made by scraping. J awal{u walked 
away in a hurt and angry mood, his body covered with blood. 

A few days later, in recognition of his advanoement, Jawaku made 
the afternoon serving of food to the assembled men, a custom associated 
with the ole (manioc) cetemony. A further sign of his new position was 
the drinking of an herbaceous emetic before eating t he first piquí fruit. 
Only boys who had not yet had their stomachs scraped could eat piquí 
without first taking the medicine. 

One important purpose of body-scraping, the Trtrmaí thought, was 
to malre the boy grow a11d give him strength. For t his reason even the 
adult males occasionally scraped their arms. The scars themselves were 
very much admired. Of still greater value was the size of t he muscles 
of the arms, chest, shoulder, and back of the neck, which the Trumaí 
believed to be the result of the scraping. 

Another method of inducing growth was by dri11king medicines made 
from herbs. Ali of t he upper Xingú peoples were said to know of these 
preparations. The Suyá were said to have learned to make them also, 
but not the Y uruna. Adults dranl\. these medicines, but they were 
especially important during the final phase of the puberty rites. 

The perforation of the ear lobes was a distinct and separate part of 
the cycle of puberty rites, and the only one in which the boys went 
through a prescribed phase as a group. This observance took place during 
the equinoctial festive per iod which follows the rainy season and involved 
intertribal participation. At the next dry season festival, Quain was 
told, all the boys would have their ears pierced. Jawaku's ears, however, 
had been pierced bef ore, whereas Autsllki, who was older and had 
entered the puberty cycle earlier, had not yet had his ears perforated. 
Manifestly, the time of the first perforation varied. 

At the first piercing the yoimg boy added the name of his mother's 
father to the name of his paternal grandfather, which he had been given 
J:>reviously. This was also an occasion for scarifying the arms. 

Quain was informed that ear-piercing was done by all the upper 
Xingú area tribes. The Suyá, in con1mon with other Gê-speaking peoples, 
n1ade very large, and to the Trumaí, very unsightly, perforations in the 
lobes. Two Trumaí men who had been Suyá captives had such perfora
t ions and also pierced lower lips. The latter oondition explained satis
factorily' to the Trumaí why the Suyá "cannot speak properly." 

The puberty ceremonies were climaxed by a final series of tests of 
strength and courage: wrestling with a small anaconda, a subsequent 
intensive drinking of oleeis, and further body-soraping. After this the 
boy was kept in seclusion until his ears were again pierced. 

Both J awaku and Autsulri were at this stage. One day a snake was 
located in the lagoon, and Jawaku was urged to go after it. He and 
Makurawa ran t hrough the brush to the lagoon and searched for it along 
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t he banks, 1vhile men crowded jnto a canoe. The reptile was located, but 
instead of the one-foot diameter that it was at fi.rst said to have, it 
turned out to be only three inches thick. But, as Quain laconically 
observed, it was hungry. The men shouted at J awaku to jump in the 
water and grab it. 

The boy approached the reptile cautiously and with obvious fear. The 
anaconda, aroused, slithered through the water to the other side of the 
lagoon. J awaku's unwillingness to fi.ght was now apparent. · There were 
shouts that he was frightened. These goads temporarily overcame his 
relucta11ce, and he waded through t he water and grabbed the snake 
around the middle, lifting it out of the water. The anaconda began 
t hrowing its coils, while striking at the boy. In a panic, J awaku stum
bled blindly for the shore, tripped o ver a log, and released his hold on the 
snake. All the men shout ed, "He's afraid! " as the crestfallen boy 
dragged b.in1self out of t he water and silently walked home. 

That night, Maibu made a lengthy speech in which he absolved him
self from any responsibility for J awaku's cowardice. The next day 
a11other reptile was sighted, but J awal{u did not even bother to look at it. 

On t he other hand, Autsuki measured up to what was expected of 
him , and t hus was able to continue the ritual t hat marked his matura
tion. Immediately upon the successful outcome of his struggle with an 
anaconda, he went to his hot1se. He had now entered the seclusion phase 
of his p11berty rites. Tun, his mother's brother, who was acting as next 
of kin, built a partition screening him off from the rest of the house. He 
was allowed nothing to eat but a medicinal preparation called wyryx, and 
he couldleave his conflnement to defecate only when everyone was asleep . 

The seclusion period was to last until the ear-piercing festival which 
was to be held severa! months later, but Autsuki was cheerful about it. 
ln accordance with normal practice, he had his arms scraped shortly 
after he entered confinement, and he was also given t he adult tonsure. 

There remained only one more step in t he cycle of initiation rites: 
init iation into the shamanistic art of ouring. Completion of this final 
phase was necessary for full participation in the men's circle and for 
the privilege of smok:ing tobacco.2 All of the uninitiated Trumaí youths 
knew how to smoke and occasionally did so, but the adults referred to 
t his as "lying smoking." In order to " really" smoke it was necessary 
t o have a ceremony performed by Matiwana. Exactly when this oc
curred is o pen t o question, but ideally it was supposed to f ollow the 
final seolusion and ear-piercing. Aloari had not yet had the ceremony 
perf 01·med, although he was married and had a child. In his own words, 
he was still "too young." Aloari was evidently equating maturation with 
the puberty rites. 

2 Oberg (1953, p. 60) reports that uninitiated men may not smoke among the 
Kamayurá, either. 
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Changes in status and expected behavior were oonnected with the 
transition to ma.nhood, and new modes of participation in the culture 
were open to the young man. It is necessary, however, to differentiate 
between t he transition consequent upon increased age and t hat which 
resulted specifioally from passage through the life crisis rites. Ideally, 
such a distinction should not 11ave existed, as the achievement of phy
sical maturity should have been heralded by the socio - religious obser
vances. But t here were two young married men, Y anahi and Aloari, 
who had not completed the rit tlal - the former because of disinclination, 
the latter dueto the delay caused by his captivity among the Yuruna. 
Aloari, although bot h vocal and aggressive, and 11aving the men's 
haircut, was definitely not one of the men's group yet. R is smolring 
was only of the "lying" lcind. He still needed the ritual admittanoe to the 
smoking group. Yanahi, on the other hand, still had the youthful haircut, 
but, for tlnknown reasons, was ah·eady a full-fledged member of the 
men's group. He w.as frequently seen with the adolescent boys, however, 
and his activities were characterized by a youthful lack of _gravity. His 
history shows that there was no sudden break wit h boyhood among t he 
Trumaí. The puberty rites were spread over a long enough t ime to 
allow a slow incorporation into the adult world. 

Upon reaching man's estate, the young man became an integral part 
of the household and village economies. To be sure, property attitudes 
had been developed early, but he now had a greater opportunity to ex
press t hem, inasmuch as he was able to participate in the upper Xingú 
trade system and thus accumulate more personal possessio11s. His 
entrance into the men's oircle gave him a larger voice in community 
affairs, but at the sarne time it involved him in many village squabbles, 
which wer e intensified by his search for sexual partners or a wife. Also, 
amo11g his added responsibilities was the defense of the village. 

ln short, the status of the newly arrived man brought greater eco
n-0:nllc independence and a fuller participation in the social and cere
monial life of the community. In return for his heightened importance 
he was expected to act with sobriety and self-reliance, to sl1ow courage 
and fortitude, and to be more aggressive in asserting his new rights and 
prerogatives. This last was largely a matter of degree, for Quain had 
been impressed at the extent to which children asserted themselves 
and shared the mannerisms and attitudes of adults. 

F er;iale Puherty 

The only data available on female puberty observa11ces concern the 
fu·st menses (wasipanes), when the girl is confined for a period during 
which she wears her hair over her face. Rodrigues Ferreira, in comment
ing on a Trumaí girl in seclusion, states that sl1e must remain in her 
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compartment in the house for six mo11ths, at the end of which ti.me she 
is acoepted as a young woman.3 

Menstruation cai1sed no special distress to the Trumaí women. They 
maintained personal clea,nliness with the aid of leaves, going out into 
t he brush behind the house to care for themselves. Although the re
levant taboos were observed, the women talked frankly to Quain about 
menstruation, and were interested in learning what white women did 
during t he period. The men, although expressing a fear of -menstrual 
blood, did not shun the subject either. Most of them knew when women 
in the village were ha ving their menscs. 

Everyone was extremely shocl\ed when Quain told them that white 
people often had intercourse during the menstrual period, for such con
tact wo11ld make a Trumaí man fall ill and die. Aloari said that he would 
surely die of a cough if he copulated with his wife then. The blood 
itself was considered malignant, infecting whatever it touched. The 
whole village became very disturbed when Kuyafi dropped some 
menstrual blood on the path to the gardens. Aloari averred that he 
would not go for manioc until the rain washed it away. 

Fear of polluting f orced a menstruating woman to make frequent 
trips to the weeds, where nobody walked. The danger also extended to 
her person. During this time she was not allowed to cook, although she 
could sit around the fire when food was being prepared. ( Quain's de
parture from the Trumaí village was delayed for a day as both the wife 
and sister-in-law of Aloari, who was to accompany him, were menstruat
ing, and there was only one woman left in the household to make his 
beijú supply.) Nor could the menstruating woman carry water or take 
a bath. However, a prohibition on eating fish was the only food taboo 
that she had to observe. 

Marríage 

A man was ready to seek a mate within one or two years after his 
initiation, or at the corresponding age level. W omen were suitable 
prospects soon after their puberty rites. It was com.mon for marriages 
to be arranged by parents while their children were still infants. These 
infant betrothals \Vere usua.Jly between cross-cousins. I t is doubt ful, 
however, whether many sueh arranged marriages were consummated, 
both because of the high mortality and t he fact that most of the Trumaí 
women were ultimately fought for and won by verbal battles in the 
men's e:ircle. 

Courtships were neither long nor formalized. When a man developed 
an interest in a woman, he usually expressed it by attempting to seduce 
her. In most instances, amorous advances were made without any in-

8 Rodrigues Ferreira 1946, p. 92. 
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tention of marriage. But an intention of marriage did not insure exclt1sive 
sexual rights. Tl1e man usually continued to get gratification wherever 
he could find it. The. knowledge of his other liaisons did not particulatly 
disturb his bride-to-be, as she herself may well have been receiving 
attentións fróm other lovers. After marriage, such transgressions were 
not so tea.dily tolerated. 

The chief obstacles in the way of the marriage-bent Trumaí swain were 
the necessity to shout down bis rivais and gain tl1e approval and con
sent of the girl's kinsmen. The woman's consent was not necessary in 
making the. man·ia,ge, and she usually remained aloof, waiting to see 
who won. If, however, she was not pleased with the mate. to whom she 
was awarded, she was free to leave him. And this she often did. While 
Quain was in the village, there weTe tnarriages that lasted 0nly a day 
or two d11e to the bride's dissatisfaction. 

ln addition to the argumenta that pTecede most marriages, t he man 
was expected to go through oertain forma.lities. He went to the girl's 
mother a11d stated his intentions. If the girl had no mother, he ap
proached the nearest male relative. ln order to gain the favor of her 
kinsmen, he distrfbuted gifts, the most important to the girl's mother, 
others to her father, siblings, and her mother's brother. The gift to tl1e 
latter was espeeially im.portant, as he was the one who formally gave 
the woman, or as the Trumaí phrase it, "spreads her legs." Gifts were 
also given the girl, eulminating with a present of fish. In the meantilne 
the girl made an especially fine hammock which she"gave to the groom. 

If everything was accepted, the man was free to take the girl to bis 
house. The wedding was preceded by a fishing expedition in which 
nearly all the me11 participated, and by a wrestling match for whlch 
the groom was beautilully painted. The women held a trade game. The 
actual eeremony consisted of notbing more than the woman's moving int o 
the house of her mate. A male relative carried her hammock to his home. 

Tbis was the way weddings should have been conducted in the 
Trumaí village. Actually, they were even less formal, especially i11 the 
case of second wives in polygamous unions. Marriage and sex preoecupi
ed the Trumaí, for there were not enough women to go around; but 
even the few formal acts involved interested the Trumaí little. If the 
marriage was durable, the couple settled down and had children. After 
marriage and the birtn of children no great change occurred in their 
positio11s in the communit.y until they reached old age. 

Old Age 

Everyone in the village was classified as "younger" or " older." The 
men were either axosek (younger) or tdakek (older), while the tetms for 
the women were, respectively, axosekt;sa and td,akit;s. These were not age 
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grades except in the broadest sense, as the term for "younger" covered 
everyone from infants to people in the prime of life. The terms, however, 
indicate a keen consciousness that those who have passed their prime 
are distinct from those who are still developing or are at the height of 
their physical powers. 

The Trumaí believed that it was good to be yotmg, vigorous, and 
strong, while advancing years were a stigma. Quain always met with a 
stout denial whenever he suggested to someone that he was C?lder than 
someone else. An old person, they said with contempt, was one who did 
not bathe or shave the crown of his head any more. Mayuva did not 
bother to bathe one morning and was derided by Kerami, who accused 
him of being old. A short ti.me later he reappeared freshly bathed. 

While several individuais were considered "older," the only ones who 
fell into the Trumaí category of true old age were Matiwana a11d Yahu. 
The latter's status was further lowered by the fact that he was con
sidered to be a Kamayurá; his father was a member of that tribe and he 
had a son living with them. However, Yahu was still sexually potent 
and a full participant in the economy. 

A person of truly advanced old age was called dewan. This term, which 
has uncomplimentary connotations, was applied only to men "whose 
penis is dead" or to women past menopause. Matiwana was the only 
person of either sex who fitted the dewan category. The only tasks for 
which he was suited were light craft work, gathering firewood, and an 
occasional fishing trip. He was, however, the fount of nearly all Trumaí 
ceremonial knowledge. Matiwana was well cared for by his son and by 
his household. The son's a:ffectio11 and loyalty to his father were deep, 
and he was the old man's constant companion. The rest of the villagers 
remained aloof from Matiwana. 

The Trumaí abhorred the thought of their own future old age, and 
they transferred some of this fear to the perso11s of the aged. Status 
declined with age, a11d Matiwana had his ceremonial lore and sl1ama11Ístic 
skill to thank for what position he still maintained. 

Death 

N either the village site nor the house of the deceased had to be 
abandoned following death. Burial took place in the village pla~a. The 
corpse was interred lying on its back in an extended position, wrapped 
and bound in its hammock. Numerous cooking utensils, including a 
ja'meo (ceramic griddle for baking beijú) were buried with both male 
a11d female deceased. 

No deaths occurred while Quain was in residence, but mourning was 
still going on for a man who had recently died. The burden of mourning 
fell on the female relatives of the deceased. The only observance in-
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cumbe11t upon the males was a prohibition against wearing body paint 
for several months after the death. This ban extended to women, also. 
ln addition, the female mourner could not sing in any of the ceremonies, 
and she cut her hair jmmediately after the death. M arr1age was also for
bidden her during the moUl'Iling period. (Autu carne under censure as 
she had married her dead husband's sister's son - which at any time was 
reprehensible - even though her hair, cut when he died, had not yet 
grown back.) The woman ·~:as also required to wail occasionally for the 
dead person dul'ing the time of mourning, and sh:e made flat mud discs, 
about one inoh high, in the village center. Quain never found out the 
reason for this, although Kayaru made several of these mark.ers for 
her dead brother. No special reverence or respect was given to the markers 
as they were usually demolished during the wrestling matches . 

. Recreation and A mu~ernent 

Trading sessions l1ave been referred to as "games" because they are 
aforro of amusement, but t his appellation isin a waymisleading, as the 
economic aspect of the "trade game" is very important. Actually, ex
cept for the inter·tribal spear-throwing contest, the only organized 
recreation is wrestling, and this is immensely popular t hroughout the 
whole upper Xingú area.4- Wrestling matches were especially frequent 
during intertribal visits and ceremonials. These occasions aroused keen 
interest, and competitive spirits ran high, but the onlookers made it a 

4 point of etiquette to show no partisanship, and the contestants made 
every effort to conceal latent intertribal hostility. They were always 
friendly -to each other, and at the end of the match they exchanged a 
friendly embrace. This was not necessary between fellow Trumaí or close 
kinsmen of different villages. The most effusive behavior was always 
shown toward those who were most disliked and mistrusted. 

Wrestling matches always took place in t he afternoon. All that was 
needed to start a match was a quorum of four or five men. These small 
bouts were usually informal and more in the nature of practice than 
competitive contesta. When most of the men were in the village the 
contests attracted more attention and required more preparation. Bod
ies were painted and arm and leg bands were worn. The hair was usual
ly combed and plastered down. 

The men lined up on the log in the men's circle or brougl1t stools. The 
women and young boys watched from the periphery. Uninitiated boys 
were not allowed to talre part in the men's wrestling, but the older ones 
were generally permitted to sit with the men. 

Each WTestler tried foT a grip by grabbing at the body of t he other. 
A variant of the half-Nelson was frequently attempted. The match 

4 Cf. Galvão 1949, p. 44. 
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would be ter:minated by mutual consent and without the need for either 
contestant to concede defeat. 5 The wrestlers were often pushed around 
considerably, but except for grunts of e:ffort, there were no expressions 
of pain or anger. However, when Quain tried to teach the Trumaí men 
to box, even the lightest punch caused them to retire. They claimed that 
the karahiba sport was much too rough. 

Trumaí women do not "know how" to wrestle, but the ICamayurá 
women wrestled to entertain guests. It was common opinion in .the region 
that Trumaí women did not compare favorably with Kamayurá women. 
Even the Trumaí men agreed on this point. After a visit to the ICama
yt1rá village, the precocious young Yanahi was vociferous in his approval 
of them. His admi.ration was due chiefly to the jamyrikuma, a KamayuTá 
female song and dance in which the women flapped their breasts and 
went t hr·ough other provocative motions. He also described how they 
had pushed their twine belts down low on their buttocks, which to him 
was a very suggestive act. After the dance the women wrestled. Jak
walu, a Mehinaku, was the only woman in the Trumaí village wl10 
could wrestle, a fact that suggests that the females of this group also 
practiced the sport. She demonstrated her ability only on intertribal 
visits. 

The Trumaí women did not entertain guests, except insofar as visitors 
forced their attentions on t he unman·ied ones. The only occasions on 
which they were known to sing and dance were at certain ceremonies 
when they served as a chorus to the men. 

Except for the use of pan-pipes, which the men played in the morning, 
all music was con11ected wit h religiot1s ceremonial. The pan-pipes con
sisted of a half-dozen hollow reeds of different lengths laced together. 
Ceremonial singing was melodious, and t he Trumaí enjoyed singing. 
They frequently requested Quain to sing in the men's circle. The re
quests were always phrased on behalf of the women and children. 
Visits from members of other tribes always called for a performance 
by t he ethnographer. 

Humor consisted mostly of practical jokes played at the expense of 
others. J olres were always perpetrated by the men; the wome11 served 
occasionally as butts. This does not mean that the men were gayer or 
more light-hearted than t he women, for the contrary was actually the 
case. The women enjoyed each other's company more. They gossiped 
and laughed together, worked together, and generally wore a pleasanter 
expression. For the men, jokes were important as a means of recognition 
and assertion. They were always performed for an audience. 

Teasing the women was also a popt1lar male di.version. This was often 
done by ignoring them completely during a conversati.on. Yati was a 

5 This may be true only of bouts between Trurnaí, as Oberg (1953, p. 59) notes 
that a man is defea.ted when he is thrown on his back. 
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master at this dead-pan type of humor. When t he women attempted to 
talk to him and Quain, he remained entirely disinterested, occasionally 
brealcing in on them to address himself solely to the ethnographer. Al
t hough the women affeoted exasperation, they really enjoyed this nega
tive attention. 

The women were easy to frighten. Aloari teased his wife and sister-in
law by chasing them with a live snake in bis hands. The \Vomen were 
also sensit ive to touch (few men could resist brushing a hand lightly 
over an ever-exposed buttock when a crowd was present), and they 
became nervous when they saw that such teasing was impending. On 
a day when ali the women had crowded into Quain's house, he pulled on 
the perineal cord of one of them. She immediately loosed a scream and ran 
out the d9or followed by the others, who laughed hilariously. Thereafter 
ali the women expected to be teased by Quain, and they identified him 
somewhat more with the other men than they had before. The me11 
often threatened rape in jest, but even when the women recognized the 
humorous intent, their basic anxiety was never completely allayed. 

Pranks were frequent among the men. It was particularly amusing for 
a manto inf orm the others that Quain had given bim a gift. Y ati went to 
the trouble of fi lling a cartridge box with dirt and soberly telling ali the 
men that the box was full of rifle shells. He was among the more popular 
jokers of the village. And pranks were played on him also. One night, in 
jest, Aloari shot at Yati's chicken with Quain's rifle on the pretext that 
it had been crowing. (The noise of the rifle report was also calculated to 
terrify the village.) Tun and J akwana1i ocoasionally tried to be furn1y 
by sitting alone and talking to t hemselves rapidly and incoherently. 
This was considered forced humor, and no one so much as chuckled. 

A major source of diversion was gossip about who was cohabiting 
with whom. While this sometimes led to shouting arguments, it wa.s 
more often merely playful talk, and it was treated as such. Accusations 
of sexual intercourse, sometimes true and sometimes false, were tossed 
back and f orth between the men, usually witl1 accompanying leers. 

Manners anel Mo1·als 

The Tr.umaí gossiped about sex, not because it was held to be morally 
wrong to do so, but because they had a fra.nk and honest interest in it . 
Sex was considered a part of the "good life," but it was also thought 
to be a distraction from work. Thus, the chief made lengthy speeches 
castigating the men for being interested in nothing but sex when t hey 
should have been out planting. Similarly, Ya11ahi should have finished 
his puberty rites, but, as one of his kinsmen bluntly put it, ali he wanted 
to do was "tsidi" (copula.te). ln reality the men took vicarious enjoy
ment in watching Yanahi exert his newly found sex prowess. 
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Yanahi was less inhibited than any of the other men, but his be
havior was not considered shocking or immoral. Quain had apparently 
arrived at the village just at the time that Y anahi was on the threshold 
of sexual experience. He appeared in Quain's house one night to show 
that he had an erection and announced that he would soon be having 
coitus. Thereafter, he rarely failed to tell Quain of his exploits. One 
night quite a cro-,.vd, including Y anahi and one of his paramours, Vat
siat, was gathered in Quaú1's l1ouse. The young man suddenly developed 
a longing for her and, as soon as all the visitors had left, satisfied his 
craving noisily amidst Quain's pots and pans. He was proud of his 
virility, as were most of the Trumaí men. 

No discredit attached to the male involved in a love a:ffair and very 
little to the woman. Oirupa merely scolded his sister for having copu
lated with Y anahi. Only where adultery was involved did promiscuity 
lower the status of a woman. Chastity bef ore marriage was not expected, 
and there was nota single virgin in the village over the age of puberty. 
Older women without husbands or close relatives to protect them were 
often used for sexual purposes against their will. This was especially 
the case with nnmarried foreign women. Some of them complained that 
they had to dispense their favors to too many men too often. 

This aggressiveness and the danger of bride-capture made the women 
extremely fearful of being raped, and, as noted above, they were 
lmeasy even when the threats were made in fun. One mon1ing Quain 
decided to get rid of his numerous female visitors by employing this 
device. They ali fled except one, who, despite her seeming courage, 
looked worried. Without doubt, the women enjoyed visiting Quain, 
but a man told him that if he were to have intercourse with any one of 
them, they would all fear him. Over and above this fear of rape, there 
was a definite hostility between the sexes, which was usually well con
trolled, but which on occasion might explode in open quarrels between 
the men and the women. 

No cumbersome taboos surrounded physiological functions. Belching 
and the release of fiatus were common in company, but generally dis
tegarded. However, if an unusually unpleasant odor followed, those 
nearby spat on the ground as a mark of disgust. The men urinated near 
their houses or at the edge of the village plaza. The women went to the 
edge of the village clearing or behind the houses. Both sexes went a 
short distance into the brush to defecate, but at night elimination was 
permitted in the village plaza if a hole was first dug for this purpose and 
covered over. 

There was no salacious attitude toward body processes. The Trumaí 
were puzzled by Quain's desire for privacy in his personal habits a11d 
his curiosity about other people's. One woman seriously asked if she 
could watch him eliminate. 
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The main motivation for going into the brush to defecate was not 
modesty, but a feeling of revulsion for body products. One did not 
eliminate in places frequented by people. Yanahi was disgusted when 
Quain defecated in his garden and claimed that the garden was ruined. 
Similarly, it was considered repulsive to defecate in the water. Whe11 
Quain described the great ship that had brought him to Brazil, the 
only thing that the Trumaí found hard to believe was that the people 
aboard would have to eliminate in the water. 

The rules of etiquette required a person entering or leaving company 
to malte an appropriate statemeqt. The salutation usually consisted of a 
phrase stating what the person being greeted was doing at the moment. 
Thus, typical greetings were, "You are eating," "You have returned 
from fishing," "You are sitting,'' and so 011. When leaving a person or 
group it was proper to announce, " I am leaving," followed generally 
by a statement of what one was going to do. If this last was not observed, 
the departing person was usually asked where he was going. These 
formalities were notas regularly invoked in the larger gatherings as in 
house-visiting. 

The rules of etiquette also required the emission of conventionalized 
~ cries on particular occasions, such as the bringing of food into the village 
or the offerii1g of tobacco to guests. ln the latter case the person making 
the presentation cried " aha," the recipient "ha-a-a ha ha ha." These 
amenities, wlúch were observed betwee11 the Trumaí, were always 
louder when an outsider was involved. 

Hospitality was extended to all upper Xingú Indians and white meu 
who visited the village. ln part this was inspired by a f ear of -their 
neighbors, i11 part by etiquette. The Trumaí had lit·tle reasou to fear 
Quain; yet he was treated with the greatest kindness and consideration, 
and everyone was eager to converse with him. Indeed, their attentions 
were so constant that at times he wanted nothing more than to be left 
alone. 

While the men were far more self-assertive than the women, they 
were also extremely sensitive. They were insulted at the refusal of a 
request, or at the denial of what they considered to be the recognition 
due them as individuals. They did not like to be treated as faceless 
members of a group. During the argume11t that followed Quain's com
plaint that some article of his had been stolen, Maibu criticized him for 
addressing them collectively as ''Trumaí,'' while they always called 
him "capitão" or by his name. 

The Trumaí were greatly interested in Western goods and their be
l1avior toward wlrites was unrestrained. The following q11otation from 
Quain's field notes describes this succinctly: 

The reason why it is so difficult to live with these people is that they are so 
" impolite." At least in their deailings with me, an outsider, and with the mission-
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aries, they are unrestrained in physical contact and in the expression of their 
momentary sentiments. In many instances their motives are kind and helpful. 
But their complete laclt of shyness makes their sometimes bungling e:fforts 
troublesome. 

They were more reserved among themselves. Body contact and caresses 
were absent, as such demonstrations of friendship were unnecessary. The 
Trumaí were different people when otttsiders were in the village. 



CHAPTER SIX 

THE DEATH OF A ÜULTURE 

Today there are but twenty-five remaining Trumaí. The fact that 
they disbanded onoe during the recent paat shows that this small 
number approaohes a critica} point at which such a culture is no longer 
socially viable. If the present population trend continues, Trumaí so
ciety will definitely end, and, with the complete assimilation of the 
descendants of the Trumaí into other tribes, Trumaí culture, except for 
those elements of it that have been adopted by their neighbors, will 
belong to the past. 

Primitive cultures and the populations that tra11smitted them are 
disappearing in many parts of the world today. ln most instances, 
however, they are being destroyed by extended face-to-face contacts 
with Western society. This is not precisely the case with the Trumaí. 
Here, there was no large scale transmission of Western culture and no 
direct interaction with Brazilian society. But slight though the contact 
of the upper Xingú Indiana with the whites was, it resulted in t he in
troduction of respiratory inf ectioris that contributed greatly to their 
depopulation. In this sense, the white man is responsible for the impend
ing death of the Trumaí. 

Although the Trumaí were still carrying on their village life during 
Quain's residence and were to continue to do so, certain changes "\vere 
taking place in their culture which were symptomatic of the fundamental 
instability induced by their low numbers. 

It is immediately apparent that their weakness made the Trumaí 
vulnerable to other tribes, both the nominally friendly ones of the upper 
Xingú Basin, and the hostile ones of the surrounding country. ln 1938 
the Trumaí could not have successfully withstood a strong Suyá or 
Yurunaraid, nor could they have launched an attack upon tl1e Suyá for 
women, as did the more vigorous Kamayurá. Indeed, the Trumaí had 
good rea.son to fear t he least sound in the jungle at night . 

Also, the Trumaí were held in low esteem by their immediate neigh
bors at the time of Quain's st11dy. This was a severe blow to theh· elan, 
and it undoubtedly affected their self-image. It led, too, to more con
crete results. As noted above, other tribes took Trumaí women during 
their most fertile years, and it is almost certain that the few " outside" 
women, wl10 were brought into the Trumaí village through marriage, 
failed t o restore the balance. Moreover, there were no "outside" men 
7 97 
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in the Trumaí community, for, as Oberg notes, no adult male would 
choose to tive with a people of such low status.1 

It might be expected that t he Trumaí could have compensated for 
this drain by raising their birth rate. However, in this population of 
43 persons, there were only ten children, an extremely small number 
when the low average life span is considered. Furthermore, only two of 
the children were females. Of the approximately twelve women who 
were capable of bearing children, only one was pregnant, and the others 
were urging her to abort her child. Thus, infanticide and abortion were 
taking a heavy toll in the Trumaí village. 

The custom of killing twins and of spacing births tb.ree or four years 
apart are reported by Oberg for the Kamayurá,2 and these factors may 
well have been present in t he Trumaí sit uation. The long post-natal 
taboo on sexual intercourse had the same e:ffect. Wagley, who studied 
the dying but equally unacculturated Tapirapé, found t hat tradit ional 
practices were contributing to the complete depopulation of that group 
also.3 

But among the Trumaí t here is still another a11d less tangible djmen
sion. Abortion may have been urged on a pregnant woman because she 
had no husband, but how is one to explain the lrilling of two of Aloari's 
children without his consent, or the fact that there were eight male and 
only two female children in the community ~ The limited information 
available suggests that the Trumaí were purposely restricting their 
number and committing suicide, perhaps unintent ionally, in the process. 
Two reasons for this extreme behavior may be h.ypothesized: first, the 
impasse in which the Trumaí fol1nd themselves because of the steady 
depopulation made them so personally insecure and apat hetic regarding 
both the present and the future that they were no longer willing to rear 
sizable f amilies, despi te their evident devotion to children; and second, 
they may not have thought it possible to produce the surplus necessary 
to support such families. Actually, however, even with their diminished 
numbers the Trumaí could have increased their food supply. 

Their lowered standard of living was dueto more than attitudes. Loss 
of popttlation no doubt also decreased the yield oí Trumaí fishing and 
theref ore limjted t heir chief source of protein. To be sure, bow and arrow 
fishing was little affected, but fish poisoning, the only communal sub
sistence technique practiced by them, was much less e:ffective when 
employed by a small group, for a few people can adequately poison only 
smaller watercourses and branches of lagoons, while a greater number 
can cover larger streams and whole lagoons. l n the latter circnmstance, 
both the take would be larger and larger species would be available. More· 
over, when the waters are heavily poisoned and enough people are present 
to reap the "harvest," there is less chance of fish escaping. Thus, up to 

1 Oberg 1953, p. l õ. 2 lbid., p . 62. 3 Wagley 1940. 
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a certain point at least, the take increases geometrically with the number 
of persons participating. 

ln gardening, also, which was not practiced collectively, their small 
number decreased Trumaí security. It was common for nearly all the 
village men to plant their gardens in clearings adjacent to those of their 
neighbors. Obviously, if one part of such a single, extended clearing 
was improperly fued, or if the crops were destroyed by armadillos or 
wild pigs, tl1e whole village might be without f ood. Crop failure for a 
variety of causes is common in the tropical forests, but most aboriginal 
communities in South Amarica have several separated garden clearings, 
each owned by an individual or extended family. If one garden fails, t he 
family can, in a pe;riod of emergency, reap from others. Oberg relates 
t hat the Trumaí once b.ad to turn for food to t he Kamayura,4 perhaps 
because of the failure of the village clearing. 

It is, of cou11se, possible that in the past the Trumaí organized their 
gardens along t he more ratio11al lines of the l(amayurá ;5 and it is also 
possible t hat they never made a proper ecological adaptation subsequent 
totheir arrivalin t he upper Xingú region. But laclci.ng informat io11 on their 
economy prior to their decimation, we cannot make any fum statement 
on these points. However, it is certain that, despite t heir stnall numbers, 
the individual Trumaí could have oleared and planted much more land. 
The average size of the gardens observed by Quain was one-half acre, 
and this area had to feed up to four people. Many men also had old 
gardens which were planted only to manioc. According to Quain's 
calculations, the total acreage of 1rumaí gardens was only a little over 
thirteen. Since yields from f orest soils are not high, it is evident that 
this very small area must h ave barely met the· needs of a population of 
43 persons. Manifestly, t he Trumaí did not worlr hard enougl1; and it 
seems evident that their lack of application did more to impoverish 
them than any other single f actor. 

If the other upper Xingú tribes are used as criteria to establish what 
Trumaí society was like before its decline, some very serious dysfunc
tions within Trumaí social structure soon become apparent. To be sure, 
such a comparison is an arbitrary procedure; and it is only involced l1ere 
for its heuristic value. Since village and house patrilocality is the usual 
mode of residence among the Trumaí, a household similar to that of 
the Kamayurá, and with like functions, might be expected and might 
indeed have existed in the past. However, the Trumaí death rate in 1938 
was so high that these units disintegrated before t hey had gone beyond 
the embryonic stage. House membership was shifting, the number of 
persons involved small, and leadership nebtl~ous. And since kinship was 
the principal mechanism for structuring interpersonal relationships in 
Trumaí society, t his lacl{ of a stable, kin-structt1red unit probably did 

4 Oberg 1953, p. 42. 5 Ibid., p. 45. 
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serious damage to the individual personality. Also, many individuals 
could not enact whole sets of kin-determined roles because they had no 
relatives of the proper complementary status. F or example, parents-in
law normally exerted considerable influence and control over younger 
married couples, but hardly anyone in the village had such relatives. 
Similarly, cross-cousin marriage was t he preferred union, but oross
oousins were generally unavailable. Moreover, because of the shortage 
of women, marriage carne to be more a cause of conflict t ha,.n a con
solidator of kinship bonds. 

Not only was t he family world of t he Trumaí crumbling, but aU lines 
of authority and social control were weak. The Trumaí seemed unable 
to unite for such culturally approved purposes as economic cooperation 
or hospitality. Trumaí lead.ership, like that of many primitiva peoples, 
was predioated on the existenoe of strong bonds of kinship, economic 
interdependence, anda general agreement on goals and policies. These 
preconditions were no longer found among t he Trumaí. ln this struc
tural vacuum, the Trumaí chief was less and less able to cope with the 
growing self-assertiveness of certain men, and was increasingly forced 
into a neutral role. As t he community weakened, his position weakened. 

A number of reasons account for t he factionalism which developed 
within the Trumaí village. Some are a function of personality, others of 
the diminished population. Obviously women were at a premium and 
many men were compelled to do without mates. The resultant com
petition was, as we have seen, a festering sore in the body polit ic. 
Connected with it, but h aving further ramifi cation.s, the bonds of 
lrinship and the expected behavior between kinsmen underwent attrition 
and upset what social balance could have been achieved under more 
normal conditions. Indeed fear of the outside world more than interna} 
forces of oohesion held the Trumaí community together. 

Other integrative meohanisms in Trumaí culture were also disappear
ing. Conspicuous among them was t he gradual abandonment of many 
elements in t he Trumaí ceremonial cycle. (Significantly this left the 
highly individual practice of shamanism as the most active religious 
expression i11 Trumaí culture) . In part, this loss may have been due to 
t he inability of the Trumaí to amass a sufficient ly large f ood surplus 
for t he feasting t hat was required when visitors from other tribes were 
present. N ot enot1gh is known about t he ritual of the Trumaí to warrant 
any broad generalizations on the effects of depopulation on ceremonial 
participation, but t heir numbers may well have been approaching the 
minimum necessary to carry out t he rites. Only a few men who had 
depended heavily on one old man for t heir instruction possessed the re
quisite ceremonial l~nowledge. When this old man died, Trumaí culture 
must have suffered a severe blow. Younger men were little interested in 
learning t he ritual and lore. Moreover, t he small number of bearers of 
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Trumaí culture and the shortness of t heir average life span must have 
seriously interfered with the instruction of the young. ln addition, t he 
very eclecticism of Trumaí culture militated against conservatism and 
is in.dicative of the low value which they placed on their own culture. 

ln the chapter on religion, the disinterest of the people in their reli
gious activit ies was often noted. Such behavior may appear paradoxical, 
but ethnographic literature provides many instances of the decline of 
traditional belief systems in the face of cultural crisis. ln the case of the 
Trumaí, disinterest in the religious sphere was closely related to dis
interest in other aspects of their culture. The Trumaí world view had 
become a philosophy of despair. While depopulation was causing social 
and cultural disintegration, cultural factors in their turn were furthering 
depopulation. The Trumaí were set in a steady downward spiral. 

ln summary it can be said that, on the basis of Quain's notes, t he 
Trumaí were an anxiety ridden people. They were extremely se11sitive 
and their feelings were easily hurt. They demanded individual recogni
tion and attention. They were disinclined t o work in their own interest 
or to join with each other in community projects. Apathetic towards 
t heir own world, they were distrustful of the world outside. These 
observations find considerable confirmation in de Lima's comments 
on the Trumaí: 

The b ehavior of this tribe which tives t oday in a state of humiliation and with
drawal in the face of the other p eoples, is quite d.ifferent from that of the Tupi
ans. They are extremely distrustful Indians; they do not have a frank and happy 
expression and no matter how long one lives with them they remain always shut 
off. They do not have the dynamism, nor the disposition to work. of the l{ama-

, 6 yura. 

It seems certain that this personality structure was i1ot a survival of 
their mo:re prosperous pre-contact period, when t he Trumaí enjoyed 
some renown as warriors, but was a product of t he growing distress 
which emerged during the period when t he their whole secuTity system of 
the individual - kinship and community -was breaking down. Under the 
new circumstances the individual Tr11maí was no longer lodged in the 
matrix of the extended family. No longer did the rules of kinship that 
had formerly guided interpersonal relations operate smoothly for him.. 
No longer did a vigorous community intervene between him and the 
outside ·world. There was no strong family, community, or tradition with 
which he could ident ify himself. The weakening of the socio-cultural 
structure precipitated him into conflict with his fellows; and it caused 
him to transfer some of his dependence to other and stronger groups. 
And in this e:ff.ort also, he was unsuccessful, for other tribes looked down 
upon him as a member of an irredeemably inferior group. 

6 De Lima 1949, p. 25 . 
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The dilemma of the individual, itself a function of the deterioration 
of the group, strengthened t he centripetal forces within the society. 
Simj]a.tly, the apathy induced bythe process of ego-destruction rendered 
the Trumaí economically incompetent, and reduced the village to a 
marginal level of subsistence. Under these conditions, his failure to 
procreate is understandable. 

But no one factor explains the passing of the Trumaí. This was not 
t he result of an acculturative process, since the Trumaí were not adapt
ing to anything new. Their recent history, however, underlines a develop
ment in which depopulation, cultural disintegration and personality dis
organization engendered further depopulation, cultural disintegration, 
and personality disorganization. That such a development is cataclysmic 
in a group as small as the Trumaí is shown by the marginality of the 
twenty-five survivors and t he precarious position of their sociai identity 
only seventeen years after Quain left their midst. 

• 



APPENDIX 

Buell Quain, in a letteT to tl1e late Dr. Ruth Benediot written from 
Brazil on December 21, 1938, summarized severa! aspects of Trumaí 
culture which have a diréct and iromediate bearing on their decline. 
Following are excerpts of ethnological interest fron1 t hls letter, whioh 
was discovered after this monograph was completed: 

"They are a dying c1tlture. Each generation improves its imitation of 
Ka;mayu-rá culture. Everyone in the village knows a few l{amayurá 
words. Almost ali the songs in the manioc fertility cere;mony are Kama
yurá. Half the people in the village can carry on a conversation n'l 
Katnayurá with ease. One househ0ld (there are four) uses Kamayurá in 
preference to TTumaí. The mother of the house owner speaks no Trumaí; 
she is a l{amayurá woman who has lived with the Trumaí for about 
twenty-five ye~rs . The chi1d of the household, a ten year old girl, confuses 
Kamayurá kinship terms with Trumaí in classifying the village. All 
Trumaí women between twenty and forty have been ca.ptive wives 
among the Kamayurá (which pu.ts the Trumaí menina peculiar position 
which they fully but fruitlessly resent) ... . They have lots of dis
organized leisure. They are sleepy (in part because of insects and fear 
throughout the night) . They are ready to imitate not only the Kama
yurá, but me, in petty daily habits. No outsider speaks Trumaí. 

"There is nobody among them who volunteers information of etlu10-
logical value. For three months I dug for structure and got very little ... 
Dullne.ss cannot be attributed to the climate. 

"The village is small .. . . Each of t he four 11ouseholds - now five 
because of a recent split - are o:vgan.ized, or perhaps disorganized, ac
cording to different sociological p.rincipals. Three of the seventee11 
women are of foreign birth; one is Kamayurá, one is l\Iehinaku, and one 
is Suyá. The first two speak i10 Trumaí. A fourth woman with ring
worm and two sick children is said t o be Y aulapití, but she is well set 
in Trumaí culture. Nobody elaims heras a relative (in part because of 
aversion toward her ringworm); hence. she is used as a prostitute by 
e:very man in the village - she is the village joke. Among the me11, I 
have found remarl{ably uniform responses to various 'tes.ts'. (I said 
'Draw a picture of a woman anda man.' Every man but one drew the 
woman tirst and oriented her in a distinctive way on the paper. The 
women showed no such regularity. One Kamayurá man tested also 
lacked this stereotyped response .) 
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"Ttemendous interest in property, together with a simple and declin
ing cult ure, results in my being a seriously disturbing element in t heir 
lives. Casual conversation always degenerates into a squabble about 
gift-giving . . . . There is intense pleasure in possession. Children get 
no sympathy when they are hurt, but objects are usually given to them. 
Every child has the rigl1t at least 'to see' anything he desires. In this 
respect children are pampered. Adults whine for things ; withholding 
a desired object makes them intensely unhappy. Aggressive possession 
is admired . . Trade games make the exchange of property very :fluid. 
Y et values in t rade are well defined, and there is no prestige in giving 
more than one gets. Wit hin the kinship circle, however, the old lavish 
property on the young. A father's garden is spoken of as that of his five 
year old son . There is a deliberate attempt to instill aggressive ownership 
attitudes in the young. A three year old girl is taught to claim objects in 
a loud voice. This is done by shouting the possessive pronoun . . .. 

"These are a settled people who live within t he strict limits of their 
village. Their small number h as advantage in t he study of individuals. 
They have no knowledge of the world beyond the Kuluene-Kuliseu. It 
has no more real existence than t he various inhabited regions of the 
heavens. The half dozen expeditions which have passed down the river 
have communicated with the na tives only with signs. The one important 
result of such contact was division from peripheral tribes and the rise of 
metal tools. The disappearance of t he stone industry, on which a defunct 
Trumaí moiety had a monopoly, has occurred within the last generat ion.1 

The increased leisure which pro bably resulted is not utilized economically. 
''The complete lack of self-consciousness among these people ttlal{es 

beh avior observation remarkably easy. Before I knew any of the 
language, I could sit by t he hour in various households and time the 
actions of people while they paid no attention to me. For instance, one 
man during twenty minutes of leisure lay down to rest in his hammoclr 
fifteen different times, but each time disturbed himself with the re
membra11ce of some petty chore undone .... 

"The only restriction of behavior that I have seen in casual intra
village personal relations is that the children are told not to litter the 
fl.oor . The only positive rule is t hat t he head of a household must sit 
with a guest and converse while the guest is inside his house .... 
Furthermore, extra-marital sexual intercourse has occurred in a sha
dowy corner of my house . . This lack of self-consciousness contrasts 
strongly with t he J(arajá, who are more prudish t han the Fijians .... 

" Shortage of women, because of theft of young women, polygamy, 
lack: of sexual interest in old wives (of which there are severa!), and 

1 Quain refers here to the moiety-like diviaion of the Trumaí which has been 
discussed in Chapter Three. This appea.rs to be rather a result of the merger of the 
northern and southern Trumaí villages. The latter specialized in axe-ma.king . 
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post-natal sexual taboos is a serious social problem. A large group of not 
very pretty bachelors must use the woman with ringworm or the Suyá 
captive, whose present marriage is considered dishonorable. These 
women have no brothers or fathers. ln contrast with Karajá, there is 
no stylized homosexuality. Yet the complete freedom of sexual play 
results in activities which might be considered overt homosexuality. 
But to the Trumaí such activity has litt.le emotional content. It does not 
seem to set up speoial personal relationships. 

"Women are in constant fear of attack. Yet a wüe tyrannizes her 
husband by withholding her favors and pulling the hair of anyone whom 
she suspects her husband has used sext1aliy. Between married people, sex 
occurs at night - preferably when everyone else is asleep - or while going 
to the forest on various gathering tasks. A man and his wüe engage in 
many things together, such as afternoon relaxation, fishing, andgarden
ing. There is companionship even between those spouses among whom 
the wüe is much older and no longer of interest to the man sexually. 

"Between t hemselves, the men are extremely individualistic. Coopera
tion rarely exceeds kin limits even at the explicit order of the chief. 
Only when outsiders are present do men band together in a mock dis
play of solid cooperation. . . . There is only one old man, who is about 
seventy - ali others are under 45 . . .. . Ali death is murder. Nobody 
expects to live longer than the next rainy season. Men always carry 
bows and arrows for protection. Shamans keep the village in constant 
fear of attack from the Suyá or Kamayurá . . . . There are imaginary 
attacks quite often. Men gather in terror at the center of the village -
the most exposed spot - and wait to be shot at from the dark bushes 
at the margin of the village .... 

"Authority is lax. The patrilinealiy hereditary chief does no work 
and is a parasite on his household. He is self-conscious of the rank of his 
wüe whose marriage has elevated her. He lounges in his hammock, but 
it is his duty to ora.te from the center of the village at night and sometimes 
in t he morning, urging the men to undertake group projects. Heis the 
only man who has the courage to be an executive. This contrasts with 
the l{amayurá where there are several chiefs who, uniquely in their 
culture, are shy and ashamed to speak and whose orders must be re
ferred through special talkers. It also contrasts with the Karajá where 
the chief is the best worker . . . . When the season changes, the Trumaí 
chief urges the people to engage in the new work, which they would do 
anyway. An example of the complete independence of spirit is illustrated 
by the two brothers who would not help the brother-in-la w of one build 
the house in which they all were living, because they thought the mos
quitoes would be bad in that location during the rainy season. The 
brother-in-law built the tremendotts house ali by himself - the t wo 
brothers lived comfortably in it. 
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"Angry stylized q·uarreling is a legal device. The village hoots in 
derision at him whose argument is poor. The chief must be a master at 
this kind of argument, bt1t all men and even women participate .... 
Though everyone makes speeches, it is only the chief who makes exec
utive speeches. Quarrels have always been about women, with the 
exception of the one which occurred upon my arrival in the village ( one 
party disapproved of me ... ). The chief does not interfere in personal 
quarrels. The other men sit quietly in the center of the village smolting 
and trying to disregard the quarrel, which may be going on over their 
very heads. When the contenders have retired from the village green, 
they are perfectly calm. The argument is suspended unt il it can be 
carried on publicly. There seem to be no secret alliances among the men. 

"Another thing I must mention is the complete lack of emotional 
content in religious ceremonies. These are mildly pleasant chores. 
Although their struct11re is designed for a public pageant, nobody pays 
attention." 
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